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Abstract

THE Internet has evolved a long way from transporting basic web data to transport-

ing traffic instigated by new emerging services that are available today. One such

service is wireless-based remote human-to-machine/human interaction, in which touch

and actuation related information is delivered over the network. Such a service is referred

to as the Tactile Internet, and it requires a network, integrating wired and wireless com-

munication technologies, to provide high reliability and ultra-low end-to-end latency in

the millisecond range. To date, some wired access networks can partly meet the require-

ment of the Tactile Internet, while currently deployed wireless access networks may not

be able to fulfil these needs. Specifically, uplink latency resulting from the signalling

process and queueing in the MAC layer becomes the bottleneck of applying wireless net-

works to the Tactile Internet. Today, wireless local area network (WLAN) and mobile

cellular network have become the most dominant wireless solutions to connecting vast

majority of users around the globe, due to their characteristics such as ease of deploy-

ment, lower cost and power consumption. Network designers, however, need a rethink

of the underlying signalling mechanism such that latency of wireless transmissions can

be significantly reduced.

The main objective of this thesis is to propose latency-reduction algorithms and trans-

mission schemes for WLAN and mobile cellular network and study the feasibility of ap-

plying the proposed algorithms and schemes to the Tactile Internet. For this purpose,

we have selected the HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) of WLAN and Semi-

Persistent Scheduling (SPS) scheme of LTE network as our candidates. Unlike other

WLAN MAC protocols which are prone to packet collisions, HCCA operates a polling

mechanism with guaranteed airtime for some certain admitted users. We studied the
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performance of the HCCA by analytically deriving a closed-form expression for its av-

erage uplink latency, defined by various network and timing parameters. The derived

expression was proved accurate, as compared with discrete-event simulations. We then

conducted global sensitivity analyses to further understand the implications of these pa-

rameters on the latency performance. Lastly, we proposed a strategic parameter selection

algorithm to fine-tune network parameters of WLAN such that the average latency of

HCCA can be reduced effectively. Our analytical and simulative studies of the proposed

algorithm considered small and constant payload size, in order to match the traffic char-

acteristics of the Tactile Internet. Results showed that given proper network settings, a

WLAN implementing HCCA is able to provide satisfying latency performance with a

sub-millisecond latency.

On the other hand, the SPS was selected for mobile cellular network to meet strin-

gent latency requirement because it not only eliminates the delay of signalling process

by pre-allocating uplink radio periodically but also requires zero consumption in the

control channel, which is especially beneficial for increasing the accessibility of a mo-

bile cellular network. However, the mismatch between the pre-defined periodic resource

allocation at the station side and the actual resource demand at the user side has re-

sulted in over/under-scheduling problem, which limits the practical implementation of

SPS for variable bit rate (VBR) data traffic. In this thesis, we addressed the over/under-

scheduling problem by proposing a predictive SPS scheme, which enables dynamic re-

source allocation that closely matches the actual bandwidth requirement of Tactile users.

In addition, a Feasible Resource Allocator (FRA) was proposed to introduce flexibility

into resource scheduling and allow coexistence among Tactile and non-Tactile devices.

Finally, we further enhanced the scheduling accuracy by incorporating machine learn-

ing in the proposed predictive SPS scheme. In particular, we designed an Attention-based

prediction model that implements dimension expansion at the pre-processing stage and

introduces an initial input containing learnable parameters to the decoder, such that high-

est prediction accuracy was achieved during the training stage. It is important to note

that simulations carried out for the proposed predictive SPS scheme and the Attention-

based prediction model were based on traced data traffic, which was generated by haptic-
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tactile experiments. Simulation results revealed that a sub-3 ms uplink latency in a mobile

cellular network could be realised by our proposed SPS scheme with a simple autoregres-

sive prediction model, and the uplink latency performance could be further improved by

our Attention-based model.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Wireless and Mobile Cellular Communications

Communications network has become an everyday commodity of a majority of the world’s

population. During recent decades, our society has witnessed a dramatic growth of the

Internet, resulting from deployment of multimedia applications, such as video streaming,

Voice over IP (VoIP), teleconferencing and multi-player online gaming. Among diverse

communications technologies, wireless communications such as IEEE 802.11 (commonly

known as Wi-Fi) and mobile cellular communications such as Long-term evolution (LTE)

and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) have attracted a mass market due to their availability, mobil-

ity and low cost. Today, wireless and mobile cellular networks have become a significant

solution to “last mile” connectivity for Internet access, while wired communications such

as passive optical network serve as favourable technologies for high-capacity backhaul

[1–3].

The IEEE 802.11 standards were firstly published in 1997, and they specified a set of

media access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layer protocols for deploying wireless

local area network (WLAN) and have become a dominant wireless solution in the home,

office, building and public areas [4]. Due to an explosive growth of data traffic in hetero-

geneous networks, the IEEE 802.11 network is also considered as a promising solution

to offloading data from mobile cellular networks [5, 6]. The IEEE 802.11 standards have

evolved from transmitting data at 2 MBps to competing with the speed of the fastest

wired connections, due to the frequently upgraded technologies and standards. To date,

the latest complete standard is IEEE 802.11-2016 while several latest amendments, in-

cluding 802.11aj-2018, 802.11ak-2018 and 802.11aq-2018 are approved. A typical WLAN

architecture implemented today comprises multiple Stations (STA) and an Access Point
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2 Introduction

(AP). A station is a mobile device that is equipped with access mechanisms to the wire-

less medium and is able to communicate with the AP via the wireless medium. A station

can be used as a direct interface for the user to interact with the Internet or acts as a data

collection/transmission device, depending on actual use cases. An AP, connected to a

wireless router, handles connection requests and forwards data flows between a station

and the Internet [7]. Another widely-deployed network architecture by IEEE 802.11 is

called wireless mesh network (WMN). It is formed by multiple mesh STAs to create a

backhaul for data exchange between external STAs [8]. In this thesis, however, we focus

on the direct wireless connection between STAs and an AP since this offers the minimum

network latency from STAs to the Internet.

Unlike WLAN, which is designed for small coverage areas, LTE technologies are pro-

posed by 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for wide-area coverage which usu-

ally reaches a distance of several kilometres. In recent years, smartphones have reshaped

our society due to their capability to complete various tasks on a single digital device.

This has significantly stimulated the deployment and research on mobile cellular com-

munications. Since LTE networks are built upon a universally accepted single technol-

ogy, which is critical to reducing the cost for both users and service providers, LTE has

achieved global success in connecting users to the Internet since its first introduction in

2009. In particular, LTE has covered 86.48% of total areas in Australia by 2018 [9]. Similar

to IEEE 802.11, LTE also underwent significant technical evolution such as advanced an-

tenna technologies, utilisation of unlicensed spectrum and densified deployments, which

have increased the peak data rate of LTE networks to multi-Gbps [10]. LTE standards de-

fine protocols comprising packet data convergence protocol (PDCP), radio-link control

(RLC), MAC and PHY, to enable a mobile cellular network connection. In a radio ac-

cess network that implements LTE, an E-UTRAN NodeB (eNodeB or eNB) is used in

the base station to respond to all radio-related functions, and it communicates with user

equipment (UE). An eNodeB is further connected to an evolved packet core (EPC) which

permits connected UEs the access to the core network.
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1.2 The Tactile Internet

The vision of the future Internet is known as the Tactile Internet, which was first coined

in early 2014 [11, 12]. Today’s communications networks have evolved a long way from

transmitting plain text data to transmitting network traffic generated by emerging appli-

cations such as teleconferencing and online gaming. Modern communications networks

are not only expected to deliver data at a higher rate but also with less latency, and this

is mainly driven by the acceptable delay of human senses. For example, the average re-

action time for human auditory sense is around 150 ms, which translates to a one-way

latency requirement of less than 150 ms for a smooth and natural verbal conversation

[13], and this forms the fundamental performance requirement of VoIP. On the other

hand, teleconferencing–an application with higher latency requirement has been realised

and has become an everyday commodity for remote business, due to the advancement

of communications networks. Such an application exerts a higher demand of round-trip

latency–less than 20 ms for an uninterrupted session, sufficing the expected human re-

action time when the visual sense is engaged. With the development of machines and

mobile devices, the Tactile Internet suggests a natural leap over the communications net-

work capability–from transmitting voice and video content to transmitting haptic con-

tent. Applications enabled by haptic communications include tele-rehabilitation and tele-

surgery for health care service and controlled exoskeletons in the sports industry.

To provide users with imperceptible time-lag experience, different Tactile Internet

services require different levels of latency and reliability performance. This is elaborated

by considering specific use cases of the Tactile Internet in the following paragraphs. The

corresponding requirements of latency, reliability and user experienced data rate of these

services are extracted from 3GPP specifications [14] and shown in Table 1.1.

Process and discrete automation

Process and discrete automation refer to implementing controlled devices (e.g. industrial

robots) for enhancing productivity and are the major driving source of the fourth in-

dustrial revolution. Traditionally, industrial control has been performed over wired net-
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works, however, due to significant cost reduction of installation and maintenance, avoid-

ing physical wear and tear of wired connections and introducing flexibility of deploy-

ment [15], wireless communications for process and discrete automation has attracted

industrial and research attention in recent years.

A typical scenario of process and discrete automation could be a master station peri-

odically contacting sensors and actuators to aggregate and/or process data, such that the

parameters of machine tools can be updated immediately or the production of parts can

be moved rapidly. Such a process of discrete automation requires an Ultra-Reliable Low-

Latency Communication (URLLC), which makes the Tactile Internet a promising candi-

date for this application [16]. Feasible communications technologies include IEEE 802.11,

power line communications [17] and satellite communications [18].

Intelligent Transportation

Intelligent transportation has been proposed to ensure road safety and driver comforta-

bility due to today’s complex traffic conditions and growing number of vehicles. Intelli-

gent transportation refers to a system where a vehicle communicates with other vehicles

(V2V communications) or roadside infrastructure (V2I communications), such that the

vehicle is capable of making decisions based on information collected by itself or sur-

rounding objects. With the intelligent transportation system, an automated driving vehi-

cle is able to avoid collisions without human intervention. Such an application requires

Table 1.1: Performance requirements of emerging services

Scenarios End-to-end
latency

Reliability User Experienced
Data Rate

Process automation-remote control 50 ms 99.9999% 1 Mbps ∼ 100 Mbps

Discrete automation 10 ms 99.99% 10 Mbps

Intelligent transport systems 10 ms 99.9999% 10 Mbps

Electricity distribution-high volt-
age

5 ms 99.9999% 10 Mbps

Remote control 5 ms 99.999% Low ∼ 10 Mbps

Tactile interaction 0.5 ms 99.999% Low
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receiving information with a latency of 5∼10 ms [15] due to the high-speed mobility of

vehicles and significant damages imposed by unsuccessful service guarantee. Current

candidates for enabling intelligent transportation are Dedicated Short Range Communi-

cations (DSRC) and Fifth Generation (5G) [19–21].

Smart grid

The increasing usage of renewable energy technologies (e.g. solar panels) has resulted

in small, distributed energy suppliers, this has led to unsteady energy and out-of-phase

power injection into the power grid, which imposes risks for secure energy supply. Smart

grid is therefore proposed and developed to coordinate decentralised power suppliers to

ensure reliable power supply. The smart grid uses a control grid to gain status informa-

tion of distributed power grid and use the collected data to control power grid such that

optimised utility is achieved [16].

To switch on or off distributed power suppliers properly, the smart grid must ob-

tain all necessary data in time and forward the final control signals immediately, which

results in a strict latency requirement. The Tactile Internet is therefore considered an en-

abler of the smart grid not only due to its guaranteed latency, but also its high security

and reliability. Appropriate communications technologies for smart grid include wireless

networks such as IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.11, cellular networks [22], and wired networks

such as power line communications and fibre-optic communications [23–25].

Remote Control and Tactile Interaction

Remote control and tactile interaction refer to services that allow a person to control

robots and interact with real or virtual environments remotely. A typical example of re-

mote control and tactile interaction is remote surgery, where a patient and a surgeon are

at different locations, and the surgeon controls robotic arms to execute the treatment pro-

cedure. To provide smooth operation and true “immersive experience” for users, these

services require communications networks to guarantee the most stringent latency per-

formance (1∼5 ms). Such a latency limit is set based on human reaction time to haptic
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stimuli [11, 12, 16, 26]. Although some preliminary haptic-related applications are now

available such as virtual reality (VR) and controlled robotics, they cannot be conducted

over the Internet, due to unacceptable communications latencies. To the end, up-to-date

communications technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4 [27], fiber-wireless (FiWi) enhanced

LTE-A [11] and 5G [28] have been proposed to fulfil the stringent latency requirement of

remote control and tactile interaction services.

We can see that with guaranteed communications latency, the Tactile Internet does

not only support human-to-human (H2H) and human-to-machine (H2M) communica-

tions but also bring other exciting applications to reality. As such, the realisation of the

Tactile Internet is expected to impact our society dramatically. A preliminary analysis has

revealed that a potential market of US$ 20 trillion worldwide could be activated by the

Tactile Internet [11].

1.3 Thesis Objectives and Approaches

As explained in the preceding section, ultra-low latency is one of the most important

characteristics of enabling wireless technologies of the Tactile Internet. Although current

wireless communications such as IEEE 802.11 and LTE have succeeded in meeting the de-

mand of conventional Internet applications, they need to be re-designed to cater to these

emerging services [16]. On the one hand, existing wireless communications are not able

to deliver packets with an ultra-low latency, which necessitates a rethink of their under-

lying frame structure and transmission mechanism such that latency of wireless trans-

mission can be significantly reduced. On the other hand, conventional wireless commu-

nications were designed for content-centric networks, which mainly transmit medium to

large data packets. In services of the Tactile Internet, however, content as well as control

information need to be delivered on time, creating a big paradigm shift from content-

centric networks to control-centric networks. In other words, the wireless technologies to

support future networks need to be re-designed for data with small and constant payload

size.

The overall latency in communication system consists of processing latency Tproc,
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queueing latency Tqueue, transmission latency Ttrans and propagation latency Tprop, where

Ttrans depends on processing speed of communications devices and frame structures of

LTE standards and Tprop depends on transmission distance and speed of radio signal. In

other words, Ttrans and Tprop can only be reduced by redefining LTE standards and hard-

ware advancement. On the other hand, Tproc is affected by the transmission protocols

deployed by communication standards and Tqueue is significantly influenced by schedul-

ing functions. In this thesis, we study the feasibility of applying IEEE 802.11 and LTE

technologies for latency-critical services by novel MAC layer designs for uplink transmis-

sions, which is the key to reducing the Tproc and Tqueue in communications networks. As

explained in the preceding section, both IEEE 802.11 and LTE technologies have achieved

competitive transmission speed, compared with the fastest wired networks. Therefore,

attempts to further enhance the wireless bandwidth might not lead to significant latency

reduction. Instead, a recent investigation [29] has revealed that the major bottleneck of

supporting mobile VR in LTE networks lies in MAC protocol overhead. In particular,

the delay introduced by queueing packets and waiting for grants for accessing wireless

medium in a multi-user environment has a significant contribution to wireless transmis-

sion latency. Meanwhile, this thesis targets at shortening transmission latency in the

uplink direction. An uplink transmission occurs when information is transmitted from

a communications equipment towards the network core, which corresponds to from a

station to an AP in an IEEE 802.11 network or from a UE to an eNodeB in an LTE net-

work, respectively. Whereas a downlink transmission refers to cases where information

is transmitted in the opposite direction. It is more difficult to achieve ultra-low latency for

uplink transmissions than downlink transmissions [30]. This is because unlike downlink

transmissions where an AP/eNodeB can directly send downlink packets to STAs/UEs,

STAs/UEs awaiting uplink transmission need to obtain permission to access the radio re-

sources before they can send uplink data, which introduces additional latency source. As

a result, the uplink latency is often significantly larger than the downlink latency and be-

comes a bottleneck of applying wireless communications technologies for latency-critical

services.

We first investigate the MAC layer protocols of IEEE 802.11 networks and determine
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factors that have the most significant impact on uplink latency. Conventional IEEE 802.11

networks deploy a MAC protocol called distributed coordination function (DCF), which

allows STAs to contend for accessing the wireless medium and attempts to avoid packet

collision via random backoffs. The probability of collision instigated by this protocol

is susceptible to the number of STAs and could reduce reliability and increase latency

when a collision happened. Therefore, we focus on one of the latest IEEE 802.11 MAC

protocols–HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). HCCA was first defined in IEEE 802.11e

amendment, and it essentially implements a polling system for connected STAs with a

guaranteed amount of Transmission Opportunity (TXOP). Such protocol does not only

avoid the packet collision problem of the traditional DCF but also introduce flexibility by

variable TXOP allocation.

Next, in order to study the feasibility of applying HCCA for latency-critical services,

the latency performance of HCCA needs to be evaluated. We develop a mathematical

model that captures the operation procedure of HCCA and then derive the first closed-

form expression for the average MAC layer uplink latency. The accuracy of the derived

expression is evaluated with a discrete-event simulation in SimEvents R© [31]. The ana-

lytic expression contains several timing and network parameters whose values need to

be carefully chosen by network designers for ultra-low latency performance. We then

conduct a global sensitivity analyses on the derived expression to gain understandings

of implications of these timing and network parameters on the uplink latency.

Then, we develop an effective strategic parameter selection algorithm for the HCCA

such that stringent latency requirement can be met. This strategic parameter selection al-

gorithm is designed based on the knowledge gained from the global sensitivity analyses.

Specifically, it tunes the timing and network parameters and evaluates the uplink latency

performance of current network settings via the derived expression. It should be noted

that our analysis considers data packets with small and constant payload size, which

conforms to the data type in haptic communications [32]. Some existing literature has

focused on improving the throughput and fairness of HCCA by adjustable TXOP [33–36]

instead of reducing latency. Other literature attempts to introduce modifications on ei-

ther IEEE 802.11 data structure or HCCA operation [37–42] to achieve reduced latency,
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but the considered data (e.g. video frames) are content-centric instead of control-centric,

therefore the achieved results may be inapplicable for the Tactile Internet.

The second objective of this thesis is to investigate the suitability of applying LTE

to Tactile Internet services. We compare three major uplink MAC schemes supported by

LTE–Dynamic Scheme (DS), Contention-Based Scheme (CBS) and Semi-Persistent Schedul-

ing (SPS) scheme. As explained in the preceding section, the conventional DS scheme

suffers from additional delay for transmission grant acquisition. Although some existing

literature proposed advanced schedulers for improved quality-of-service (QoS) [43–46],

the intrinsic extra delay of the DS scheme remains. The CBS, on the other hand, allows

a UE to instantly transmit uplink data using shared radio resources [47, 48]. However,

CBS may suffer from packet collision and thus leads to increased uplink latency. The SPS

scheme was originally developed for quality service of VoIP, and it allows a UE to trans-

mit data using a fixed amount of radio resources periodically. For variable bit rate (VBR)

data traffic, however, SPS may suffer from extra delay introduced by a mismatch between

allocated resources and actual resource demand. We select the SPS as our candidate for

latency-critical applications based on two reasons. First and foremost, the contention-free

nature of the SPS matches well with the high reliability requirement of the Tactile Internet.

Second, the SPS does not use control channel during uplink transmissions, which ben-

efits other services that consume control channel resources (e.g. massive machine-type

communications).

To solve the resource mismatch problem, we propose a feasible resource allocator

(FRA). Instead of using a fixed amount of radio resources, the FRA allows variable re-

source allocation and hence provides flexibility for the proposed SPS scheme. Next, a

predictive scheduling function is developed to alleviate the resource mismatch issue of

the original SPS scheme, by scheduling radio resources according to predicted resource

demands.

Simulation results reveal that prediction accuracy has a significant impact on the

scheduling efficiency and latency performance of the proposed SPS scheme, especially

for a fast-changing data flow with bursty traffic. Therefore, the third objective of this the-

sis is to study and exploit an advanced technique–machine learning to enhance the over-
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all performance of the proposed predictive SPS scheme. First, we interpret the associated

problem into a Sequence-to-Sequence (seq2seq) task in the supervised machine learning

paradigm [49, 50]. Then, we apply an attention mechanism to capture temporal depen-

dencies within a given sequential input in order to generate accurate traffic prediction

[51]. Our proposed method is different to the ones proposed in [52, 53], such that dimen-

sion expansion and an initial decoder input with learnable parameters are introduced for

extra prediction flexibility. The prediction accuracy of our proposed machine learning

model during off-line training is compared with that of existing attention-based predic-

tion models, and results indicate that it achieves the best performance. Finally, simulation

results show that our proposed predictive SPS scheme implementing the attention-based

model is able to further enhance the latency performance as well as scheduling efficiency

due to improved prediction accuracy during network simulation.

It is important to note that we wish to validate our proposed algorithms and proto-

cols against real-life haptic-tactile applications. Therefore, for the first objective of this

thesis, we implement Poisson traffic to model the random and irregular data traffic of the

Tactile Internet for analysing and evaluating the average uplink latency of HCCA and

effectiveness of the strategic parameter selection algorithm. While for the second and

third objectives, we employ traced data traffic from actual haptic-tactile experiments and

apply them to a system-level simulation framework based on SimuLTE [54].

The objectives of this thesis are summarised as follows:

• To characterise delay components contributing to overall network latency and iden-

tify the bottleneck of applying IEEE 802.11, LTE and 5G technologies for the Tactile

Internet.

• To investigate the latency performance of IEEE 802.11 HCCA MAC protocol and

propose a feasible solution to applying HCCA for ultra-low latency applications.

• To investigate the latency performance of SPS protocol of LTE/5G and propose a

predictive SPS scheme for ultra-low latency applications.

• To predict the future radio resource requirements using Attention-based recurrent

neural network and investigate its capability to further reduce the latency of the
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proposed predictive SPS scheme.

1.4 Thesis Outline and Original Contributions

This thesis consists of six chapters, including the current chapter, Introduction (Chap-

ter 1). In the current chapter, we discuss the background, motivation, thesis objectives,

outline and original contributions of this thesis. The rest of the thesis is structured as

follows:

Chapter 2: Introduction to Low-Latency Wireless and Mobile Cellular Networks

Chapter 2 presents a detailed discussion of operation details of MAC layer protocols of

IEEE 802.11, LTE and 5G networks and how latency control is achieved in these existing

protocols. In particular, to better understand the motivation of our proposed solutions,

we first explain how IEEE 802.11, LTE and 5G are implemented in an example Tactile

Internet scenario. We then discuss the limiting factors of latency performance of these

protocols with a basic uplink latency analysis. We then discuss solutions proposed to

reduce MAC layer latency of IEEE 802.11, LTE and 5G networks the existing literature.

Chapter 3: HCCA of IEEE 802.11 WLAN for Latency-Critical Haptic Applications

This chapter presents our first mathematical model of the uplink MAC layer latency for

a Tactile Internet scenario which implements IEEE 802.11 Hybrid Coordination Function

(HCF) Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) MAC protocol and a novel strategic parame-

ter selection algorithm for effective uplink latency reduction. We show with MAC layer

level simulations, that our proposed algorithm is able to bring the HCCA uplink MAC

layer latency down to below 0.1 ms, with lower throughput being the trade-off. It is

important to note that the simulations are performed using MATLAB [55] and the pa-

rameters used in the simulation comply to IEEE Standard 802.11-2016 [56].

Original contributions and publications from this chapter include:

• A closed-form formula for the average uplink latency of HCCA of IEEE 802.11,
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which can be expressed using numerical values of various HCCA parameters. The

formula is derived from an M/G/1 queueing model based on the operation of the

HCCA protocol. In particular, it considers the fixed reservation periods created by

Beacon, Poll and Acknowledge frames and variable reservation periods resulted

from contention intervals. The expression also includes two approximation tech-

niques for accurate results. A discrete event simulation that implements the MAC

layer operation of HCCA protocol is developed using MATLAB [55]. It is used

to verify the accuracy of the derived expression of the average uplink latency of

HCCA.

• Implications of various timing and network parameters on the average uplink la-

tency of HCCA, which is obtained by global sensitivity analyses. The analyses con-

sider a total of 8 timing parameters and use a variance-based method and Monte

Carlo method based on the closed-form expression of the average uplink latency of

HCCA.

• A novel strategic parameter selection algorithm that uses the insights gained from

the global sensitivity analyses and the proposed expression of the average uplink

latency, to adaptively change the timing parameters of the HCCA protocol. The

algorithm recommends new parameter values iteratively until the resulting aver-

age uplink latency is below a target value. It is important to note that we point

out that an ultra-low average uplink latency could result in a decreased number of

supported users.

• Y. Feng, C. Jayasundara, A. Nirmalathas, and E. Wong, “A Feasibility Study of

IEEE 802.11 HCCA for Low-Latency Applications,” IEEE Transactions on Commu-

nications, vol. 67, no. 7, pp. 4928-4938, July 2019.

• Y. Feng, C. Jayasundara, A. Nirmalathas, and E. Wong, “IEEE 802.11 HCCA for

Tactile Applications,” in 2017 27th International Telecommunication Networks and

Applications Conference (ITNAC), Nov 2017, pp. 1-3.

• Y. Feng, C. Jayasundara, A. Nirmalathas, and E. Wong, “Hybrid Coordination Func-
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tion Controlled Channel Access for Latency-Sensitive Tactile Applications,” in GLOBE-

COM 2017 - 2017 IEEE Global Communications Conference, Dec 2017, pp. 1-6.

Chapter 4: Predictive Semi-Persistent Scheduling Scheme of LTE for Latency-Critical

Services

In this chapter, we study the suitability of applying LTE for latency-critical haptic appli-

cations. We exploit the idea of SPS and design a novel predictive SPS protocol that does

not only allocate radio resources periodically but also reduce uplink latency of an LTE

network by mapping the predicted resource demand to variable resource allocation. We

also show that our proposed SPS protocol allows coexistence of other MAC protocols,

such that the preserved-but-unused radio resources of the SPS scheme can be allocated

for other non-SPS network traffic. We utilise a well-known discrete event simulation

platform OMNeT++ to prove the effectiveness of our proposed protocol. In particular,

the predictive SPS protocol can achieve a ∼3 ms uplink latency. Although this uplink la-

tency performance satisfies latency-critical applications such as remote control, we point

out that the sub-millisecond latency of a Tactile Internet could be achieved by deploying

the predictive SPS protocol in a 5G system.

Original contributions and publication from this chapter include:

• A Feasible Resource Allocator (FRA) is proposed for variable SPS allocation func-

tionality. The FRA determines the number as well as the location of a set of pre-

served radio resources for each SPS-connected UE. The location is determined such

that resource preservation of SPS-connected UEs is safe from resource collisions in

future uplink transmissions. During uplink transmissions, if preserved radio re-

sources are not fully utilised, the FRA is able to schedule the unused resources for

other non-SPS uplink transmissions.

• A predictive scheduler that takes recorded information including transmitted data,

buffer status and granted resources as input and calculates a predicted resource de-

mand for the immediate next uplink transmission using a simple auto-regressive

model of order 5. The prediction is made in two steps. First, it extracts the informa-
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tion of newly arrived data between adjacent uplink transmissions and forms a time

series for a k-step ahead prediction. Second, it estimates a UE’s buffer occupancy

based on the predicted newly arrived data and previous buffer sizes.

• A discrete event program that simulates the operation of the proposed FRA and

predictive scheduler is developed using SimuLTE and OMNeT++. For simulations,

we assume there exist 20 non-SPS UEs and 10 SPS UEs, and we demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed predictive SPS protocol by comparing its performance

with other existing protocols with following metrics–average latency, resource util-

isation, data plane utilisation, number of allowed SPS UEs, prediction accuracy,

buffer occupancy, computation complexity and mean packet drop rate of non-SPS

UEs. Results show that our proposed predictive SPS protocol achieves an average

uplink latency of ∼3 ms when SPS periodicity is 1 ms.

• Y. Feng, A. Nirmalathas and E. Wong, “A Predictive Semi-Persistent Scheduling

Scheme for Low-Latency Applications in LTE and NR Networks,” in ICC 2019 -

2019 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC), May 2019, pp. 1-6.

Chapter 5: Predictive Semi-Persistent Scheduling Scheme Powered by Supervised Ma-

chine Learning

This chapter presents a machine learning model for further improving the performance

of our proposed SPS scheme. We employ a recurrent encoder-decoder model, which

achieved success in natural language translation, and apply an attention mechanism to

selectively identify relevant input states for a more accurate target prediction. We use

an off-line method to extract the recorded SPS information during simulation and use

this to train our proposed model. Finally, we deploy the trained Attention-based model

in system-level simulations with our proposed predictive SPS scheme to achieve im-

proved latency performance and scheduling accuracy. Furthermore, we point out that

the Attention-based model produces more accurate predictions for higher traffic loads.

Original contributions from this chapter include:
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• An Attention-based recurrent neural network for predictive SPS scheme. In partic-

ular, the sequential-format input and output of the corresponding prediction task

are firstly processed with dimension expansion and logarithmic normalisation to

allow high-dimension feature detection and to remove data skewness. Then, data

is fed into an encoder-decoder architecture such that temporal dependencies within

input can be captured. An additive attention mechanism is implemented to let the

proposed model selectively focus on the most relevant input states for improved

prediction accuracy. Finally, at the prediction stage, an initial input with learnable

parameters is introduced at the decoder, which enables the model to perform with

extra flexibility.

• A preliminary Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) of a traced traffic during a real-

time haptic-tactile experiment that involves free space moving, touching the sur-

face of a virtual object and grasping/moving multiple virtual objects. Specifically,

we show that the data traffic generated by the haptic-tactile experiment exhibits

randomness and burstiness.

• An off-line training framework for multiple alternative time series prediction tech-

niques including statistical method (Auto-Regressive), simple feed-forward arti-

ficial neural network and other attention-based models. By comparing the Nor-

malised Mean Square Error (NMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of these mod-

els against test dataset, we show that our proposed model achieves the best predic-

tion accuracy.

• A predictive SPS scheme that implements Attention-based recurrent neural net-

work. The simulation is based on the traced data traffic of a real-time haptic-tactile

experiment, and system-level simulation results reveal that this Attention-based

SPS scheme can further improve the latency performance and scheduling efficiency,

as compared with the SPS scheme with AR-5 model.

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Directions
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This chapter firstly summarises the motivation and key contributions of this thesis. Then,

future research directions that could be extended beyond this study are discussed, these

include an investigation into the actual traffic flow (e.g. arrival pattern and data sizes)

generated by the Tactile Internet, reinforcement learning for intelligent scheduling deci-

sion and performance evaluation of 5G network integrated with predictive SPS scheme.

Finally, based on the simulation performance of our proposed algorithms and schemes,

we argue that HCCA protocol and predictive SPS scheme are viable solutions to the wire-

less communications for the Tactile Internet deploying WLAN and mobile cellular net-

works, respectively.

Other related technical publications include:

• Y. Lv, M. P. I. Dias, L. Ruan, E. Wong, Y. Feng, N. Jiang, and K. Qiu, “Request-Based

Polling Access: Investigation of NovelWireless LAN MAC Scheme for Low-Latency

E-Health Applications,” IEEE Communications Letters, vol. 23, no. 5, pp. 896-899,

May 2019.

• Y. Lv, L. Ruan, M. P. Imali Dias, E. Wong, Y. Feng, N. Jiang, and K. Qiu, “Dynamic

Polling Sequence Arrangement for Low-Latency Wireless LAN,” in 2018 Asia Com-

munications and Photonics Conference (ACP), Oct 2018, pp. 1-3.

• L. Ruan, M. P. I. Dias, Y. Feng, and E. Wong, “Round-Trip Delay Modeling for Smart

Body Area Networks,” IEEE Communications Letters, vol. 21, no. 11, pp. 2528-

2531, Nov 2017.



CHAPTER 2

Introduction to Low-Latency Wireless
and Mobile Cellular Networks

2.1 Wireless Networks Supported by IEEE 802.11

IEEE 802.11 WLAN is now widely deployed across the globe. Since its first release in

1997, wireless networks based on IEEE 802.11 have played a vital role in keeping the

society connected. Currently, the IEEE 802.11 network is capable of providing fast broad-

band services at home and in public (e.g. campus or small buildings), in which case users

could be stationary or moving at pedestrian speed. IEEE 802.11 is expected to have a

fundamental influence on next-generation wireless communications networks due to its

simplicity, flexibility and cost-effectiveness [57]. For instance, fibre-wireless (FiWi), which

provides the concept of combining the advantages of fibre optical network (fast, reliable

and high bandwidth) and IEEE 802.11 network (availability and wireless access), is be-

coming an important research topic [2, 58, 59]. In [11], a FiWi network consisting of a

WLAN and an Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON) can significantly reduce the

end-to-end latency and energy consumption by employing power saving mode (PSM)

in the MAC layer, which makes IEEE 802.11 a potential candidate as the wireless access

technology for the Tactile Internet.

As described in Section 1.1, within a WLAN constructed by IEEE 802.11 protocols,

STAs can either directly communicate to other STAs within the service range, or trans-

mit packets to other STAs via AP. Fig. 2.1 illustrated these two connection types offered

by IEEE 802.11, where STA1 and STA2 are wirelessly connected to AP1 and STA3 is wire-

lessly connected to AP2. The APs are further connected to the distribution services which

corresponds to wired Ethernet networks, by which the Internet access and inter-AP com-

17
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Figure 2.1: Different connections provided by IEEE 802.11.

munications are enabled. As such, the STA1, STA2 and STA3 have wireless Internet access

within the coverage of each service set. Furthermore, STA3 is functioning as a hot spot,

and it does not only bridge network traffic from STA4 to AP2, but also directly communi-

cate to STA4.

In the following sections, we will briefly introduce PHY and MAC layer technologies

provided by IEEE 802.11. Then, we will discuss and elaborate operation principles of

MAC uplink transmission schemes of IEEE 802.11 and their strengths and weaknesses

in terms of QoS. Existing literature proposed for improving uplink latency performance

with enhanced MAC layer protocols will also be discussed.

2.1.1 Technical Aspects of IEEE 802.11

IEEE 802.11 standards define the PHY and MAC layer protocols deployed in WLAN

[56], each with their own functionalities and hence future PHY layer upgrades can be

developed and deployed without the need of altering MAC layer protocols. The legacy

IEEE 802.11-1997 defined three alternative PHY layers to support wireless transmission–

infrared (1 Mbps), Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) (1 or 2 Mbps) and Direct

Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) (1 or 2 Mbps). However, these transmission speeds

could not fulfil the demands by the unprecedented growth of versatile wireless appli-
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cations. Since the development of IEEE 802.11a, WLAN adopted Orthogonal Frequency

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as its PHY layer transmission protocol, in which case

transmission speed of more than 54 Mbps could be supported.

The conventional MAC layer protocol of IEEE 802.11 deploys Carrier-Sense Multiple

Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). As in a wireless medium, a STA cannot

directly detect the existing transmissions within a service set, which causes transmission

collisions when multiple STAs transmitting data packet at the same time. Therefore, the

conventional IEEE 802.11 MAC layer protocol can only attempt data transmission with

a collision avoidance mechanism given no coordination was maintained between indi-

vidual STAs. CSMA/CA allows multiple STAs to contend for the wireless medium, such

that there is at most one STA transmitting a frame via the medium at a time. The general

idea behind CSMA/CA is to listen to the channel for any ongoing transmission before

sending.

First, it should be noted that the operation of CSMA/CA is based on slotted time.

Specifically, there are three types of inter-frame spacing (IFS)–short IFS (SIFS), point co-

ordination function IFS (PIFS) and distributed coordination function IFS (DIFS) and they

are defined in the form of time (µs). In particular, SIFS is the smallest IFS to separate

transmissions of different frames (e.g. data frame and acknowledgement frame) from the

same sender, and its value is 10 µs [56]. SIFS is used as a guard time during which the

channel must be idle, such that inter symbol interference could be minimised [60]. On the

other hand, DIFS is the waiting time before a STA is allowed to send a new transmission.

All STAs with the same service range are required to listen to the wireless medium to

determine whether there is an ongoing transmission to avoid collisions. Each SAT main-

tains a network allocation vector (NAV) timer, which instructs individual STA about the

delay time of queued packets. In other words, STAs can only start transmission after their

NAVs reach zero.

The detailed operation procedure of CSMA/CA is illustrated in the flow chart in

Fig. 2.2. If a source STA wanted to transmit a data packet to a destination STA or AP,

it first needed to listen to the wireless channel. If the medium was idle for DIFS, the

source STA then sent its data immediately. On the other hand, if the channel was sensed
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Figure 2.2: Flow chart of transmitting a data packet in CSMA/CA operation.

busy within one DIFS, the source STA shall update its NAV and keep sensing the channel

until it was idle (i.e. when ongoing the transmission was finished). When the channel

became available again, the source STA would go through the previous procedure after a

random backoff time. It should be noted that a timer is used to count down the random

backoff time and it decrements only when the channel was sensed idle.

If the destination STA received the data correctly, it should respond by sending back

an acknowledgement frame (ACK), at SIFS after data reception. Fig. 2.3 represents the

corresponding timeline of the discussed procedure. However, if the ACK was not re-

ceived by the source STA, a collision was assumed to occur ,and the collided data packet

would be retransmitted.

2.1.2 Uplink Transmission Protocols of IEEE 802.11

2.1.2.1 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)

CSMA/CA is a fundamental multiple access mechanism for wireless communications,

and IEEE 802.11 deploys a MAC layer protocol called Distributed Coordination Func-
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tion (DCF) to determine the random backoff time to enable better collision avoidance. In

particular, DCF used a binary exponential backoff algorithm to determine the amount of

deferral applied to each sensing period in the CSMA/CA mechanism, which attempts

to disperse the transmitting instant of awaiting STAs statistically. The reason for im-

plementing such an approach is two-fold. First, STAs benefit from the reduced collision

probability by retransmitting at random backoff time in the wireless medium. Second, the

collision probability increases with the number of STAs in an IEEE 802.11 network, which

is unknown by an AP. The maximum possible backoff time is exponentially increased af-

ter a detected signal collision, such that STAs have a significant chance to successfully

transmit in the next attempts regardless of the number of contending STAs. In DCF, af-

ter c times of collisions, the starting value of the random backoff timer in a CSMA/CA

mechanism is set as Ncδ, where Nc ∼ Uniform(0, 2c − 1) and δ is the granularity of a

backoff slot.

There exist extensive studies on the performance of DCF for WLAN networks, where

M/G/1 or G/G/1 queueing models and Markov chain were frequently used for these

analyses [61–65]. In particular, Bianchi [66,67] has developed a two-dimensional Markov

chain to model the behaviour of DCF, which enables calculating the probability of satu-

ration throughput and transmission failure due to collision by closed-form expressions.

The latency performance and collision probability of DCF are largely affected by the num-

ber of contending STAs [65]. On the one hand, more STAs competing for channel access

leads to a higher probability of multiple STAs attempting to transmit at the same time,

which causes a higher collision rate. On the other hand, more STAs trying to send their

data packets results in less channel idle time of transmission opportunity for all STAs

within the service range, which significantly deteriorates latency performance and in

turn, leads to higher packet blocking rate.

A drawback of this simple DCF protocol is that it does not contain service differentia-

tion for different types of data traffic. As pointed out in [57], the throughput and latency

performance of all active traffic within a WLAN would decrease when the number of

STAs exceeded a certain limit. This can be explained in a queueing model aspect, that a

DCF-assisted WLAN has only one unified queue that is shared by all traffic flows, and
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thus they shall experience the same amount of latency performance. Therefore, the tra-

ditional IEEE 802.11 DCF does not provide QoS guarantee for high-priority traffic flows

such as audio and video traffic, unless additional admission control is applied. In ad-

dition, numerical analysis has proven that the binary exponential backoff mechanism

results in a heavy-tailed latency distribution when the number of collision-caused re-

transmission is unlimited [68]. This suggests that the contention-based nature of DCF is

prone to long latency and is not suitable for real-time applications [69]. The disadvan-

tage of DCF necessitated the development of the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access

(EDCA), which will be discussed in Section 2.1.2.3.

2.1.2.2 Point Coordination Function (PCF)

Point Coordination Function (PCF) was introduced in IEEE 802.11 as an alternative MAC

protocol, but it is not widely implemented in IEEE 802.11 hardware devices due to its

complexity. Different to the DCF, PCF provides a contention-free solution for the trans-

missions between STAs and a corresponding access point (AP). Within a WLAN employ-

ing PCF, an AP acts as a point coordinator (PC) to actively poll each STA. First, the AP

gains control of the wireless channel with the highest priority by sensing the medium

to be idle for one PIFS period, which is much smaller than DIFS. Then, the AP divides

the channel airtime into super-frames containing a contention-free period (CFP) and a

contention period (CP), where STAs are allowed to transmit data once it is polled by the

Source STA

Destination STA

Other

Data

DIFS

SIFS
ACK

DIFS

NAV Random Backoff

Transmission time of a packet

Figure 2.3: Timeline of transmitting a data packet and an ACK in CSMA/CA.
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Figure 2.4: Timeline of PCF protocol operation.

AP during CFP and STAs only use DCF for contention-based transmissions during CP.

At the start of a super-frame, the AP broadcasts a beacon which is used to denote the

next beacon transmission time. In this way, all active STAs will remain still by setting

corresponding values of their NAV, unless a CF-End or CF-END+ACK frame is received.

During operation, the AP will maintain a list of registered STAs and polls each STA

according to this list. In particular, the AP sends a CF-Poll frame in the downlink direc-

tion to the first STA in the polling list, at SIFS after broadcasting the beacon. At SIFS after

the reception of CF-Poll, the first STA will send its data packet/s in the uplink direction

to the AP. If the uplink data is successfully received, the AP then sends an ACK frame to

the first STA and polls the second by sending a second CF-Poll frame. It should be noted

that a STA will remain silent if it did not have pending data, and a STA being silent for a

long time shall be removed from the polling list. The operation of an AP polling 2 STAs

using PCF protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

It is shown in [70] that when the number of STAs increases, PCF offers higher satura-

tion throughput compared with DCF. This is because PCF can support a larger number of

successfully transmitted packets due to its contention-free nature. However, PCF could

potentially waste channel bandwidth if a STA was polled during which it does not have

uplink data to transmit.

Although the PCF was designed for latency-bounded services, it still may lead to poor
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QoS performance due to several reasons. First, PCF suffers from the same drawback as

DCF–they cannot provide differentiated QoS for traffic flow with distinct characteristics

and service requirements. This is because the AP polls each registered STAs in a simple

round-robin fashion without any admission control mechanism, which could potentially

lead to an unbounded waiting time before a STA gets its opportunity for transmission. As

such, the PCF does not guarantee QoS, especially when traffic load is high [71]. Second,

the AP-centric polling scheme brings additional latency when two STAs within the ser-

vice range wants to communicate with each other. Third, the introduction of CP within

the super-frame may lead to unpredictable latency for STAs in the next polling cycle.

Specifically, an AP releases the control of the wireless medium during CP, and all STAs

are allowed to contend for channel access via DCF. Therefore, the AP is not guaranteed to

obtain the control of wireless medium again by sensing the channel for the shortest time

period (PIFS), if the channel was found busy at the starting time of the next super-frame.

In this case, the beacon frame, as well as registered STAs, are delayed [72, 73].

An adaptive coordination function (ACF) was introduced in [69], where instead of

separating a super-frame into a CFP and a CP, the ACF divides a super-frame into an

adaptive period and a TDMA period. Within the adaptive period, STAs are allowed to

transmit uplink resource requests by Request For Slot (RFS) frame–a new control frame

explicitly designed for ACF. Additionally, STAs are also allowed to transmit packets us-

ing either DCF or PCF during the adaptive period. After receiving RFS frames, the AP

then exploits an admission control and slot reservation algorithm to allocate channel re-

sources according to RFS frames. When TDMA period starts, the AP firstly broadcasts

a beacon frame which contains AP’s decision about admitted uplink transmissions. It

should be noted that the proposed ACF only allows transmissions of real-time traffic in

the TDMA period, while other latency-tolerant traffic flows shall use the adaptive pe-

riod for uplink transmission. By analytically analysing the performance of PCF and DCF

protocols under various network conditions (e.g. number of STAs, packet arrival rate,

payload size etc. ), a network operator can choose the best protocol for adaptive period

operation. However, the overall performance gain of the ACF was not discussed in [69],

and the author did not suggest a reference algorithm for admission control and slot reser-
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vation.

2.1.2.3 Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF)

IEEE 802.11e has proposed a Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) in order to support

both integrated service (IntServ) and differentiated services (DiffServ) of QoS on the In-

ternet. The HCF contains two media access controls, namely Enhanced Distributed Chan-

nel Access (EDCA) and HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). To improve the perfor-

mance of the conventional DCF and PCF protocols in terms of providing differentiated

QoS, HCF has defined access category (AC) queues and traffic stream (TS) queues at the

MAC layer. When a data packet of a traffic flow arrives at the MAC layer of a STA or

an AP, it is assigned with a traffic priority identifier (TID), and it determines if EDCA or

HCCA shall be used for the transmission of this traffic flow. Another new feature intro-

duced by HCF is Transmission Opportunity (TXOP), and it is a contention-free transmis-

sion time assigned for a specific STA. Different to the PCF, a TXOP can be allocated to

either a CFP or CP in the HCF protocol. A detailed explanation of EDCA and HCCA is

presented in the following sections.

Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA)

In essence, EDCA is DCF powered by traffic flow prioritisation. In other words, high-

priority traffic flows should have a higher chance to start a transmission. The prioritisa-

tion enabled by EDCA is achieved by two mechanisms. First, a STA deploying EDCA

uses an arbitration IFS (AIFS) instead of DIFS. The AIFS of each AC is determined as

follows:

AIFSi = Niδ + SIFS , (2.1)

where i denotes the index of each AC and δ represents one slot time. Specifically, the

value of N is set to 1 and 2 for higher and lower priority ACs, respectively. When EDCA

is deployed, a STA wishing to transmit data needs to sensing the channel to be idle for

AIFS, in which case higher priority ACs with shorter AIFS will have greater chance to

start transmissions compared with lower priority ACs.
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Figure 2.5: Flow chart of transmitting a data packet in EDCA operation.

Second, different random backoff times are allocated to different ACs within a STA.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2.1, if STAs sensed the channel busy, they need to start back-

off timers before the second transmission attempt. With EDCA, the range of the random

number generator for the backoff timer of a higher priority AC is smaller than a lower

priority AC. Therefore, prioritisation is also provided in the case of channel sensed busy

[74].

Furthermore, EDCA exploits service differentiation with the idea of AC and uses an

“internal collision” mechanism to provide better performance than the DCF. With EDCA,

an AC queue needs to sense the existence of other AC queues within a STA, and it has

to start a backoff timer whenever a higher priority AC queue is present. This effectively

creates an “internal collision” avoidance mechanism, in which case the scheduler within

a STA will grant the EDCA-TXOP to the highest priority AC when an internal collision

happened. As an analogy to the DCF, the flow chart representing the operation of EDCA

is presented in Fig. 2.5, where CW denoted the contention window which defines the

default backoff timer for each AC.
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Although EDCA provides a solution to prioritising different traffic flows due to their

unique QoS requirements and reduce the “internal collision” within a STA, the external

collisions between the same priority ACs from multiple STAs are still high when network

is heavily loaded [75]. It is shown by analytical and stimulative evaluation [76, 77], that

the average latency experienced by a data packet grows with the number of traffic flows

when EDCA is employed.

HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA)

The traditional DCF and its modified version–EDCA allows opportunistic uplink

transmission from a source STA to the destination AP, in which case collision is still pos-

sible. Due to this nature, only a soft QoS can be provided by the DCF and EDCA. On

the other hand, the latest HCCA scheme deploys a centralised QoS-aware access point

(QAP) whereby a hybrid coordinator (HC) assigns resources to associated STAs based on

traffic characteristics reported in a traffic specification frame (TSPEC) [56]. The TSPEC

contains information such as maximum service interval (MSI), mean data rate, and nom-

inal MAC service data unit (MSDU) size. The operation of HCCA is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

Upon network initialisation, the HC gains control of the wireless medium. It then broad-

casts a Beacon frame to all STAs and announces the next beacon transmission time. The

time between one Beacon and the next is known as Beacon Interval. Meanwhile, the HC

partitions each Beacon Interval into multiple service intervals (SIs) which is calculated as

follows: let m be the minimum of all SIs for all admitted streams, the SI is then deter-

mined by a number lower than m that is also a submultiple of the Beacon Interval.

The HC then divides SI into two periods, namely a contention free period (CFP) and

a contention period (CP). During CFP, the HC polls STAs according to its polling list. For

example, consider STAi. It receives a CF-Poll frame sent by the QAP and then responds

with data frames. Upon receiving the data frames from STAi, the QAP sends an Ac-

knowledgement (ACK) frame to terminate the transmission from STAi within current SI.

It is noted that the HCCA allows multiple data frame transmissions as long as the sum of

data, CF-Poll, and ACK frame transmission time is within the designated Transmission

Opportunity for STAi (TXOPi). Once the last frame from the final STA is received, the
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Figure 2.6: Operation timeline of IEEE 802.11 HCCA protocol.

HC ends the CFP with a CF-End frame, and transitions into CP. During CP, all wireless

devices compete for channel access using a contention-based transmission mechanism.

This CP phase lasts until the start of the next SI.

It should be noted that HCCA allows enhancement of polling efficiency by permitting

earlier TXOP termination if a STA finished its transmission earlier. In addition, when a

STA has no pending data to transmit, it responds to the AP with a Null-Poll frame. This

can potentially advance the transmission of subsequent STAs and potentially allows for

a longer CP. Therefore, the average latency of connected STAs in a polling cycle can be

reduced, and devices utilising the CP can have more opportunity for data transmission.

A simple realisation of HCCA called the reference design that takes into consideration the

TXOPs and the number of admitted STAs was proposed in [56]. In this reference design,

two major functions are performed by an HC, namely the scheduler function and the

admission function. The scheduler function determines the duration of TXOP assigned

to each STA based on:

TXOPi = max(
Ni × Li

Ri
+ O,

M
Ri

+ O) . (2.2)

where N is the expected number of packet arrivals during one SI, L is the nominal MSDU

size, M is the maximum MSDU size, R is the physical transmission rate and O is the
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overhead in time units. On the other hand, the admission function accepts/rejects new

connection requests from STAs. For instance, if k STAs have already connected to a QAP

using HCCA, a (k + 1)th STA can be admitted only if:

TXOPk+1

SI
+

k

∑
i=1

TXOPi

SI
≤ T − TCP

T
(2.3)

where T represents the Beacon Interval, and TCP is the duration of CP.

It was reported that the performance of EDCA and an HCCA-assisted HCF could

both meet the defined QoS requirements in the testing scenarios [74]. However, the re-

duced contention overhead by HCCA significantly enhances channel utilisation by about

20%, which in turn improves latency by approximately 15%. Therefore, HCCA can pro-

vide better services for higher priority traffic flows compared with EDCA.

2.1.3 IEEE 802.11 MAC Layer Solutions for Improved Latency Performance

The WLAN has long past the expectation of merely delivering data packets successfully.

In order to fulfil the needs of exponentially increasing data rate by multimedia appli-

cations, collective efforts have been put into re-designing of all layers of WLAN net-

works. Specifically, the MAC layer has attracted much attention since it controls the

media-sharing mechanism among multiple coexisting users, and it is responsible for re-

liable data transmission with certain QoS. As such, the functionality of the WLAN MAC

layer includes providing service differentiation among multimedia applications, latency

bound for real-time applications and fairness among associated users. The capability

of IEEE 802.11 networks to support low-latency applications has been pursued in ex-

tensive studies. An early work of Costa et al. has compared the performance of dif-

ferent IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols on real-time network traffic [78]. Results show that

DCF/EDCA suffers from high collision rate when the network is exposed to external

non-real-time traffic, while HCCA preserves the real-time traffic requirements with a

limited number of connected STAs. A more comprehensive study has been conducted

in [79], such that configuration parameters of EDCA such as contention window can be

determined for given performance criteria of throughput and latency of each STA. On the
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other hand, [80] compared five HCCA algorithms in terms of suitability for soft real-time

guarantees and results show a clear trade-off between network latency and the number

of supported STAs.

In this section, MAC layer enhancements targeting at reducing latency are discussed,

and they can be classified into three categories. In addition, their individual strengths

and weaknesses with respect to the service performance will also be discussed.

QoS Enhancement by Advanced Medium Access Mechanism

Many studies paid attention to modifying the standardised uplink transmission protocols

themselves rather than restricting to the already defined MAC protocol. These studies

inherent the basic form of existing MAC protocols and improve their QoS performance

by novel approaches, such as deploying additional handshake procedure and modifying

control frame field.

Lo et al. have developed a novel efficient multipolling mechanism incorporating

contention-based transmission for HCF [81]. Instead of polling STAs by a Poll frame for

each STA, the proposed multipolling mechanism employs a CP-Multipoll frame which

aggregates multiple polling information and is broadcast to all participating STAs. This

greatly reduces the polling overhead of HCCA and thus offers better channel utilisa-

tion for uplink transmissions. Furthermore, this mechanism outperforms conventional

HCCA with higher polling accuracy. In the conventional HCCA, an AP is required to

determine the amount of TXOP allocated to a particular STA, which might mismatch the

actual bandwidth demand and cause either bandwidth waste due to Null-Poll issue or

extra latency due to insufficient TXOP allocation. However, the proposed multipolling

mechanism enables each STA decides when to finish the uplink transmission and allows

an awaiting STA to detect the channel busyness immediately. Therefore, it can eliminate

the demand mismatch issue faced by conventional HCCA. Simulation results demon-

strate that the proposed multipolling mechanism can serve real-time applications with

VBR traffic flows such as audio and video communications. However, this mechanism

does not consider the priority of traffic flows and thus cannot offer service differentiation.

Another drawback of this mechanism is that it is prone to hidden STA issue, where mul-
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is called Beacon_Time, in which all the stations listen to the beacon
frame broadcasted by the AP. The beacon frame is used to
synchronize the stations in the BSS associated to this AP and to
notify the scheduled station to transmit data. During the second
period of time, which is called Req_Time, the stations with
pending data to transmit can send the transmission requests to
the AP. The last period of time is called TX_Time. The scheduled
stations that are notified by the beacon message will transmit
data in a predetermined sequence during this period of time. Note
that their transmission sequence and respective TXOPs are
specified in the broadcasted beacon message as described in
Table 1.

3.3. An illustrative example

Figure 3 illustrates the proposed NPHCCA mechanism. In the first
NPHCCA period, the AP broadcasts the beacon message in the
Beacon_Time to synchronize all the stations and to notify STA5 to
transmit data in the coming TX_Time. Suppose that in the
meanwhile there are three stations with pending data. They will
send their transmission requests to the AP during the following
Req_Time. Assume that STA1 successfully sends the transmission
request to the AP. The AP will record the requested information in its
scheduling table. Then during the following TX_Time, STA5 can
transmit data as it was notified in the previous beacon message.
(Note that, for simplicity, in this example, it is assumed that only
one station is scheduled to transmit data during this TX_Time.
However, in reality, there can be more than one station scheduled to
transmit data specified by the beacon message as described in
Section 3.1.) In the next NPHCCA period, again, the AP broadcasts the
beacon frame in the Beacon_Time to synchronize all the stations and

to notify STA1 to transmit data in the following TX_Time. STA6 and
STA8 that fail to send the requests to the AP during the last
Req_Time will resend their transmission requests to the AP during
this Req_Time. Then STA1 will transmit data during the following
TX_Time as it was notified in the previous beacon message.

4. Performance evaluation

4.1. Simulation environment

To evaluate the performance of the proposed NPHCCA
mechanism, simulations are conduced. The simulation is carried
out with C++ programs and is referred to QualNet (Network
Simulator Software—Qualnet) for the simulation parameters of
the MAC and the physical layer. In our simulation, the wireless
network environment is composed of one AP and a various
number of stations. The AP broadcasts beacons every 200 ms. That
is, the duration time of a superframe, which includes a CFP and a
CP, is 200 ms. In our simulations, the Req_Time in the NPHCCA
mechanism is assumed to be 10 ms. The physical layer adopts
IEEE 802.11b (SIFS¼10 ms, PIFS¼30 ms, DIFS¼50 ms, slot
time¼20 ms, data rate¼11 Mbps, control rate¼1 Mbps, etc.).
Also, each station is assumed to be a random on/off traffic source.
The simulation time is 20 s. Besides, we consider that the heavy
load condition is that more than 80% of stations have pending
data frames in its transmission queue; whereas, the light load
condition is that less than 30% of stations have pending data
frames in its transmission queue.

4.2. Simulation results

4.2.1. Average response time

Figures 4 and 5 show that the average response time for the
NPHCCA mechanism is less than that of the HCCA mechanism
both in the heavy load and the light load conditions. (The
response time here is defined as the time that a station wants to
transmit data until the AP responses to it). This can be reasoned as
follows. The AP that supports HCCA mechanism will start a CFP
and polls all the stations in a round robin manner every 200 ms,
which is the duration time of a superframe. (Note that a
superframe includes a CFP and CP). Therefore, the stations that
have pending data to transmit may not be able to be scheduled
soon. (In the worst case, it may wait for another 200 ms to be
polled again). In contrast, the AP that implements Non-Polling
based HCCA mechanism does not waste time on polling the
stations that have no data to transmit. That is, the duration of CFP
can be reduced and the requesting stations can be soon notified to
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of NPHCCA.

Fig. 3. An illustrative example of the NPHCCA mechanism.
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Figure 2.7: Mechanism of NPHCCA (adopted from[82]).

tiple STA could transmit data simultaneously due to the existence of undetected STAs.

A non-polling based HCCA (NPHCCA) was proposed in [82], which allows STAs to

inform about their buffer occupancy by specifically sending transmission request to the

associated AP. The NPHCCA divides the transmission time into three parts. The first

part, called Beacon Time indicates the time when all STAs listen to a beacon frame from

an AP for synchronisation and notification of scheduled transmission time. Then, STAs

could content for channel access using DCF during Req Time and send transmission re-

quest to the AP, in which case uplink demand including priority and queue status are

acknowledged and stored in a scheduling table in the AP. Finally, in the TX Time the

AP can use the stored information in the scheduling table to poll STAs, which can effec-

tively eliminate null-polling issue of the original HCCA protocol. The overall process

employed by NPHCCA is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Simulation results show that improved

latency performance can be achieved by NPHCCA when the network is lightly loaded,

and this is mainly due to higher transmission efficiency by the reduced null-polling phe-

nomenon. However, NPHCCA involves additional control frame transmission, which

inevitably introduces extra signal overhead. Further, the existing beacon frame needs to

be modified for new fields, which could also increase signalling overhead.

In [83], the authors focused on the impact of aggregation mechanisms of the existing

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. Although the original MAC layer aggregation mechanism
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was introduced to reduce MAC frame overhead by combining multiple frames into a sin-

gle long frame, it also instigates longer headers which may impair latency performance of

latency-critical applications. Targeting at alleviating the negative impact of aggregation

on small-payload data frames (e.g. VoIP) due to large repeated header, a new aggregation

scheme called mA-MSDU was therefore employed. The proposed aggregation mecha-

nism results in small headers and subframe integrity check by introducing a control field

into the subframe header. Simulation results reveal that the proposed mechanism can

effectively improve throughput and reduce latency experienced by VoIP streams. How-

ever, the authors did not discuss the impact of proposed mechanism on backoff process

and ACK frame calculation.

QoS Enhancement by Advanced Admission Control

When traffic load is heavy, networks tend to saturate, and traffic flows of latency-sensitive

services are likely to be impaired. Therefore, admission control is important as it controls

the amount of attempting traffic flows such that QoS of higher priority applications is not

deteriorated. For an infrastructure-based WLAN network, an admission control protocol

can be implemented for either distributed MAC protocols (DCF and EDCA) and coordi-

nated MAC protocol (PCF and HCCA). Representative approaches of both types will be

discussed here.

A measurement-based admission control protocol called AC-VVD was proposed for

EDCA in [84]. In this work, real-time communications are protected from potential QoS

degradation due to data communications, which fulfils the demand of service differen-

tiation. Specifically, STAs carrying voice and video sessions shall listen to the available

budgets from an AP about admission acceptance or rejection, this helps to guarantee the

QoS performance of existing real-time sessions and fairness among them. Besides, the AP

can dynamically control the global parameters associated with EDCA protocol for STAs

carrying data communications according to current traffic condition. Simulation results

prove that the proposed approach provides service differentiation among different ACs

and good fairness within the same AC. Moreover, the QoS performance of real-time com-

munications (voice and video) is greatly improved when AC-VVD is employed.
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Chen et al. have proposed a model-based call admission control (CAC) and a rate

control scheme to regulate attempting traffic [76]. Different to AC-VVD where admission

decisions are made based on measurement, the proposed scheme is based on estimated

channel condition. First, the theoretical average latency of employing EDCA under un-

saturated channel is derived using G/G/1 queueing model and Markov chain. This is

utilised by the CAC to evaluate the impact of admitting a new traffic flow on the cur-

rent network utilisation and latency performance, and this helps to determine whether

to accept or reject this new flow. Second, a channel busyness ratio is derived to represent

the network condition accurately, and it is used to instruct both the CAC and rate con-

trol scheme. With the busyness ratio, latency-tolerant flows can use leftover bandwidth

for best-effort transmission. Simulation results show that with the proposed admission

control protocol, EDCA can achieve stringent QoS requirements with high channel utili-

sation. However, the theatrical framework only considers contention window differenti-

ation, which may lead to inaccuracy in latency evaluation.

In [85], an enhanced distributed control algorithm was developed for EDCA. This

algorithm requires the cooperation of both AP and STAs. At an AP, transmission budget

indicating allowable transmission time per AC is encapsulated in beacon and broadcast

to each STA. Then, associated STAs determine the amount of transmission limit of active

AC. As such, local voice/video transmission time is restricted and therefore prevent the

network from overloading. Although simulation results demonstrate that the proposed

admission control protects latency performance of existing video streams, heavily loaded

traffic condition was not considered. Similarly, Wu et al. presented another CAC function

to secure resources for high priority connections [86]. Specifically, a new AC is set to

active only when (a) the average bandwidth for existing higher or equal priority AC

call could be guaranteed and (b) the minimum bandwidth requirement of existing lower

priority AC call could be met.

Indeed, the idea of admission control intrinsically requires a certain level of central co-

ordination and information sharing, which is contrary to the distributed format of EDCA.

For example, STAs need to listen to the available budget before any transmission attempts

in [84], and a beacon frame must be in place for the enhanced distributed control algo-
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rithm to work [85], which introduce extra delay component or complexity compared with

the conventional EDCA. On the other hand, the admission control naturally fits HCCA

as central coordination is already provided.

PHCCA was proposed for simple priority-based admission control for HCCA in or-

der to provide QoS provisioning [87]. First, connected traffic flows are divided into three

classes, which correspond to the importance of all associated users. For the admission

control algorithm, a higher priority class traffic finding the channel full is allowed to

borrow bandwidth of lower priority classes. In particular, the bandwidth allocated for

each class is further divided into a borrowable (BB) and a non-borrowable portion (BNB),

where the BNB is designed for starvation protection. Any new incoming traffic flow can

request to use available BB if the bandwidth of its class is already full, creating an admis-

sion control mechanisms catering for high priority traffic flows. Simulation results reveal

that the number of accepted requests from the highest priority class increased by 70%

compared with the original HCCA. On the other hand, the performance of the middle-

class traffic was similar to regular HCCA.

Mansoor et al. proposed a feedback-based admission control Unit (FACU) targeting at

fully utilising the surplus bandwidth within current SI. Specifically, surplus bandwidth

exists when one or more STAs do not exhaust their allocated TXOPs. In such a case, the

surplus channel bandwidth will be reallocated to allow extra STAs to transmit without

impairing the performance of existing STAs. Analytical results prove the effectiveness

of FACU, such that considerable amount of unutilised bandwidth can be beneficial for

admitting extra QoS flows, which in turn enhances the channel utilisation and provides

better QoS provisioning compared to conventional HCCA.

QoS Enhancement by Advanced Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism

Numerous studies have focused on dynamic and accurate bandwidth (TXOP) allocation

for HCCA since it could significantly impact the latency performance of IEEE 802.11. In

the reference design defined in [56], TXOP is determined based on the average band-

width demand, which can be calculated from the information contained in the TSPEC

frame. This mechanism works well for CBR data traffic but is not effective for VBR traffic
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[71, 88, 89]. The issues associated with the latency performance of HCCA include null-

polling and under-scheduling. As described in [56], all STAs registered in the polling

list of an AP will be polled during an SI regardless os STAs’ buffer occupancy. This

could result in bandwidth waste when a STA has no pending data to send. On the other

hand, if an allocated TXOP is not sufficient to transmit data stored in the STA buffer, the

remaining data could only be transmitted in the next TXOP, which leads to an extra de-

lay of SI. Advanced scheduling mechanism proposed for HCCA include feedback-based,

estimation-based, optimisation-based and cross-layering approaches, and they will be

discussed in detail in Section 3.2. Here we introduce two example HCCA schedulers

which employ urgency estimation and cross-layer concept, respectively.

Rashid et al. proposed a PRO-HCCA scheduler to alleviate the deficiencies of refer-

ence HCCA [90]. The novelty of PRO-HCCA is a derived urgency index that is used to

differentiate services with individual latency requirements. A prediction mechanism was

also proposed so that the urgency index could be estimated for uplink transmissions. The

PRO-HCCA collocated at the AP can then conduct optimisation based on the collected ur-

gency indices to determine the allocated TXOP for each STA. The PRO-HCCA scheduler

was tested on interactive video, non-interactive video and VoIP streams and simulation

results reveal that PRO-HCCA scheduler enhances the robustness and stability of HCCA

in terms of providing lower latency than the reference HCCA.

Adaptive feedback-based HCCA (AF-HCCA) was introduced in [91]. Similar to [42],

which leverages the accurate arrival time of the next video frame via cross-layering, AF-

HCCA exploits the availability of information of pre-recorded video sources for accu-

rate scheduling. In essence, an AP can determine the amount of TXOP that accurately

matches the actual demand, in which case it eliminates the over-polling issue and en-

hances latency performance and channel utilisation. Simulation results demonstrated

that AF-HCCA could achieve the least latency as compared with existing HCCA proto-

cols such as reference HCCA design [56], E-EDD [39] and Feasible HCCA [42]. Despite

AF-HCCA’s success in scheduling within HCCA, advanced EDCA algorithms were also

suggested as a solution to efficiently utilising the amount of surplus channel bandwidth

caused by a tight match between TXOP and bandwidth demand [89].
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Figure 2.8: LTE radio-access network architecture.

2.2 Mobile Cellular Networks Supported by LTE

The rapid growth of Internet usage and increasing popularity of mobile devices have

thrust the development of mobile cellular networks. Different from IEEE 802.11 networks

as described in the preceding section, mobile cellular networks have a much wider cover-

age of several kilometres, where users could be moving at a moderate speed. In particu-

lar, LTE systems have been designed to support versatile applications on mobile devices

such as video streaming, teleconferencing and web browsing. Today, LTE systems are

deployed widely and gained significant success in the market [9].

Being developed by 3GPP as the Fourth Generation (4G) of mobile cellular technolo-

gies, LTE outperforms earlier generations and suits the demand of high data rates, low

latency and high capacity. The first LTE standards were introduced in 3GPP release 8

[92], and it was designed as a full-Internet Protocol (IP) technology for packet-data sup-

port. Unlike 3G systems where voice was transmitted in a circuit-switch approach, voice

in LTE is delivered through a VoIP technology [10,60]. Later in 3GPP release 10 [93], LTE
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has evolved in terms of spectral efficiency and flexibility, capacity and data rates and the

term LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) was assigned to this improved LTE system. It should be

noted that as our study on the MAC layer protocols is applicable for both LTE and LTE-A

systems, the term LTE is used to refer both LTE systems. Today we observe a wave of

development of the Fifth Generation (5G) mobile cellular technologies but LTE infras-

tructure and technology will remain as an important complementary part of the future

5G world for a long time, as described in the 5G Non-Standalone (NSA) deployment by

3GPP NR [94]. A typical LTE network architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.8, where UEs

are connected to an eNB within a mobile cell, and the eNBs are further communicating

with the core network through serving gateway (S-GW) and mobility management entity

(MME), by which the user-plane node and control-plane node of EPC are configured.

In the following sections, we will briefly introduce the technological features pro-

vided by LTE standards. Then, we will discuss and elaborate operation principles of LTE

uplink transmission schemes and their effects on the latency performance of LTE sys-

tems in detail. Existing literature proposed for performance improvement will also be

discussed.

2.2.1 Technological Advancement of LTE

Comparing with earlier generations of cellular technologies, LTE offers a rich set of char-

acteristics. First, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is used as the

basic transmission scheme in PHY layer of LTE. OFDM scheme enables LTE to transmit

radio signals with a high degree of robustness against multipath interference and allows

the deployment of frequency-dependent scheduling. It should be noted that although

conventional OFDM is used in downlink transmissions, uplink packets are transmitted

using Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiplexing (SC-FDMA) in order to gain or-

thogonality among uplink users with low peak-to-average ratio, which is essential for

power-constraint user devices. It is worth to mention that as SC-FDMA can be inter-

preted as an OFDM modulator with an additional Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) pre-

coder, SC-FDMA is also referred to as DFT-spread OFDM (DFTS-OFDM). Second, LTE

standards allow an eNodeB or UE to be configured in time division duplexing (TDD) and
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frequency division duplexing (FDD) mode, which significantly enhances system flexibil-

ity in choosing uplink-to-downlink radio resource ratio.

Third, Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) is supported by LTE. It is known that

Bit Error Rate (BER) of wireless transmission is susceptible to wireless channel conditions.

Although a coding scheme with a higher modulation order can transmit data with a

higher rate, the resulting BER might be worse compared with transmitting using a coding

scheme with a lower modulation order. To achieve a balance between data rate and BER

for LTE systems, AMC is therefore deployed to actively select a proper modulation and

coding scheme according to Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), which is determined based

on sensed channel quality. AMC is essential for LTE systems to reach the maximum

throughput in a time-varying channel.

Another equally important feature of LTE is time-frequency-division resource schedul-

ing for both uplink and downlink transmissions. In a multiple access environment, UEs

in LTE systems can transmit data in the same time slot, given that the radio resources in

the frequency domain are different. This feature is important to achieve low latency per-

formance compared with earlier mobile technologies. In an LTE network, a data packet

in a UE’s buffer can be transmitted once the packets ahead are cleared, without an extra

latency of waiting for transmission completion of other UEs.

LTE-A, embedded with several enhancements compared with LTE, were introduced

in release 10. One of the most important upgrades is carrier aggregation. With carrier

aggregation, multiple LTE carriers can be used to transmit/receive data to/from the same

device, in which case an overall wider bandwidth is used, and hence higher link data rate

is achieved. In the most extreme case in release 10, five component carriers with 20 MHz

individual bandwidths can be aggregated to form a 100 MHz bandwidth link channel.

The maximum capacity of LTE-A is further increased to 640 MHz in release 13 [95].

Another improvement introduced by LTE-A compared with LTE is the multi-antenna

transmission technique–Multiple Input Multiple Output technology (MIMO). With MIMO,

data are transmitted with multiple antenna pair, which significantly enhances the qual-

ity of received signals and reduces co-channel interference [60]. As a result, enhanced

spectral efficiency can be realised by MIMO.
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Figure 2.9: LTE radio resource structure.

2.2.2 LTE Time-Frequency Division Transmissions

As mentioned in the preceding section, LTE systems deploying OFDM signalling are able

to divide radio resources according to time and frequency. As specified in LTE standards,

the shortest radio transmission time–Transmission Time Interval (TTI) is defined as 1 ms.

An LTE frame is defined as 10 ms long and consists of 10 subframes, each corresponding

to 1 TTI. A subframe can be further divided into 2 slots, where each slot transmits 6 or

7 OFDM symbols depending on the type of chosen OFDM cyclic prefix. Furthermore,

radio resources in an LTE network are divided into many time-frequency units called
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Resource Elements (RE), and they correspond to one OFDM symbol duration times 15

kHz. The smallest resource unit that can be scheduled to a connected device is called

a Resource Block Pair (RBP), and it is formed by an aggregation of adjacent REs, which

occupies a total time-frequency unit of 1 ms times 180 kHz. An overview of the LTE

radio resource grid where each slot contains 7 OFDM symbols is illustrated in Fig. 2.9.

In addition, the allocated RBPs must be contiguous for uplink transmission, because of

SC-FDMA operation.

In LTE, the MAC layer defines both transmission scheme and transmission scheduler

which are deployed for uplink transmissions. They guide scheduling decisions which

consist of both position and size of allocated radio resources and this has a significant

influence on the processing and queueing latency components among overall latency.

Details of different uplink transmission schemes and their corresponding schedulers are

discussed in the following sections.

2.2.2.1 Dynamic Scheme for Uplink Transmissions in LTE

A conventional LTE network uses the DS scheme for uplink transmission. An overview

of this operation diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. Once a UE is connected and synchro-

nised to an eNB, the UE’s uplink and downlink transmissions are then controlled by a

mechanism called transmit timing advance [95]. The transmit timing advance–TA sets a

negative offset between the start of a received downlink subframe and a transmitted up-

link subframe, such that time alignment between the eNB and the UE can be achieved. In
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practice, TA is determined by 2TP, where TP denotes the propagation time latency from

the UE to the eNB. Once the UE detects the arrival of new uplink data, it transmits a

Scheduling Request (SR) to the eNB on Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) at the

next SR opportunity–subframe n. Upon successful reception of the SR, the eNB transmits

a downlink control packet on PDCCH called Scheduling Grant (SG) at subframe n + 2,

informing the radio resource scheduling decision for the UE. The scheduling decision in-

cludes both the number and position (frequency range) of assigned RBPs. The first uplink

data frame is then transmitted by the UE on Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH),

at 4 subframes after the UE received the SG. An important feature of LTE uplink data

frame is that it contains not only the uplink data but also a Buffer Status Report (BSR),

indicating the size of leftover data in UE’s buffer. By obtaining the buffer occupancy in-

formation, the eNB then dynamically schedules further RBPs and sends the second SG to

the UE at subframe n + 10. The subsequent uplink data packets are therefore transmitted

every 8 subframes until the UE’s data buffer is cleared.

As radio resources of an LTE cell are finite, one of the most significant roles of the

LTE MAC layer protocol is to allocate resources to connected UEs in order to meet differ-

ent Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Three conventional scheduling algorithms are

commonly deployed in today’s LTE networks–round robin, max CQI and proportional

fair (PF). Round robin scheduler selects and schedules UEs based on a round robin order,

hence each connected UE will have almost equal resource allocation for uplink transmis-

sions. The drawback of this approach is that a certain amount of radio resources might

be allocated to UEs experiencing poor channel condition, which deteriorates the overall

achievable throughput within an LTE cell. On the other hand, max CQI scheduler fo-

cuses on maximising cell throughput and prioritises UEs according to channel condition.

As a result, UEs who have better higher CQI values will be assigned with more radio

resources. The disadvantage of max CQI scheduler is that UEs with the worst channel

condition might never have access to radio resources, which leads to degraded user ex-

perience. Finally, PF scheduler [96] ranks UEs according to long-term transmission rate,

which reflects both the channel condition and amount of service starvation. Therefore, PF

is expected to achieve a balance between channel quality and resource allocation fairness.
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2.2.2.2 Contention-Based Scheme for Uplink Transmissions in LTE

Contention Based Scheme (CBS) [47, 48] was proposed to address the latency caused by

the DS scheme. In general, CBS achieves statistical multiplexing by allowing multiple

UEs to content for the same PUSCH resources for uplink transmission. First, a group of

UEs are assigned with CB-Radio Network Temporary Identifiers (CB-RNTIs), and these

UEs listen to PDCCH for available CB grants. After receiving the CB grants, the UEs

are allowed to send their uplink data directly using the shared PUSCH resources without

waiting for an SR and an SG [97]. The procedure of CBS uplink transmission is illustrated

in Fig. 2.11. Without the need of exchanging SR and SG between UEs and eNB, CBS is

able to conduct uplink transmissions with less latency. However, CBS suffers from data

packet collision when multiple UEs are transmitting data using the same RBPs at the

same subframe, in which case uplink packets cannot be correctly received and decoded.

Andreev et al. implemented CBS for Machine-Type Communications (MTC), which is

characterised by small data transmissions [98]. Their solution to reducing data collision

is a random backoff procedure followed by a packet retransmission mechanism. In [99],

CBS is tested and evaluated with the implementation of consecutive Hybrid Automatic

Repeat reQuest (HARQ) retransmission. The proposed HARQ retransmission approach

is used to increase the reliability of CBS, and it is shown that CBS is more efficient in

terms of resource scheduling than traditional SPS scheme and the proposed CBS is able

to meet reliability requirement, given data collision is properly handled.
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2.2.2.3 Semi-Persistent Scheduling Scheme for Uplink Transmissions in LTE

The conventional DS scheme imposes a significant amount of control-signal overhead

when transmitting small-sized packets. Additionally, instead of dynamic resource allo-

cation, the regularly occurring pattern of constant bitrate (CBR) traffic motivates an up-

link scheme to schedule resources periodically and deterministically. As such, the Semi-

Persistent Scheduling (SPS) scheme was proposed to address these two issues, and it is

most notably implemented for VoIP [100]. In essence, an eNB periodically assigns prede-

fined RBPs to an SPS-configured UE without consuming resource on PDCCH or PUCCH,

except for the initial connection setup stage. The principle of operation of the SPS scheme

with 10 ms SPS periodicity is illustrated in Fig. 2.12. The SPS scheme follows a similar

process as in the DS scheme until subframe n+ 6. In particular, all SPS-related parameters

including SPS periodicity, scheduling decision, selected Modulation and Coding Scheme

(MCS) and a maximum number of SPS transmission are encapsulated in an SPS-SG. At

subframes n + 16 and n + 26, a UE initiates uplink transmission using the granted peri-

odic RBPs, and this continues until the maximum number of SPS transmission is reached

or other termination mechanisms are triggered. An apparent disadvantage of imple-

menting the ordinary SPS scheme for the Tactile Internet is the incapability of adjusting

scheduled RBPs according to the network traffic fluctuation. This leads to a trade-off

between low/high latency and high/low resource waste in an over/under-scheduling

problem. In particular, SPS might fail to transmit all the buffered data immediately when

data traffic is bursty [101] or induce noticeable resource waste when data traffic reduces.

Following the same procedure in [102], the minimum initial access and transmission

latencies of DS, CBS and SPS schemes can be derived, and they are shown in Table 2.1

and Table 2.2, respectively. It should be noted that the transmission latency is valid when

sufficient radio resources are accessible. It can be seen that the DS scheme has a maxi-

mum initial access latency of 7.5 ms and average transmission latency of 5 ms, which also

forms the lower bound of achievable latency by the DS. Although the contention-free fea-

ture of DS can provide latency and jitter with certain upper bound, the time wasted in

sending SR and receiving SG may not be tolerable for ultra-low latency services. Such

latency performance is clearly unacceptable for latency-critical applications, such as tel-
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Figure 2.12: Timing diagram of Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) in LTE.

erehabilitation for health care and smart transportation for road safety.

On the other hand, we can see that without exchanging SR and SG between UEs and

eNB, CBS offers 3.5 ms less transmission latency as compared with the DS. When CBS

is implemented, however, packet collision is likely to happen, which necessitates the im-

plementation of collision reduction mechanisms and efficient retransmission techniques

[99, 103].

It is observed that because the SPS scheme and DS share a similar process of sending

SR and receiving SG, the latency in the initial access is the same for these two uplink

transmission schemes. More importantly, the SPS scheme offers a minimum transmis-

sion latency as CBS does, given UEs are scheduled with sufficient RBPs. This motivates

our interest in designing an SPS scheme that allows flexible scheduling and ensures a

contention-free transmission with low-latency performance.

2.2.3 LTE Scheduling Algorithms for Ultra-Low Latency Performance

As explained in Section 1.3, the communications community strives for designing LTE

such that emerging new services can be supported with one of the most stringent requirements–

ultra-low latency. For instance, it is reported that current LTE technology is not able to

support mobile VR with high quality [29]. In particular, some VR frames might expe-

rience excessive latency and therefore leads to poor quality of experience. Therefore, it

is critical to analyse the composition of overall latency in LTE networks and design fea-

sible solutions for effective latency reduction. The study in [29] shows that instead of
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Table 2.1: Preliminary analysis of initial access latency

Component DS CBS SPS

Mean waiting time
(ms) for PUCCH
(1 ms SR period)

0.5 -- 0.5

Mean waiting time
(ms) for CB-RNTI sig-
nalling

-- 0.5 --

SR transmission (ms) 1 -- 1

CB-RNTI transmis-
sion (ms)

-- 1 --

eNB decodes SR and
generates an SG (ms)

1 -- 1

SG transmission (ms) 1 1 1

UE Processing Delay
(ms)

3 3 3

UL data transmission
(ms)

1 1 1

Total latency (ms) 7.5 6.5 7.5

being limited by LTE bandwidth, latency incurred by the signalling process of LTE net-

works forms a bulk portion of network latency. In this thesis, our research is focused on

reducing the Tproc and Tqueue, which stem from MAC layer protocols in LTE networks.

Designs of latency-constrained schedulers are discussed in detail in this section be-

cause it is important to provide acceptable latency performance for latency-critical com-

munications services in terms of determining a proper number of radio resources for up-

link traffic. It should be noted that all scheduling algorithms discussed here are designed

for the DS protocol, and therefore they only deal with queueing latency. Techniques pro-

posed for CBS and SPS schemes will be discussed in Section 2.3 and 4.2, respectively.

Existing literature has devoted largely into designing feasible resource scheduler al-

gorithms that can enhance performance metrics of LTE networks, such as latency, through-

put, power efficiency and fairness among users. For instance, one of the most widely-

deployed uplink schedulers is PF, as described in Section 2.2.2.1, where throughput and

fairness among connected devices within a cell are addressed. Numerous studies have
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Table 2.2: Preliminary analysis of transmission latency

Component DS CBS SPS

Mean waiting time
(ms) for transmission
opportunity

4 0.5 0.5

PUSCH transmission
(ms)

1 1 1

Total latency (ms) 5 1.5 1.5

been conducted for designing schedulers targeting at one or more QoS metrics, and they

can be classified into two categories–prioritisation-based schedulers and optimisation-

based schedulers.

Prioritisation-based Scheduling for LTE

Scheduling algorithms based on prioritisation are implemented by sorting connected de-

vices according to one or more criteria and then allocating available RBPs according to

the sorted order. The considered criteria usually reflect QoS requirements, but they do

not provide a guarantee about meeting those requirements. Therefore, these algorithms

are regarded as heuristic or best-effort.

The first uplink scheduler algorithm that considers both channel conditions and la-

tency requirement is called Channel Dependent Earliest Deadline Due (CD-EDD) [104].

In here, a novel performance metric of each device is calculated as metrici = ai
µi(t)

µi

Wi(t)
di(t)

,

where ai, µi(t), Wi(t) and di(t) represent the weighting parameter reflecting the statisti-

cal QoS requirements, current transmission rate, delay experienced by the head-of-line

packet and remaining time to expiry of the head-of-line packet of the ith user at time t,

respectively. It is clear that the second term µi(t)
µi

reflects the average transmission rate ex-

perienced while the third term Wi(t)
di(t)

reflects how urgent a user is to transmit its buffered

data. The proposed scheduler then determines the number of allocated RBPs to devices

according to metrici. It is reported that gains in throughput and latency can be achieved

by this scheduler. In addition, a set of scheduling policies were also proposed to achieve

fairness of latency, throughput and packet loss rate among connected devices. However,
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how shall a scheduler in an eNB access the information of remaining time to expire was

not provided in [104].

An Adaptive Transmission Bandwidth (ATB) scheduling algorithm is introduced in

[105]. It firstly needs to compute the utility function which represents the performance

metric:

Msum = ∑ Mi,j Ai,j, i ∈ Ωi, j ∈ Ωj ,

where Mi,j, Ωi and Ωj are the metric for the ith UE and jth RBP, set of remaining UEs and

set of remaining RBPs, respectively. In particular, Ai,j = {0, 1}, where 1 indicates that jth

RBP is scheduled to ith UE. It is noted that this is just a generic expression such that met-

rics like CQI, SNR, latency or fairness can be a candidate of performance metric. During

operation, the proposed scheduler needs to go through a time-domain scheduling pro-

cess to determine which UEs are available at time slot t. The algorithm then performs a

frequency-domain scheduling process such that it allocates resources to UEs in the order

of descending Mi,j. In particular, for the i′th UE, the algorithm firstly allocates the j′th RBP

where j′ = argmaxj Mi,j and then expands RBP allocation as long as Mi′,j′ has the highest

priority. The algorithm continues to schedule resources for other UEs in the same proce-

dure. For performance verification, the proposed algorithm adopted the PF metric, while

other aspects of uplink scheduling performance were not addressed. Simulation results

clearly show a 20% improvement on average cell throughput is achieved. Moreover, the

scheduling procedure of the proposed algorithm provides low computational complex-

ity and QoS provisioning flexibility. However, the proposed algorithm does not consider

varying loading conditions of different users and individual hard QoS constraints.

Authors in [106] proposed two uplink scheduling algorithms for latency-critical MTC.

The first algorithm schedules traditional LTE users first, followed by sorting MTC devices

with respect to γk,l , which represents the detected SNR over the lth RBP from the kth MTC

user. Secondly, the first scheduler allocates the lth RBP to an MTC user with the best γk,l

if latency tolerance of this user is smaller than a predefined threshold. Remaining RBPs

which are adjacent to the lth RBP are also allocated to the kth MTC user if this user has

the best SNR. The second step is repeated for the remaining RBPs. Finally, unscheduled

RBPs are scheduled according to the second step without considering latency constraints.
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Simulation results show that this scheduling algorithm outperforms the conventional

channel-aware scheduler and latency-based class scheduler in terms of latency budget

violation ratio. The second algorithm proposed in [106] follows the same procedure as

the previous one, except that MTC devices are sorted solely by their latency tolerance,

and the most urgent device is thus scheduled which has the best γk,l . Via simulation, the

second scheduling algorithm exhibits the best latency performance, whereas it suffers

from worse BER among considered algorithms. It is noted that the first algorithm puts

more weight on channel conditions while the second on latency requirements, which

explains their performance difference in terms of BER and latency. An obvious drawback

of these proposed algorithms is that they do not consider fairness among users, which

means if there existed an MTC device that always required the least latency tolerance,

other MTC devices could easily be starved. A better design would be to sort devices

according to the remaining latency budget instead of latency tolerance. Furthermore,

this study reveals the commonly known trade-off between throughput and latency in

wireless communications [107].

A class-based, hybrid scheduler was developed in [108]. First, the authors proposed a

new set of QoS Class Identifier (QCI) for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) devices, which cor-

responds to latency-sensitive, real-time and latency-tolerant M2M. Then, the scheduler

divides available resources into two disjoint sets, dedicated for H2H (Human-to-Human)

and M2M users, respectively. The division ratio depends on the network operator, which

could either be determined by dynamic network traffic conditions or be configured sta-

tistically. Upon scheduling, this algorithm allocates available resources to M2M users

in the order of descending QCI, which equivalently forms a priority-based scheduler.

Although segmentation of RBPs introduces flexibility in uplink resource allocation, the

proposed scheduler does not consider any actual service constraints, leaving scheduling

fairness, latency, allocation efficiency unguaranteed. Moreover, no fairness mechanism is

deployed in this algorithm, leading to starvation issue for low priority M2M devices sim-

ilar to [106]. On the other hand, this algorithm provides scheduling flexibility as separate

scheduling policies can be applied for H2H and M2M devices.

Afrin et al. have designed an uplink scheduler for M2M traffic catering to latency bud-
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get and buffer occupancy [109]. Firstly, the proposed algorithms require slight alterations

of existing standards–1 byte in addition to standard BSR field, such that the information

of packet age (PA) can be stored and transmitted to an eNB. The proposed algorithm is

still a priority-based algorithm scheduler, by which it sorts awaiting devices according to

an urgency metric determined as:

Ui =


Bi

max{B} ×
TSF

Di−t , Di − t > 1

1, otherwise ,

where Bi, TSF, Dit represent BSR index of the ith user, LTE subframe duration (1 ms) and

remaining latency budget of the ith user, respectively. It is clear that such a proposed ur-

gency metric considers both latency budget and buffer occupancy of a connected device

and hence data packet from latency-critical traffic can be scheduled with high priorities.

After the urgency metric is computed for every MTC device, the algorithm then sched-

ules RBPs to devices with the order of descending Ui. Simulation results show that this

scheduling algorithm outperforms existing reference configurations in terms of proba-

bility of meeting latency budget, in the expense of higher average resource usage. The

proposal does not discuss how the contention between MTC devices and traditional LTE

user can be resolved.

A relatively complex scheduler which carefully treats H2H and M2M separately ac-

cording to traffic congestion levels was introduced in [110]. In the time-domain schedul-

ing stage similar to [105], the proposed scheduler firstly determines which devices shall

be scheduled within the current TTI. Meanwhile, this scheduler prioritises H2H devices

over M2M devices. Then, a metric representing the current resource demand is computed

for all selected H2H devices:

R̂B(u, t) = min(rmin
H ,

BS(u, t)RBavg(u, t− 1)
BSavg(u, t− 1)

) ,

where R̂B(u, t), BS, RBavg and rmin
H denote the computed demand for device u at TTI t,

the reported buffer size, the average number of allocated RBPs and minimum threshold

for each H2H device, respectively. Then, the maximum number of allowable resource
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allocation for M2M devices is determined by:

Umax
M (t) = rmin

M ×max

(
b ρR

rmin
M
c, bR− R̂DH(t)

rmin
M

c
)

,

where rmin
M , ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1), R and R̂DH represent a predefined small amount of resources

for each M2M device, the minimum ratio of available resources for M2M transmissions,

sum of available RBPs and sum of H2H resource demand, respectively. It is important to

note that authors of [110] further proposed a dynamic monitoring mechanism such that

the actual value of ρ is adjusted according to the extent of traffic congestion. So far, the

available uplink radio resources are distributed among H2H and M2M groups based on

a compound factor of H2H demand and the minimum ensured M2M resource allocation.

Finally, the metrics for M2M devices is calculated based on the remaining latency budget

and the exponential moving average of the throughput. In sum, this proposed scheduling

algorithm addresses latency and fairness among M2M users. Furthermore, this algorithm

helps prevent M2M devices from starvation by admission control over traditional H2H

traffic.

Salman et al. tackled the QoS provisioning problem of LTE networks by a prioritised

M/G/1 queueing protocol [111]. A queueing model is constructed at the eNB side, where

each uplink SR can be regarded as buffered data with individual traffic identification and

latency requirement. In particular, with the proposed H2H relaxation scheme, SR can be

classified into H2H video (type I, latency-sensitive), H2H data and audio (type II, latency-

insensitive) and M2M traffic, which can then be queued into three separate buffers. The

server of the queueing model then starts processing these buffers, where type I H2H re-

quests have the highest priority while M2M requests have the lowest. In order to reduce

the latency of M2M devices, however, the type II H2H requests are delayed by a prede-

fined number R, which means these type of requests will be temporarily assigned the

lowest priority. This queueing policy does not only lead to lower latency for M2M traffic

but also bring a minimum negative impact on traditional H2H traffic. Simulation results

reveal that average waiting time of M2M data packets decreased with larger R, while the

waiting time of type I H2H data packets were kept at a minimum level for considered
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packet arrival rates. It should be noted that the simulation only considered packet arrival

rate up to 1 packet/slot, which may not be sufficient to model the real-world scenario.

One disadvantage of the proposed schemes is that they do not provide absolute guaran-

tees to the latency of M2M traffic, especially when an LTE network experiences high H2H

traffic loads.

Optimisation-based Scheduling for LTE

Contrary to the prioritisation-based scheduling algorithms discussed in the preceding

section, optimisation-based scheduling algorithms firstly formulate a utility function tar-

geting at different QoS metrics and then form optimisation problems with system-level

constraints. Solving these problems is usually difficult because the number of considered

parameters and constraint is huge, and the scheduler needs to make decisions within a

hard time limit (every TTI, i.e. 0.1 ms). In addition, as mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the

allocation of scheduled RBPs must be contiguous in the frequency domain, which makes

the optimisation problems of LTE uplink scheduling NP-Hard [112].

Delgado et al. have proposed the first optimisation-based scheduling algorithm [113]

for LTE uplink transmissions that considers latency requirement. It was also the first

algorithm that complies to contiguous RBP scheduling. In addition to assuring aver-

age latency under maximum allowable end-to-end delay, the objective equation in the

optimisation problem was formulated concerning fairness among uplink users. After

acknowledging the high complexity of solving the optimisation problem, two greedy

heuristic algorithms were proposed to enable practical implementation of the proposed

scheduler. The first algorithm, called LC-Delay assigns an RBP to a user only if both la-

tency and throughput requirements are satisfied for all users. Otherwise it assigns this

RBP to a user such that either one of the requirement is met. On the other hand, the sec-

ond algorithm called PF-Delay gives priority to users with high proportional throughput

while meeting latency requirement. Simulation results reveal that the LC-Delay outper-

forms conventional low complexity algorithm in terms of fairness, while both proposed

algorithms achieved the least maximum latency compared with existing schedulers.

She et al. formulated a joint optimisation problem by minimising the total scheduled
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bandwidth while constrained with latency requirements of uplink and downlink trans-

missions [45]. In the proposed model, DS was deployed for uplink transmissions while

a statistical multiplex queueing model was utilised for downlink transmissions. It was

proved that less service rate is required when the statistical multiplex queueing model

was adopted, compared with the sum of individual required service rates. The proposed

optimisation problem was solved by a two-step method, where the bandwidth assign-

ment was firstly optimised with respect to latency and packet loss criteria and then up-

link/downlink bandwidth assignment is optimised given the end-to-end latency require-

ments. The proposed scheduling algorithm was verified with simulations, and it could

effectively save almost 50 % of the total allocated bandwidth required by an unoptimised

scheduler. However, the proposed algorithm prohibited Channel State Information (CSI)

for overhead reduction, such that only approximated error probability can be calculated

and this could result in inaccuracy in formulating the optimisation problem.

In [43], the authors considered the problem as minimising the difference between total

resource allocation of uplink and downlink transmissions, forming a symmetric joint re-

source allocation task for uplink/downlink design. The reason behind was that in a typ-

ical tactile interaction session, user-generated uplink command and actuator-responded

downlink feedback are likely to generate symmetric traffic flow in the uplink and down-

link directions. In addition, uplink and downlink latency requirements and power alloca-

tion constraints are considered in the optimisation formulation. To solve this challenging

joint optimisation problem, an optimal power control policy was firstly derived, and it

relates allocated RBPs, QoS exponent due to experienced latency and allocated power.

Then, a binary integer programming (BIP) formulation was carried out for RBP alloca-

tion. Finally, the authors proposed a low-complexity greedy algorithm and a canonical

dual solution algorithm to solve the BIP. In the simulation stage, a 5G LTE-A network

architecture was deployed, where PHY layer OFDM numerology was modified such that

the TTI was 100 ∼ 200 µs and the maximum considered haptic data rate was 2.0 Mbps.

Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms existing non-

optimisation scheduling algorithms in terms of uplink/downlink rate difference. Fur-

ther, the proposed algorithm permits more successful users to transmit their tactile data
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by meeting the latency requirements.

A QoE-based optimisation formulation was proposed for 5G-enabled Tactile Inter-

net in [44]. The objective function was based on BIP and a QoE equation expressed in

terms of packet latency for considered stabilisation approaches (i.e. Time-Domain Passiv-

ity Approach (TDPA) and Model-Mediated Teleoperation (MMT)). In order to solve this

exponentially complex optimisation problem, authors derived a heuristic solution that

transforms the original problem into a max-min one, such that the proposed scheduling

algorithm can finish within hard time constraint (0.1 ms). Simulation results demonstrate

that the proposed scheduler generated improved goodput compared with the traditional

PF scheduler. On the other hand, simulation results proved that the proposed algorithm

could effectively reduce the latency level for both TDPA and MMT schemes. It is worth

mentioning that although the aforementioned scheduling algorithms use either average

latency or experienced with satisfying probability as a constraint of the optimisation for-

mulation, they did not indicate how this information can be achieved or estimated by the

eNB.

2.3 Mobile Cellular Networks Enhancement by 5G

The growing number of mobile devices and mobile applications has instigated invest-

ment of research and development of the next generation mobile cellular network–5G.

Although it was reported that the main driving force of such rapid growth is video

streaming [114, 115], demands from emerging services such as enhanced mobile broad-

band (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC) and massive ma-

chine type communications (mMTC) have also stimulated the development of 5G. In this

section, we discuss the technical advancement proposed by 5G, especially those promise

to provide ultra-low end-to-end latency.

2.3.1 Technical Advancement of 5G

First, to cope with the exponentially growing demand for data rate by users, 5G provides

increased bandwidth and massive MIMO antenna technology. Specifically, 5G networks
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could provide larger bandwidth than LTE by utilising the available spectrum ranging

from 28-300 GHz. On the other hand, the increased frequency in 5G enables advanced

massive MIMO transmission at the base station, which significantly improves spatial

multiplexing gain and hence reduces the impact of path loss on wireless communications.

Second, the idea of placing a moderate service centre at the edge of a mobile cellular

network is known as mobile edge cloud (MEC), which is an effective approach by 5G

networks to bring server close to the base station [26, 116]. Namely, highly adaptive and

energy-efficient computing (HAEC) units can be employed such that application servers

can run as close to users as possible, which could significantly reduce propagation delay

compared with deploying a heavy dedicated infrastructure remotely. However, there

exist open challenges such as load and task scheduling among edge servers and choosing

locations of edge server deployment for maximised performance and energy efficiency

[117–119].

Third, non-orthogonal transmission scheme is proposed as a promising PHY layer

technology to offer multiplexing gain by overloading the spectrum[120]. Candidate schemes

include Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA), Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA)

and Interleave Division Multiple Access (IDMA). By offering users extra dimensions of

radio resources, the number of allowable active mobile connections is expected to in-

crease by two to three times, which could in turn boost network throughput by 50%.

In particular, non-orthogonal transmission scheme works by using interference cancella-

tion or joint detection technologies to successfully receive and decode radio signals from

multiple mobile users which uses the same radio resource in frequency and time. This is

especially helpful for CBS uplink protocol as it tolerates a certain extent of transmission

collision, which greatly reduces the chance of failed data transmission for a contention-

based uplink protocol.

Finally, due to the vast variability of target use cases, 5G networks must be designed

to be flexible in order to meet the connection requirement of current and emerging ser-

vices. In LTE, OFDM is considered adequate for good system capacity, yet flexibility

needs to be introduced in the numerology of frame structure so that both bandwidth-

limited applications(e.g. video streaming) and latency-limited applications (e.g. haptic
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interaction) can be supported. To support PHY layer flexibility, 5G allows to have up to

2M OFDM symbols per TTI. In other words, the time period of a TTI can be as short as

one OFDM symbol, catering for URLLC scenario.

2.3.2 5G MAC Layer Solutions for Ultra-Low Latency Performance

In this section, we discuss how the latency performance of CBS and SPS protocols can be

improved with 5G advancement. As discussed in the preceding section, Non-Orthogonal

Multiple Access (NOMA) has been proposed as a promising PHY layer technology for

better resource utilisation efficiency and enhanced reliability. By using the power dif-

ference of received signals or codebook signature and applying Successive Interference

Cancellation (SIC) at the receiver side, overlapped/superposed radio signals from differ-

ent users can be received and decoded correctly. This benefit can naturally be applied to

CBS to reduce collision probability among uplink users. Although SIC for uplink NOMA

is conducted by LTE-A/5G eNodeB, there is a strong motivation towards offloading SIC

computation to dedicated devices for faster processing speed. For instance, a GPU-based

approach has been introduced to alleviate heavy computation loads of SIC receivers, such

that significant speedup can be achieved due to the parallel processing capability of GPU

[121].

Li et al. studied the feasibility of applying NOMA to CBS and proposed the first UE

pairing procedure [122]. The proposed NOMA-CBS protocol allows NOMA for sched-

uled/unscheduled uplink devices and for granted/ungranted radio resources. For the

pairing algorithm employing Contention Based Radio Network Temporary Identifiers

(CB-RNTIs), each unscheduled device is assigned with one type of CB-RNTIs, by which

the SNR of each device can be identified as high/middle/low. After then, the eNB can as-

sign radio resources that are already occupied by low/vacant/high SNR, to unscheduled

devices with high/middle/low SNR. As such, the uplink signals using the same radio re-

source at the same time can be distinguished well by NOMA, which efficiently enhances

utilisation efficiency and reduces transmission failure probability. Results from simula-

tion of NOMA-assisted LTE-A reveal that NOMA-assisted CBS achieved the least latency

as compared with DS and conventional CBS protocols. However, the mean arrival rate of
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each uplink user was 2 packets/second with Poisson distribution, and this assumption

needs further justification. On the other hand, the correct detection ratio in the NOMA

process was a pre-assumed value, lacking theoretical explanation, and therefore it may

lead to inaccurate performance estimation.

Contrary to the preceding work where only NOMA was applied to CBS, an overall

evaluation of a 5G system with CBS was conducted in [99]. In particular, the consid-

ered 5G network consisted of hopping-aided semi-statical resource configuration, blind

UE detection empowered by referencing signal and consecutive HARQ retransmissions

mechanism. It was shown that an increased number of retransmissions could improve

the block error rate (BLER) significantly, which could potentially meet the reliability re-

quirement of URLLC. Simulation results also prove that reliability could be further en-

hanced by NOMA algorithms (e.g. Message Passing Algorithm (MPA) or Expectation

Propagation Algorithm).

Instead of simulating the 5G architecture in simplified scenarios (e.g. single cell), the

work presented in [103] studied the effect of different HARQ schemes in an outdoor 3GPP

urban macro setup with 21 cells. In particular, three HARQ schemes were proposed to

enhance the reliability of CBS uplink protocol–conventional, K-rep and proactive HARQ.

The K-rep HARQ allows a device to transmit associated uplink data for a predefined

K consecutive times without waiting for HARQ feedback. Such an HARQ scheme im-

proves the reliability of CBS uplink transmission while potentially degrading resource

efficiency. On the other hand, proactive HARQ allows a device to dynamically deter-

mine the number of replicas of uplink data by early termination informed by HARQ

feedback. Therefore, the waste of resources can be reduced while the transmission relia-

bility is unharmed. Simulation results show that conventional HARQ is able to support

the largest traffic load as compared with K-rep and proactive HARQ schemes, as no re-

source was wasted for duplicate data transmission. On the other hand, proactive HARQ

was strongly recommended for the best latency performance, when the network was ex-

posed to light traffic.

Different to the proactive HARQ, by which the dynamic data repetition is enabled,

Singh et al. attempted to achieve the same reliability performance by determining the op-
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timal number of repetitions [123]. By deriving the expression for collision rate for a given

load and number of available resources, a network operator can choose an optimal num-

ber of repetitions for required reliability and latency performance. Further, by acknowl-

edging that CBS could under-perform scheduled allocation under heavy traffic load, the

authors proposed a flexible access scheme such that network operator can choose to use

either K-rep CBS or scheduled contention-free allocation, such that prominent reliability

gains and lower implementation complexity could be achieved.

As for SPS, the latency improvement brought by short TTI (sTTI) in 5G standards was

evaluated in [124]. Simulation results show that when a single UE uploaded data to an

eNB, the average experienced latency is 2.04 ms when sTTI was set as 0.14 ms. However,

the tested traffic load/data arrival rate was not listed. Nevertheless, simulation results

reveal that SPS combined with sTTI offers the feasibility for LTE technologies to provide

ultra-low latency for uplink UEs.

In summary, CBS offers a promising protocol for instant uplink transmissions. How-

ever, mechanisms that prevent signal reception failure from multiple uplink devices send-

ing signals using the same resources at the same time must be developed and carefully

deployed, in order to achieve satisfying latency and reliability performance. Advanced

PHY layer technologies such as NOMA can be applied to allow successful data detec-

tion and decoding for superposed data, which effectively reduce the data collision rate.

On the other hand, techniques such as K-rep HARQ helps to improve reliability perfor-

mance, if collisions happened. As for SPS, it is expected to outperform the conventional

DS scheme in terms of uplink latency and signalling overhead.

2.4 Haptic Codecs for the Tactile Internet

The well-known compression technique for kinesthetic perception called deadband prin-

ciple is introduced in this section.The Tactile Internet aims at providing a complete re-

mote immersion by physical interaction with the virtual/remote environment over the

Internet [28]. As such, a new type of data called haptic data is transmitted in the Tactile

Internet, which differ significantly to conventional data types such as video and audio
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the perceptual deadband principle. The size

of the perceptual deadband depends on the stimulus intensity I.

Samples falling within the perceptual deadband are considered as

perceptually insignificant, thus can be dropped (adopted

from [105]).

region for 1-D force stimuli in the range of 0–3 N. For
that purpose, machine learning classifiers are designed
to predict the label (perceiced/nonperceived) of recorded
user responses. The authors have defined two classifiers:
Weber classifier and level crossing classifier. The Weber
classifier is based on Weber’s law of perception, and thus
labels the user responses (perceived/nonperceived) based
on the absolute relative difference criterion as given in (1).
On the other hand, the level crossing classifier considers
the absolute difference criterion (i.e., |X −Xn−1| > c where
c is a level crossing constant) to label the user responses
as perceived or nonperceived. Each classifier is optimized
with respect to its threshold parameter (i.e., δ for the
Weber classifier and c for the level crossing classifier), and
the corresponding misclassification error is computed. The
overall classification performances of both classifiers are
observed to be nearly equal, and thus their classification
criteria may be used in defining the structure of the per-
ceptual deadband defined above. During reconstruction of
the signals at the receiver end, the level crossing classifier-
based sampler provides less mean-squared error (MSE)
between the original and the reconstructed signal than
the Weber sampler for small values of force stimuli and
vice versa for high force values. Thus, both classifiers are
complementary to each other. As Weber’s law is unable to
capture perceptual limitations for small values of the force
stimulus, the level crossing-based classifier may be used in
this range for defining the perceptual deadband.

In [104] and [107], the single degree-of-freedom (DoF)
perceptual deadband approach has been extended to
three DoF. For higher dimensional signals, Weber’s law
[mathematically defined in (1)] is applied on vectored
stimuli, and the perceptual deadband is defined accord-
ingly. Thus, the approach gives a circular and spherical
deadband around a typical 2- and 3-D reference stimulus,
respectively. Their radii are directly proportional to the
magnitude of the reference stimulus, and the DBP parame-
ter is the proportionality constant. For determining these
structures of the perceptual deadzone for higher dimen-
sional signals, Hinterseer et al. [104] consider only the
force magnitude, not the force direction. As the direction of
the force stimulus comes in to the picture when we extend
the perceptual deadband approach for higher dimensional
signals, the effect of the force direction on the Weber
fraction needs to be investigated. Pongrac et al. [108]
studied the effect of force direction on the Weber fraction.

Results show that the Weber fraction is a function of both
the reference force magnitude and force direction, thus,
the perceptual deadband approach should also consider
the force direction for data reduction performance. The
exact shape of the multi-dimensional deadzone needs fur-
ther investigation as the data-driven study in [109] did not
observe the effect of the force direction on the perceptual
deadzone. The quality of the used haptic interfaces might
play an important role in this context.

In the literature, there are studies on parameters which
affect the Weber fraction, and thus the perceptual dead-
band approach. In the aforementioned studies, the Weber
fraction is assumed to be independent of temporal vari-
ations of the force stimulus, thus considering it a fixed
quantity for an individual. In [110], Bhardwaj and Chaud-
huri examine how the rate of change of the force stimulus
(i.e., slope in N/s) affects the Weber fraction. The Weber
fraction tends to decrease monotonically with an increase
in the slope of the force stimulus. This means that for fast
varying signals, we easily perceive the change in the signal.
Thus, this study claims that the Weber fraction is not a
fixed quantity, but a function of the temporal variations of
the force stimulus. Another example is the study in [111]
which showed that the perceptual deadband for force sig-
nals is affected by the velocity of the operator movement.

2) Integration of Kinesthetic Data Reduction and Stability-
Ensuring Control Schemes: Several types of control
schemes, e.g. the wave-variable (WV) transformation
[116], [117], the time domain passivity approach (TDPA)
[118], and the model-mediated teleoperation (MMT)
architecture [119], [120], were developed to guarantee
the stability of closed-loop kinesthetic communication in
the presence of communication delays. The originally pro-
posed versions of these control schemes ignore the high
packet rate of kinesthetic information. As a result, there is a
strong need for the integration of stability-ensuring control
schemes and kinesthetic data reduction algorithms for the
realization of the Tactile Internet. Table 2 summarizes the
related work in this research direction.

The PD-based kinesthetic data reduction scheme has
been combined with the WV control scheme in [112]. The
resulting approach operates on haptic signals in the time
domain (i.e., directly on the force and velocity signals).
This scheme, however, is suited only for constant commu-
nication delay.

Recently, the integration of the PD-based data rate
reduction approach and the TDPA control scheme was
proposed in [114]. The resulting joint compression/control
approach preserves stability of the system in the presence
of time-varying and unknown delays.

D. Display of Kinesthetic Information

Kinesthetic information (force, torque, position, ori-
entation) is captured and displayed with the help of
force feedback devices (also called kinesthetic devices).
A force feedback device comprises sensors and actuators
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of 1-DoF deadband applied to a signal, force intensity I as a
function of time t (adopted from [127]).

contents. Specifically, haptic data can be classified into two categories–kinesthetic and

tactile information. The kinesthetic perception delivers information of limb position and

movement in space and perceived force/torques acting by the human body. On the other

hand, the tactile information is used by human to perceive the texture of an object, and it

usually contains several dimensions of information, namely friction, hardness, warmth

conductivity, macroscopic and microscopic roughness [28]. Due to the intrinsic charac-

teristics of haptic data, modern codecs which control the acquisition, compression and

transmission of conventional data types are not applicable for the Tactile Internet [125].

The deadband principle was introduced as a promising haptic data reduction tech-

nique for a TelePresence and TeleAction (TPTA) system [28,126,127]. A major conclusion

from vast human perception studies is that human kinesthetic perception can be approx-

imated by Weber’s Law:

∆I = kI (2.4)

which states that the smallest still perceivable change of human stimulus intensity ∆I is

determined by the current stimulus intensity I and a constant k–just noticeable differ-

ence (JND). This conclusion provides an opportunity for kinesthetic data compression

called the deadband principle for the Tactile Internet. This is because some sampled

kinesthetic data can be treated as “unnecessary for transmission” and removed from the

application’s data buffer, given that these kinesthetic data is assumed unperceivable by

the operator.

Fig. 2.13 illustrates the process of using the deadband principle for 1-D kinesthetic

data compression. The first black dot denotes the initial generated kinesthetic data, and
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the first group of grey dots represents the subsequent kinesthetic data that are within

the JND range of the initial kinesthetic data, which shall be ignored because they do not

affect the perception of an operator. On the other hand, the value of the second black dot

is beyond the JND range of the first data, and hence it is stored into the application buffer

and defines a new perceptual deadband for ongoing haptic operation. The authors in

[126] reported a packet reduction rate of 8.7% for velocity and 7.4% for force with barely

noticeable influence on the extent of immersion when the deadband principle is applied.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we show that the latency performance of wireless communications is

limited by signalling process. Particularly, the signalling process in the uplink direc-

tion forms a bulk proportion of the overall latency of today’s wireless communications

network. In addition, we discuss and compare MAC layer protocols and correspond-

ing latency improvement techniques of two dominant wireless technologies–WLAN and

mobile cellular network. As for WLAN, HCCA does not only provide admission control,

which is important for QoS provisioning, but also schedules guaranteed channel airtime

for admitted devices. Therefore, HCCA could be a viable MAC layer solution for WLAN

to support latency-critical services. Complex mechanisms have been designed for HCCA

to achieve efficient dynamic TXOP allocation. However, current literature lacks an ana-

lytical evaluation of the implications of different timing and network parameters on the

latency performance of HCCA. On the other hand, most research about QoS provisioning

for mobile cellular network focus on resource scheduling for the DS scheme, which leaves

signalling delay unaffected and hence may not meet the ultra-low latency requirement.

The SPS scheme, which shortens the signalling delay in uplink transmissions, is hence

considered a potential MAC solution for mobile cellular network to support latency-

critical services. It should be noted that most existing works about these two wireless

technologies are not designed for data packets with small and constant payload size–a

major paradigm shift envisioned for the Tactile Internet.

Based on the studies reported in this chapter, there is an urgent need to further in-
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vestigate the feasibility of applying WLAN and mobile cellular network for the Tactile

Internet. As such, we design a strategic parameter selection algorithm for HCCA based

on an analytical study of latency performance and propose a predictive SPS scheme for

LTE networks to address the ultra-low latency requirement. A detailed description of our

technical contributions will be presented in Chapter 3, 4 and 5.



CHAPTER 3

HCCA of IEEE 802.11 WLAN for
Latency-Critical Haptic Applications

3.1 Introduction

Unlike conventional applications such as video streaming, teleconferencing and data

transmission, a communications network that supports future machine-to-machine (M2M)

and haptic-tactile applications may need to provide stringent end-to-end latency guaran-

tees (∼1 ms) [11, 16]. These applications promise users an immersive experience with

unnoticeable latencies. Otherwise, due to extremely low human reaction time to haptic

stimuli, users will suffer from a symptom known as “cyber sickness”, similar to motion

sickness caused by conflicting visual and vestibular inputs. A detailed survey of “cyber

sickness” can be found in [128].

To support these future applications and services, the wireless domain of a considered

network is expected to contribute no more than ∼0.2 ms of the 1 ms end-to-end latency

[16]. To date, research in wireless technologies is focused on cellular 5G network [26].

Due to ease of deployment and cost-effectiveness of WLAN technologies, investigating

the feasibility of these technologies in supporting haptic-tactile communications is crucial

and has yet to be addressed.

An example of a communications network that supports haptic-tactile applications

is shown in Fig. 3.1. Here control/steering data which is sent to/from individual ac-

tuator and sensor (A/S) is aggregated at a user device called Hub. Communications

between several A/Ss and a Hub can be enabled by using, for example, a Smart Body

Area Network (SmartBAN) [129]. In turn, each Hub connects to an access point using an

HCCA-enabled WLAN, which then connects to the Internet through fibre optical com-
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Figure 3.1: Network infrastructure (comprising optical and wireless domains) that en-
ables the support of haptic-tactile applications.

munications.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2.3, DCF has been widely deployed by conventional

IEEE 802.11 networks but wireless packet collision cannot be completely avoided, which

leads to unbounded latency. On the other hand, HCF controlled Channel Access (HCCA)

was first introduced in IEEE 802.11e amendment. It is worth mentioning that while the

predecessor of the HCCA such as the point coordinate function (PCF) can be analysed

by classical M/G/1 queueing theory, the performance of the HCCA is usually studied

simulatively. In this chapter, we analyse and derive the first closed-form expressions for

the average uplink latency introduced by HCCA. We then investigate the suitability of

HCCA in meeting stringent latency requirements. In essence, the HCCA implements a

polling mechanism that guarantees a certain amount of service time for connected users.

Due to this nature, HCCA is expected to outperform other existing MAC protocols spec-

ified in [56], in terms of providing quality of service (QoS). In [78], Costa et al. have

compared the performance of DCF, PCF, EDCA and HCCA for an IEEE 802.11 simula-

tion network. Results show that HCCA had the best performance for average latency and

deadline missing ratio among considered MAC protocols under high network load and

it was the only protocol that preserved real-time traffic requirements under the impact of
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external traffic sources. However, DCF and EDCA demonstrated capability to support

more STAs than HCCA, which stemmed from HCCA’s admission control mechanism.

The main contrition of this chapter includes the first closed-form expression for the

average MAC layer uplink latency for HCCA, which fills the gap of theoretical analysis

of the impact on HCCA timing and network parameters. In particular, our work con-

siders haptic-tactile communications, whereby data frames are expected to be constant

and short-length (64 bytes) [32] with a latency target at a sub-millisecond range. More-

over, we conduct global sensitivity analyses to achieve a comprehensive understanding

on how uplink latency varies with each timing and network parameter. Further, using

the insights gained from our theoretical model, we propose a strategic parameter selec-

tion algorithm which ensures that the stringent uplink requirements are met. As an initial

step towards designing an ultra-low latency MAC layer protocol for the IEEE 802.11 to

support emerging services and applications, our work answers the question of what la-

tency level can the IEEE 802.11 technology achieve and which system parameters have

the most significant impact on the latency performance of the HCCA protocol.

The remaining of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.2, we discuss

advanced HCCA designs in literature, especially those having a significant impact. Sec-

tion 3.3 presents the detailed derivation of the first closed-form expression of the average

uplink latency of HCCA, followed by simulation results. In Section 3.4, we elaborate sig-

nificant improvement for our analytic model and explain the working principle of our

proposed algorithm. Finally, we conclude this chapter with a summary of our findings

in Section 3.5.

3.2 Related Work

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2.3, [56] defines a reference design for the HCCA scheduler,

where Service Interval (SI) and Transmission OPportunity (TXOP) are pre-determined

based on data traffic statistics. Extensive studies on this reference design showed that

this reference design works well for constant bitrate (CBR) traffic, Whereas the fixed SI

setting and TXOP assignment of HCCA is not able to adapt bursty data for variable bi-
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trate (VBR) traffic [36, 130, 131]. Therefore, many advanced scheduling algorithms have

been proposed to assist HCCA with dynamic TXOP assignment, such that traffic fluctua-

tion can be accommodated for improved system performance. In this section, we discuss

and compare some significant algorithms in the existing literature.

The very first dynamic TXOP algorithm–FHCF was proposed in [33]. Firstly, it uses

a moving window to calculate the expected deviation of ideal and estimated buffer sizes

for each STA. It then uses this deviation to dynamically determine the needed length of

a TXOP for STAi–test
i , where i represents the index of each STA. To further assure fairness

among connected STAs, the actual allocated TXOPs are proportionally shrunken, in case

the length of Controlled Access Phase (CAP) cannot host all calculated test. In essence,

FHCF is a scheduling algorithm that considers history statistics of buffer sizes. One draw-

back of the FHCF mechanism is that it only considers the absolute value of buffer length

difference, making the adjustment of TXOP purely positive. Via simulation in heteroge-

neous traffic flow environment–Audio, VBR video and CBR MPEG4 video, FHCF outper-

forms the reference design in terms of packet drop rates of VBR video and CBR MPEG4

video traffic flows and therefore improves the overall fairness among transmitted data.

Simulation results further show that by deploying FHCF, the latency performance of VBR

video flow can be significantly improved at the expense of latency increase of other two

traffic flows. Whether such performance improvement results from the dynamic TXOP

mechanism or the proportional shrunken mechanism is unanswered.

Another well-known scheduling algorithm proposed for HCCA is Adaptive Resource

Reservation Over WLANs (ARROW) [34], which performs adaptive TXOP allocation by

exploiting the queue size (QS) field of QoS data frames. ARROW determines the amount

of assigned TXOP solely based on the information of buffer size transmitted in previ-

ous SI. Although such a mechanism can reflect the data fluctuation for VBR traffic, it is

not sufficient for estimating current queued data size. Therefore, [34] states that with

ARROW, data arriving at STAi between SIt and SIt+1 can be transmitted no earlier than

TXOPi,t+2, where i represents the index of each STA, and t is a time index for each trans-

mission. Simulation results show that increased throughput was achieved by ARROW,

especially when the number of connected STAs exceeds a certain value. While the la-
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tency performance of ARROW-assisted HCCA deteriorates when the number of con-

nected STAs is either very small or very large. These results indicate that ARROW does

not conquer the throughput-delay trade-off commonly observed in communications net-

works [107].

Another interesting scheduling algorithm called Dynamic TXOP HCCA (DTH) was

proposed in [36, 132]. This algorithm consists of a reclaiming mechanism and an estima-

tion mechanism. The reclaiming mechanism simply allows changeable starting time for

each TXOP, in case the earlier polled STAs does not fully utilise their scheduled TXOPs.

The estimation mechanism calculates the moving average of effectively utilised trans-

mission resource by each STA and uses this value as the TXOP allocation for subsequent

transmissions. Moreover, the DTH incorporates an anti-saturation mechanism, such that

the TXOP allocation will not stop growing at a certain circumstance. Simulation results

show that DTH was effective to reduce the CF-Null sending rate of all considered traffic

flows, indicating that DTH can effectively reduce the amount of assigned, but unused

transmission time. On the other hand, DTH offered reduced packet drop rate for some

VBR video traffic flows, while other traffic flows (i.e. VoIP and teleconference) suffered

from higher packet drop rate. In terms of latency performance, VoIP traffic flow had the

lowest latency (∼10 ms) when DTH was deployed, only a limited amount of improve-

ment compared with the reference design.

Authors [42] took a different approach and designed a feasible HCCA polling scheme

(F-Poll). Via cross-layering, the exact next frame arrival time of STAi’s traffic flow-arrivalican

be obtained by STAs. To enable F-Poll, protocol changes are required such that the ob-

tained information is encapsulated in the QS field of QoS data frames. Upon receiving

arrivali, a QAP then selectively polls STAs that are ready to transmit in order to reduce

the poll overhead and hence reduces the HCCA latency. Simulation results reveal that

F-Poll can significantly reduce the end-to-end latency compared with the reference de-

sign. However, as the number of transmitting STAs ahead of a target STA can vary, the

latency of F-Poll-assisted HCCA can largely fluctuate. Furthermore, the number of trans-

mitted CF-Null frames is close to zero, meaning that TXOP allocation by F-Poll is efficient

such that no transmission resource was wasted. One major constraint of F-Poll is that it
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strongly depends on the cross-layer concept for information extraction of prerecorded

VBR video streams, whereas such method is inapplicable to other interactive real-time

communications.

Nonetheless, existing studies are based on computer simulations without closed-form

analysis of resulting uplink latency, limiting the theoretical analysis of the impact of

HCCA timing and network parameters. Moreover, existing HCCA scheduling schemes

have not considered haptic-tactile communications, whereby data frames are expected

to be constant and short-length (64 bytes) [32] with a latency target at a sub-millisecond

range. Therefore, our work aims at filling this gap.

3.3 Initial Average Uplink Latency Analysis for HCCA

In this section, we develop the first analytical uplink latency model for the HCCA MAC

protocol based on an M-user M/G/1 queueing system, in order to evaluate its latency

performance. The memoryless Poisson distribution assumes that the distribution of ar-

rival time for a particular network packet is not affected by the arrivals of previous data,

which is an appropriate model if arrived data are generated from a large number of in-

dependent sources. Therefore, Poisson distribution and M/G/1 queueing system have

been widely implemented to model the arrivals of network data packets in existing litera-

ture [59,64–67,111,133]. More importantly, we exploit this analytical model to understand

the implications of diverse timing parameters on latency performance. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first service interval selection method for the HCCA MAC pro-

tocol that can be used as a guideline for network and service operators to meet latency

requirements.

3.3.1 Derivation of the First Closed-Form Expression

First, we use DHCCA to represent the average uplink latency of HCCA. We also model

the arriving process of aggregated uplink data from various A/Ss to a particular Hub

as a Poisson process with rate λ and hence the overall uplink arrival rate is given by

Mλ. Additionally, we consider that the QAP in this network polls Hubs according to its
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Figure 3.2: HCCA queueing model.

polling list in a fixed order. The queueing model comprises reservation intervals, which

includes CP and poll-signalling frames (i.e. CF-Poll and ACK frames). The queueing

model of HCCA is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. We assume that Hubs with latency-sensitive

(LS) traffic transmit data to QAP via HCCA only, while CP is used for transmitting non-

latency sensitive (NLS) traffic. Let Z and Z2 represent the first and second moments of a

random variable Z, respectively.

First, DHCCA can be expressed by W + X where W is the average waiting time in the

queue and X is the transmission time of an LS data frame. Here, we assume that haptic

data frames are short and have fixed length [32], and hence the term X is a constant. W

can be further decomposed into three terms [134]:

W = R + Y + Q , (3.1)

where R represents the average residual time to finish an ongoing transmission. Y de-

notes the average waiting time incurred by reservation intervals, while Q represents the

waiting time due to transmissions of earlier LS frames, respectively. In particular, Y can

be further split into two parts: Y1, the average waiting time caused by reservation in-

tervals when the assigned TXOP is sufficient and Y2, the extra waiting time caused by

reservation intervals when TXOP is insufficient. The notations used for the queueing

model is presented in Table 3.1.

Lemma 3.1. The mean residual time R is given by:

R =
ρtotalX

2
+

MN(µ2 + ν2)

2(NTSI + B)
+

NS2

2(NTSI + B)
+

B2

2(NTSI + B)
. (3.2)
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Table 3.1: Notations for queueing analysis

Notation Description Notation Description

ρtotal Total traffic load (equals Mρ) µ Time for a CF-Poll+SIFS
frame

ρ Traffic load of each Hub ν Time for an ACK+SIFS frame

X Time for transmitting one
haptic data frame

λ Hub data frame arrival rate of
each Hub

M Number of currently sup-
ported Hubs in the system

Tmax The assigned TXOP for a Hub
reduced by V

N Number of service intervals
between two successive bea-
con frames

DHCCA Uplink MAC layer latency

V Time for reservation intervals
(CF-Poll+ACK+2SIFS)

B Time to transmit a beacon
frame

S Time for a contention phase S′ Time for a contention phase
when Hubi is using full allo-
cated TXOP

TSI Time of a service interval i Index of the Hub of interest
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Figure 3.3: Graphical argument approach for residual time R.

Proof. We use a graphical argument method to prove (3.2) [134]. Fig. 3.3 shows the resid-

ual time as a function of time t. Note that when a new reservation, data or contention

phase interval begins, R(t) decays linearly for X, V or S time units. Therefore, R can be

written as:

R = lim
t→∞

1
t

∫ t

0
R(τ)dτ = lim

t→∞

1
t

X(t)

∑
i=1

X2
i

2
+ lim

t→∞

1
t

µ(t)

∑
i=1

µ2
i

2
+ lim

t→∞

1
t

ν(t)

∑
i=1

ν2
i

2
+ lim

t→∞

1
t

S(t)

∑
i=1

S2
i

2

+ lim
t→∞

1
t

B(t)

∑
i=1

B2
i

2
, (3.3)

where X(t), µ(t), ν(t), S(t) and B(t) are the number of data frame intervals, CF-Poll inter-
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vals, ACK intervals, contention phase interval and beacon frame intervals, respectively

up to time t. Likewise, Xi, µi, νi, Si and Bi represent the durations of these intervals.

When t → ∞, X(t)
t will be equivalent to the data frame generation rate, which is ρtotal

X

by Little’s Law. Thus, the first term on the right-hand side (RHS) of (3.3) is:

lim
t→∞

1
t

X(t)

∑
i=1

X2
i

2
=

1
2

(
lim
t→∞

X(t)
t

) lim
t→∞

X(t)
∑

i=1
X2

i

X(t)

 =
ρtotalX2

2X
. (3.4)

As the size of the control/actuation data frame is assumed to be constant [32], we can

write (3.4) as:
ρtotalX2

2X
=

ρtotalX
2

. (3.5)

When t → ∞, V(t)
t will be equivalent to the number of reservation intervals within

two successive beacon frames, which is given by MN
NTSI+B . As a result, the second and

third terms of the RHS of (3.3) can be simplified to:

lim
t→∞

1
t

µ(t)

∑
i=1

µ2
i

2
+ lim

t→∞

1
t

ν(t)

∑
i=1

ν2
i

2
=

1
2

(
lim
t→∞

µ(t)
t

) lim
t→∞

µ(t)
∑

i=1
µ2

i

µ(t)



+
1
2

(
lim
t→∞

ν(t)
t

) lim
t→∞

ν(t)
∑

i=1
ν2

i

ν(t)

 =
MN(µ2 + ν2)

2(NTSI + B)
.

Similarly, the rest of (3.3) can be written as:

lim
t→∞

1
t

S(t)

∑
i=1

S2
i

2
+ lim

t→∞

1
t

B(t)

∑
i=1

B2
i

2
=

NS2

2(NTSI + B)
+

B2

2(NTSI + B)
,

which concludes the proof.

Now in order to determine the mean waiting times during reservation and contention

phase intervals, we decompose Y into two terms, Y1 and Y2. The term Y1 represents

the mean waiting time during reservation and contention phase intervals if the assigned
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Figure 3.4: Waiting time for reservation and contention phase intervals under different
conditions.

TXOP is sufficient to transmit all the queued data frames up to the data frame of interest.

On the other hand, Y2 is the extra mean waiting time due to limited TXOP.

Lemma 3.2. The term Y1 can be written as:

Y1 =
(iV − ν)S

TSI
+

µ(M2V + 2MS−MV − 2iS)
2TSI

+
ρ(M2V + MV + 2(M− i + 1)S)

2

+
ν(M2V + MV − 2Mν + 2(M− i + 1)S)

2TSI
. (3.6)

Proof. The mean waiting time during reservation and contention phase intervals depends

on the arrival time of the data frame. We assume that the data frame of interest is gen-

erated by Hubi, which has a traffic load of ρ. Let In denotes the order of a contending

STA–Hubn in the AP’s polling list. Assume Hubh, Hubi and Hubj are scheduled such

that Ih < Ii < Ij, Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.4 summarise possible scenarios that can lead to

different waiting times for Hubi during reservation and contention phase intervals. For

instance, in scenario (1), a data packet arrives at Hubi when the AP is transmitting a

CF-Poll to Hubj. The data packet can be transmitted by Hubi given Hubi has sufficient

TXOP. While in scenario (4), a data packet arriving at Hubi when the AP is transmitting
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Table 3.2: Seven scenarios of different waiting time for reservation and contention phase
intervals.

Frame arrives during: Probability Value of Y1

Hub j’s CF-Poll (j ≤ i) µ
TSI

(i− j)V

Hub j’s data interval (j < i) ρ (i− j)V

Hub j’s ACK (j < i) ν
TSI

(i− j)V − ν

Hub j’s CF-Poll (j > i) µ
TSI

(M + i− j)V + S

Hub j’s data interval (j ≥ i) ρ (M + i− j)V + S

Hub j’s ACK (j ≥ i) ν
TSI

(M + i− j)V − ν

Contention phase S
TSI

iV − ν

a CF-Poll to Hubj can only be transmitted in the next polling cycle. It is worth noting

that V is considered the summation of CF-Poll, ACK intervals and two SIFS intervals. It

is also important to note that we do not consider the effect of the beacon frame in our

analysis as its impact on Y1 is negligible, especially when N is large. The expected value

of Y1 for a data frame that is generated by Hubi is then derived from the Table :

Y1 =
i

∑
j=1

µ(i− j)V
TSI

+
i−1

∑
j=1

ρ(i− j)V +
i−1

∑
j=1

ν[(i− j)V − ν]

TSI

+
M

∑
j=i+1

µ[(M + i− j)V + S]
TSI

+
M

∑
j=i

ρ[(M + i− j)V + S]

+
M

∑
j=i

ν[(M + i− j)V − ν + S]
TSI

+
S(iV − ν)

TSI
,

yielding the expression in Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.3. The term Y2 can be written as:

Y2 =
ρW(MV + S′)

Tmax
. (3.7)

Proof. When a data frame arrives at the queue of a Hub, the average number of data

frames that are already waiting in the queue is λW by Little’s Theorem. During one

TXOP, a maximum number of Tmax
X data frames will be transmitted. Thus, on average, the
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number of TXOPs required to transmit all the previously arrived data frames is λWX
Tmax

=

ρW
Tmax

.

Let S′ denote the contention phase interval in such a scenario. Extra waiting time

during reservation and contention phase intervals of MV + S′ will be introduced for each

TXOP group, thus Y2 can be expressed in (3.7).

Let T′ denote the average actual data frame transmission time if a Hub does not use

the full assigned TXOP, i.e. when T′ < Tmax. Also, let q denote the probability that a Hub

uses full TXOP.

Lemma 3.4. S, S′ and S2 can be approximated as:

S ≈ TSI −MV − ρtotalTSI , (3.8)

S′ ≈ TSI −MV − (M− 1)qTmax − Tmax , (3.9)

S2 ≈ (TSI −MV)2 + TmaxρtotalTSI

(
1 +

ρtotalTSI

Tmax
− ρtotalTSI

MTmax

)
− 2ρTSI(TSI −MV) . (3.10)

Proof. By definition, the contention phase is the time remaining within a service interval,

after HCCA has completed the controlled phase. As Hubs utilise their corresponding

TXOP independently, the random variable S follows the binomial distribution:

Pr{S = TSI −MV − jTmax − (M− j)T′} =
(

M
j

)
qj(1− q)M−j ,

where j represents the number of Hubs using full TXOP. The value of S is therefore:

S =
M

∑
j=0

[TSI −MV − jTmax − (M− j)T′]
(

M
j

)
qj(1− q)M−j

= TSI −MV −MT′ −Mq(Tmax − T′) . (3.11)
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By the same approach, it is easy to prove that the expected contention phase interval

when one Hub is using its full TXOP is:

S′ = TSI −MV − (M− 1)T′ − (M− 1)q(Tmax − T′)− Tmax . (3.12)

Next, we approximate the value of q with an approach similar to [135]. The ratio

between time consumed by data frame transmission and reservation intervals can be

expressed as:
ρtotal

1− ρtotal
=

M[qTmax + (1− q)T′]
MV + S

.

By rearranging the above expression, we can get:

q =
ρtotal(MV + S)

M(Tmax − T′)(1− ρtotal)
− T′

Tmax − T′
. (3.13)

Taking the value of S in (3.11) into (3.13) leads to:

q =
ρtotal

1− ρtotal

[
1− MTmax

M(Tmax − T′)
+

TSI −Mq(Tmax − T′)
M(Tmax − T′)

]
+ 1− Tmax

Tmax − T′
.

When Tmax is sufficiently large, q can be approximated by assuming that Tmax − T′ ≈

Tmax, which lead to:

q ≈ ρtotal(TSI −MqTmax)

(1− ρtotal)MTmax
. (3.14)

By rearranging (3.14) and bringing q to the left-hand side, we can have:

q ≈ ρtotalTSI

MTmax
. (3.15)

Taking (3.15) and Tmax − T′ ≈ Tmax in (3.11) and (3.12), the terms S and S′ can be approx-

imated:

S ≈ TSI −MV − ρtotalTSI ,

S′ = TSI −MV − (M− 1)qTmax − Tmax .
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Following the same assumption, an approximation for S2 can be derived:

S2 =
M

∑
j=0

[TSI −MV − jTmax − (M− j)T′]2
(

M
j

)
qj(1− q)M−j

≈
M

∑
j=0

[TSI −MV − jTmax]
2
(

M
j

)
qj(1− q)M−j . (3.16)

By further simplifying, (3.16) yields (3.10), which completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Finally, by using Little’s Law, we can calculate the waiting time during processing

data frames which arrived before the data frame of interest as:

Q = ρtotalW . (3.17)

Theorem 3.1. The average latency of HCCA MAC protocol is given by:

DHCCA =
M2Tmax(R + Y1)

(MTmax − ρtotalTSI)(M + ρtotal −Mρtotal)
+ X . (3.18)

Proof. Taking (3.7), (3.9) and (3.17) into (3.1), we have:

W =
M2Tmax(R + Y1)

(MTmax − ρtotalTSI)(M + ρtotal −Mρtotal)
,

where R and Y1 are given in (3.2) and (3.6), respectively.

As the wireless signals propagate through air at the speed of light and the distance

between each Hub and an AP is limited to only a few meters, the propagation latency

can be considered negligible [133]. Therefore, the HCCA MAC layer latency is the sum

of queueing latency and transmission latency. Hence, the average latency of the HCCA

MAC protocol is given by:

DHCCA = W + X ,

which proves Theorem 3.1.
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Table 3.3: Constants for numerical average latency analysis.

Parameter Value

ACK size (MAC header + FCS) 112 bits

Poll size (MAC header + FCS) 160 bits

Beacon size 320 bits

Payload size 512 bits

SIFS (j ≥ i) 10 µsec

FCS 32 bits

MAC header size 288 bits

PHY header size 192 bits

PHY data rate 540 Mbps

3.3.2 Results and Discussion

In this section, we numerically analyse the average uplink latency of the HCCA MAC

protocol using the expressions derived in Section 3.3.1 and compare them with discrete-

event simulations carried out using MATLAB. It is worth mentioning that the closed-

form expression derived in Section 3.3.1 is denoted as Model 1. Furthermore, we com-

paratively analyse the latency performance under different MAC protocol parameters in

order to understand their implications on the overall latency. We then point out a gen-

eral guideline for network designers such that uplink latency requirement can be met by

fine-tuning system parameters. Table 3.3 summarises the parameter values used in our

evaluation, complying with numerology specified in [56].

3.3.2.1 Impact of Traffic Load and Service Interval (SI) on Average Uplink Latency

Fig. 3.5 shows the variation of average uplink latency with traffic load and service in-

terval. Here, we choose to vary SI from 0.100 ms to 0.150 ms and see if these settings

could meet the latency requirement. M and N are assigned with an arbitrary value of

3 and 20. The corresponding traffic load is varied until the HCCA can no longer sup-

port M Hubs. As can be seen from Fig. 3.5, the latency increases with traffic load. This

is expected because the increase in traffic load results in more frequent arrivals of data
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Figure 3.5: Average uplink latency for TSI equals 0.1 ms, 0.125 ms and 0.150 ms (M=3,
N=20, i=3).

frames, which thereby increases the queue length in a Hub and leads to increased wait-

ing time. In Fig. 3.5, the numerical results from (3.18) in Section 3.3.1 are compared with

simulation results, showing good agreement that validates the queueing model and our

derived average latency model.

On the other hand, results in Fig. 3.5 highlight the significance of SI on the average

uplink latency. The average latency increases more rapidly with traffic load when the

SI value is larger. In the HCCA reference design, SI is fixed and thereby results in fixed

cycle time for the polling system. However, in general, the longer the SI, the larger the

waiting time before a Hub can transmit the data frames in its queue. Therefore, SI must

be carefully selected in order to satisfy the latency requirement.

3.3.2.2 Impact of TXOP and Service Interval (SI) on Average Uplink Latency

In Fig. 3.6 and 3.7, we emphasise the importance of two timing parameters of HCCA–

TXOP and service interval (SI), via localised sensitivity analysis when λ is set to 13000 pack-

ets/second. From Fig. 3.6, we clearly see that the increase of TXOP reduces the average

latency. However, when TXOP is above a certain level, its impact on reducing latency

diminishes as the sensitivity approaches zero. In Fig. 3.7, the increase of latency with SI
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Figure 3.6: Sensitivity Analysis: Impact of TXOP on average uplink latency.

Figure 3.7: Sensitivity Analysis: Impact of SI on average uplink latency.

is greater when smaller TXOP value is selected. Therefore, if the reference design cannot

provide required latency performance due to inappropriate SI and TXOP settings, the

network designer may firstly increase the TXOP value, then reduce the SI value if further

latency reduction is necessary.
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0.1 ms limit

Figure 3.8: Achievable latency performance under different TXOP and SI values.

Figure 3.9: Achievable throughput under different TXOP and SI values.

3.3.2.3 Trade-off between Achievable Latency and Tactile Throughput

Further, we highlight a general guideline for selecting TXOP and SI values for the best

achievable tactile throughput. Considering a λ = 13000 packets/second, Fig. 3.8 and 3.9

demonstrate a trade-off between achievable latency and tactile throughput. Although

higher TXOP and lower SI setting guarantees lower latency, the maximum throughput

will be impaired due to the reduced number of admitted Hubs. Therefore, one can use
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our derive closed-form expression for TXOP and SI selection in order to achieve the high-

est achievable throughput while maintaining 0.1 ms latency.

3.4 Accurate Average Uplink Latency Analysis for HCCA

In the preceding sections, we derive the first closed-form expression (Model 1) for the up-

link latency of an HCCA-enabled WLAN and critically studied two of the HCCA timing

and network parameters, namely the Service Interval (SI) and the Transmission Opportu-

nity (TXOP). The limitation of Model 1 is that the accuracy of analytical results depends

on the network load. To ensure a more versatile theoretical model that accurately cap-

tures the uplink latency behaviour of HCCA at all practical network loads, in this sec-

tion, we incorporate (a) a flooring function associated with the reservation interval in our

model and (b) use of a Markov Chain model to accurately evaluate the probability of a

user device using its full TXOP. Hence, we denote expression derived in this section as

Model 2. Moreover, we conduct global sensitivity analyses to achieve a comprehensive

understanding of how uplink latency varies with each timing and network parameter.

Further, using the insights gained from our theoretical model, we propose a strategic

parameter selection algorithm which ensures that the stringent uplink requirements are

met. As an initial step towards designing an ultra-low latency MAC layer protocol for

the IEEE 802.11 to support emerging services and applications, our work answers the

question of what latency level can the IEEE 802.11 technology achieve and which system

parameters have the most significant impact on the latency performance of the HCCA

protocol.

3.4.1 Derivation of the Accurate Closed-Form Expression

The notations used in this section are listed in Table 3.1. First, we adopt the exact deriva-

tion from Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and (3.17) in Section 3.3.1. Therefore, we have:

R =
ρtotalX

2
+

MN(µ2 + ν2)

2(NTSI + B)
+

NS2

2(NTSI + B)
+

B2

2(NTSI + B)
, (3.19)
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Y1 =
(iV − ν)S

TSI
+

µ(M2V + 2MS−MV − 2iS)
2TSI

+
ρ(M2V + MV + 2(M− i + 1)S)

2

+
ν(M2V + MV − 2Mν + 2(M− i + 1)S)

2TSI
, (3.20)

Q = ρtotalW . (3.21)

For an LS data frame that has just arrived at Hubi, let NQ and Tmax denote the number

of LS data frames waiting ahead and the scheduled transmission time for LS data frames

within one TXOP, receptively. The latency term Y2 is induced when the data frame of in-

terest cannot be transmitted within the next available TXOP, for example if NQ > Tmax/X.

In contrast to Section 3.3.1, here we use a different approach to derive S in (3.20), S2 in

(3.19) and Y2. We show in Section 3.4.2.1 that this new approach yields a more accurate

result of the average HCCA uplink latency. Without loss of generality, we assume that

the data frame of interest belong to Hub1. Let S′ be the average contention period when

Hub1 uses its full TXOP and let q be the probability of this case. Then, let T
′

denote the

average transmission time when Hub1 does not use full TXOP, i.e. T
′
< Tmax.

Lemma 1. T
′

can be expressed as:

T
′
=

ρTSI − qTmax

1− q
. (3.22)

Proof. From queueing theory, the utility ρ is the percentage of time a server spends on

transmitting Hubi’s LS data frames, Therefore

ρtotalTSI = qTmax + (1− q)T
′

, (3.23)

with further rearrangement, (3.23) yields (3.22).

By taking (3.22) into (3.11), we have:

S = TSI(1− ρtotal)−MV . (3.24)
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Lemma 3.5. We can use Markov Chain method to find the accurate value of q.

Proof. We use a Markov Chain model to describe the number of LS data frames in Hub1’s

queue at the start of Hub1’s TXOP. When HCCA is implemented, at most bTmax/Xc

LS data frames are allowed to be transmitted. Let i and i
′

denote the number of data

frames at Hub1’s queue at the start of current and following TXOP, respectively. U ∼

Poisson(λ, TSI) represents the number of new data frames that arrive during current ser-

vice interval. We shall have

i
′
=


U if i ≤ b Tmax

X c,

U + i− b Tmax
X c if i > b Tmax

X c.
(3.25)

Define F(u) as the probability of u new data frames arriving during current service inter-

val, where F(u) = e−λ λu

u! . Let π = [π0, π1, π2, . . . , πn, . . . ], n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , represents the

steady state probability of n LS data frames waiting in Hub1’s queue. The corresponding

state transition matrix can be formatted as:

P =



F(0) F(1) F(2) . . .

F(0) F(1) F(2) . . .
...

...
...

0 F(0) F(1) F(2) . . .

0 0 F(0) F(1) F(2) . . .
. . . . . . . . .



 b Tmax
X + 1c

.

π can then be solved by: 
πP = π,

π1 = 1.

and finally, q can be determined by q = 1− ∑
b Tmax

X c−1
i=0 πi. Note that for computational

efficiency, we consider the first m×m entries of P and the first m terms of π, as long as

the dropped terms have insignificant effects on q. Empirically, m = 3b Tmax
X c yields a good
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result.

Therefore, by following (3.12) and (3.16), S2 and S′ can be directly expressed by q and

T
′
:

S2 = α2 − 2α(Tmax − T
′
)Mq + (Tmax − T

′
)2(Mq(1− q + Mq)) , (3.26)

S′ = TSI −MV − (M− 1)T
′ − (M− 1)q(Tmax − T

′
)− Tmax , (3.27)

where α = TSI −MV −MT
′
.

Now, we derive the expression of Y2. By definition, the extra waiting time caused

by reservation intervals with an insufficient TXOP allocation is b NQ
Tmax/X c(MV + S′), ex-

cept when the LS data frame of interest arrives during Hub1’s data frame transmission.

In such a case, before the next available TXOP, the number of data frames ahead of the

newly-arrived frame is reduced by Tmax
X − x, where x is the number of data frames that

have already been transmitted during current TXOP. The corresponding waiting time in

this case is then determined by bNQ−( Tmax
X −x)

Tmax/X c(MV + S′) and the probability of this sit-

uation is ρ. The Poisson arrival process ensures that the position of a packet arrival is

uniformly distributed within a considered time interval. Therefore, we have the follow-

ing expression for Y2:

Y2 = (1− ρ)b NQ
Tmax

X

c(MV + S′) + ρ

Tmax
X

∑
x=1

1
Tmax

X

b
NQ − ( Tmax

X − x)
Tmax

X

c(MV + S′)

= (1− ρ)b NQ
Tmax

X

c(MV + S′) + ρ(
NQ + 1

Tmax
X

− 1)(MV + S′) . (3.28)

Lemma 3.6. The first term on the right-hand side of (3.28) can be approximated by (1− ρ)[ λW
Tmax/X −

(0.5− 1
2Tmax/X )](MV + S′).

Proof. Since the arrival of LS data frames at each Hub follows a Poisson process, it is

natural to denote NQ ∼ Poisson(λW), with NQ = λW. Here we derive an expression for

approximating the value of b NQ
Tmax

X
c.

Define c = b Tmax
X c. Due to the HCCA scheduler, c is a positive integer. Then let p(x) and

q(x) be the probability generating function (pgf) of cbNQ
c c and NQ respectively. We shall
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between exact and approximated value of E(bλW
c c).

have p(x) = eλW(x−1) for Poisson distribution of parameter λW. It can be shown that

q(x) =
x(1− x−c)

c

c−1

∑
j=0

p(ω−jx)
x−ω j , (3.29)

where ω is any primitive cth root of unity. To find the mean value of cbNQ
c c, we need to

find the first derivative of q(x) valued at x = 1. It follows:

q
′
(x)|x=1 = λW − 1

2
(c− 1) + e−λW

c−1

∑
j=1

eλWω−j

1−ω j . (3.30)

With the conditions given, the mean value of bNQ
c c can be approximated as:

E(bλW
c
c) ≈ λW

c
− 1

2
+

1
2c

. (3.31)

Fig. 3.10 shows the comparison between exact and approximated values of E(bλW
c c) with

varying c. We can see that (3.31) approximates E(bλW
c c) well.

With further rearrangement, Y2 can be expressed as:

Y2 = [0.5(ρ + 1)(
X

Tmax
− 1) +

ρW
Tmax

](MV + S′) . (3.32)
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Finally, DHCCA of Model 2 can be determined by combining (3.1), (3.21) and (3.32):

DHCCA =
R + Y1 − 0.5(ρ + 1)(1− X

Tmax
)(MV + S′)

1− ρtotal − ρ
Tmax

(MV + S′)
+ X , (3.33)

where R, Y1 and S′ are determined using (3.19), (3.20), (3.24), (3.26), (3.27) and the ap-

proach described in Lemma 3.5.

3.4.2 Results and Discussions

In this section, we consider a simple IEEE 802.11 HCCA network, and compare the an-

alytical results obtained through DHCCA with results from discrete event simulations.

The MAC level simulations are constructed using SimEvents R© [31], and they model the

polling operation of HCCA for 10 seconds and then calculate the average waiting time

of data packets. Moreover, we compare the DHCCA values from Model 1 and Model 2.

We then conduct sensitivity analyses to better understand the impact of different MAC

timing and network parameters on the uplink latency. Finally, based on the sensitivity

analyses, we propose a novel strategic parameter selection algorithm to ensure that the

average uplink latency constraint is met.

For numerical results, we consider a simple WLAN similar to the one in Fig. 3.1,

whereby Hubs and a QAP are connected via HCCA reference design. Specifically, the

haptic data transmitted from Hubs to the QAP forms the uplink traffic of our study. The

parametric constants used in the numerical analysis conform to [56], and they are listed

in Table. 3.4.

3.4.2.1 Numerical Results and Comparison between Models

In the analysis, we assume that the QAP attempts to admit as many Hubs as possible,

subject to the constraint given in (2.3). Further, we consider a network with SI set to

80 µs and 100 µs respectively. The LS data frame arrival rate λ is increased from a very

low value to a point where the QAP can admit only 1 Hub. The normalised effective

throughput representing the transmission rate of LS data is calculated by ρtotal = MλX.
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Table 3.4: Constants for numerical average latency analysis

Constant Value

ACK size (MAC header + FCS) 112 bits

Poll size (MAC header + FCS) 160 bits

Beacon size 320 bits

Payload size of LS data 512 bits

PIFS 25 µs

SIFS 10 µs

FCS 32 bits

MAC header 288 bits

PHY header size 192 bits

PHY transmission rate 540 Mb/s

CP time 2X + PIFS

TSI 80 µs, 100 µs

The results of these comparisons are shown in Fig. 3.11(a)-3.15(a). It should be noted that

ρtotal represents the network throughput driven by data packets, excluding the through-

put from control packets and guard intervals such as ACK, CF-Poll, Beacon, contention

period, SIFS and PIFS. As such, the considered network is close to saturation when ρtotal

is approaching 28%. To better explain and understand the performance of HCCA with

varying ρtotal, two other latency parameters that impact DHCCA–the number of connected

Hubs and Tmax
X are shown in Fig. 3.11(b)-3.15(b).

It can be observed that for both SI values, the results of DHCCA from Model 2 are in

close agreement with simulations. Although Model 1 produces similar results at small

ρtotal values, their deviations from the simulation results grow as ρtotal increases. The

deviations from Model 1 result from the fact that it does not consider the flooring function

in Y2. For instance, if NQ and Tmax
X are 13 and 3 respectively, the number of extra polling

cycles a data frame needs to wait is b 13
5 c = 2 instead of 2.6. It is observed that all the two

models track the simulation results closely when Tmax
X = 1. This is because the flooring

function in Y2 does not affect in this case.

As shown in Fig. 3.11(a)-3.15(a), the HCCA reference design exhibits discontinuous

latency performance with increasing ρtotal. Comparing (a) and (b) of Fig. 3.11-3.15, it is
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X as functions of total effective traffic

Figure 3.11: Average uplink latency performance and parameter variations when TSI =
80 µs, 0 < λ < 25000 packet/sec.

observed that the latency discontinuity aligns with the discontinuity of Tmax
X , which is de-

termined by dTSIλe. This can be explained by interpreting TSIλ and Tmax
X as the average

number of frame arrivals during an SI and the allowed number of frames to be transmit-

ted during an SI, respectively. When TSIλ approaches Tmax
X , it reduces the ability of HCCA

to clear data frame queue and thus introduces a higher waiting time. In particular, when

TSIλ → Tmax
X , the data frame queue of a particular Hub tends to saturate, and this results
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Figure 3.12: Average uplink latency performance and parameter variations when TSI =
80 µs, 25000 < λ < 137000 packet/sec.

in drastically increased average latency. Although the rapid increase of latency due to the

effect of TSIλ and Tmax
X can easily cause violation of latency restriction, it can be seen that

the HCCA reference design still provides acceptable latency value under certain traffic

loads. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.12, when Tmax
X = 8, the lowest average latency

is 0.0501 ms when ρtotal is 0.166. Similarly, in Fig. 3.14 and 3.15, low uplink latencies

of 0.0927 ms and 0.0824 ms are achieved by HCCA when Tmax
X = 3 at 0.091 normalised
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Figure 3.13: Average uplink latency performance and parameter variations when TSI =
100 µs, 0 < λ < 10000 packet/sec.

throughput and when Tmax
X = 11 at 0.195 normalised throughput, respectively. Therefore,

it is possible to reduce the latency of LS data frames to acceptable value by fine-tuning the

timing and network parameters of HCCA. It is also observed that the achievable through-

put under low latency requirement is relatively low, especially for a low SI value. This

is because to maintain an acceptable average latency, the SI value needs to be sufficiently

small to ensure a short polling cycle and hence the number of supported Hubs is limited.
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Figure 3.14: Average uplink latency performance and parameter variations when TSI =
100 µs, 10000 < λ < 70000 packet/sec.

This trade-off between latency performance and throughput requires a rethink of the ex-

isting network structure. To enhance system scalability, vertical network slicing could be

used to provide differentiated QoS.
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Figure 3.15: Average uplink latency performance and parameter variations when TSI =
100 µs, 70000 < λ < 200000 packet/sec.

3.4.2.2 Sensitivity Analyses

Motivated by the need to adjust HCCA parameters for meeting the uplink latency con-

straint, we study the importance of different parameters on the latency. This can only

be achieved by quantitatively understanding the parameters’ impact. Here we use a

variance-based method and Monte Carlo simulations to conduct sensitivity analyses of
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Table 3.5: Total sobol indices of eight timing parameters.

Timing and network
parameters

Total sobol index

240 Mbps 540 Mbps 1040 Mbps

ACK-frame size 1.104× 10−3 1.879× 10−4 3.243× 10−5

Poll-frame size 9.401× 10−4 1.589× 10−4 2.784× 10−5

Beacon-frame size 1.482× 10−7 2.936× 10−8 8.363× 10−9

SIFS period 2.383× 10−2 1.761× 10−2 9.754× 10−3

TSI 8.830× 10−1 9.286× 10−1 9.306× 10−1

Tmax
X 6.319× 10−1 5.960× 10−1 6.062× 10−1

λ 8.374× 10−1 8.377× 10−1 8.327× 10−1

LS data payload 2.226× 10−2 4.442× 10−3 3.236× 10−3

our analytical model with eight different timing and network parameters. The parame-

ters under consideration are ACK, Poll and Beacon frame sizes, short interframe space

(SIFS) period, TSI, Tmax
X , LS data arrival rate and LS data payload size. It should be noted

that the first four parameters relate to IEEE 802.11 MAC Standards, while the fifth and

sixth relate to actual HCCA implementation and the last two relate to LS traffic charac-

teristics. We use the values in Table. 3.4 with TSI = 100 µs and Tmax
X = 6 as the base case.

The range of each parameter is from 50% to 150% of the corresponding base value. These

timing and network parameters are correlated because of the constraints set by (2.3) and

TSIλ < Tmax
X . Hence, we need to apply the general equation for total sobol indices, as

specified by 5.4 in [136]. It is explained in [137] that this index represents the importance

of each parameter on the variation of subject value, excluding the effect of parameter

correlation. Here, these sensitivity indices are calculated against three different physical

transmission rates: 240 Mbps, 540 Mbps and 1040 Mbps, respectively. The first and sec-

ond physical transmission rates correspond to high throughput (HT) PHY layer settings,

and the third physical transmission rate corresponds to very high throughput (VHT) set-

tings [56]. The results are shown in Table. 3.5.

From Table. 3.5, we can clearly see that TSI, Tmax
X and λ have greater impact on the

uplink latency performance than the others, with their total sobol indices being around

8.8× 10−1, 6.3× 10−1 and 8.3× 10−1, respectively. This implies that fine-tuning TSI and
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Algorithm 1 Strategic Parameter Selection algorithm
1: start HCCA session, use default value TSI,start for TSI
2: while iteration≤maximum iteration value and number of admitted Hubs is sufficient

do
3: calculate DHCCA under current TSI and TXOP setting
4: if DHCCA ≤latency limit then
5: break
6: else
7: update TSI as ∑ TXOP + TCP
8: if current TSI ≥ previous TSI then
9: increase TXOP by 1 LS data frame transmission time

10: if number of admitted Hubs is sufficient then
11: apply (2.3) to terminate the HCCA connection of low-priority Hubs
12: else
13: update TSI as ∑ TXOP + TCP
14: end if
15: end if
16: end if
17: end while
18: use the final setting for HCCA connection

Tmax
X , and controlling the frame arrival rate through haptic data compression techniques

are the most effective ways of improving the HCCA latency performance. Moreover,

it is observed that the total sobol index of TSI increases with the physical transmission

rate, revealing that the strategic selection of TSI remains one of the most effective ways of

meeting latency constraint, even with the possibly increased physical transmission rates

in future IEEE 802.11 Standards.

Comparing the results in Table. 3.5, we see a trend of increasing importance of SIFS

period and LS data payload size on latency with the reduced data rate. In particular,

their total sobol indices become 2.383× 10−2 and 2.226× 10−2 respectively, when the data

rate is 240 Mbps. This implies that designing new values for SIFS in future standards

and developing effective haptic data encoding techniques are crucial for uplink latency

reduction, especially when a high physical transmission rate is unavailable.

3.4.2.3 Strategic Parameter Selection Algorithm

In this section, we propose a novel strategic parameter selection algorithm which can
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Table 3.6: Description of examples and resulting uplink latencies (by simulation)

Cases Description Resulting uplink latency (ms)

I TSI,start = 110 µs, λ = 40000 packet/sec 0.0643

II TSI,start = 110 µs, λ = 60000 packet/sec 0.0811

III TSI,start = 110 µs, λ = 135000 packet/sec 0.0526

IV TSI,start = 95 µs, λ = 40000 packet/sec 0.0590

V TSI,start = 95 µs, λ = 60000 packet/sec 0.0718

VI TSI,start = 95 µs, λ = 135000 packet/sec 0.0527

VII TSI,start = 80 µs, λ = 40000 packet/sec 0.0751

VIII TSI,start = 80 µs, λ = 60000 packet/sec 0.0434

IX TSI,start = 80 µs, λ = 135000 packet/sec 0.0607

effectively reduce the uplink latency of HCCA protocol by incorporating the analytical

model of HCCA and the insights gained from the sensitivity analyses. Our proposed

algorithm, which is presented in Algorithm 1, adjusts the value of TXOP or TSI in each

iteration to achieve a lower uplink latency. The basic operation of our algorithm is ex-

plained as follows. When a latency reduction is necessary, the proposed algorithm first

reduces TSI by shortening the CP to a minimal value (Step 7). If such an approach does

not provide a satisfying uplink latency, it then increases the term Tmax
X by 1 (Step 9). The

strategic parameter selection algorithm adjusts HCCA settings until it finds a suitable

pair of TXOP and TSI such that a desired theoretical average uplink latency is obtained.

Examples illustrating the behaviour of the proposed algorithm are presented in Fig. 3.16.

We choose 110, 95 and 80 µs as three random starting values of TSI, and 40000, 60000

and 135000 packet/sec as three example packet arrival rates of a single Hub. It is noted

that these arrival rates are selected such that at least two example cases require latency

reduction. A detailed description of these testing cases is shown in Table. 3.6.

For Case VII in Fig. 3.16(c), the proposed algorithm uses the closed-form uplink la-

tency expression (3.33) and detects a satisfying theoretical uplink latency (≈ 0.06 ms)

by the starting HCCA setting (TSI = 80 µs), therefore an improvement of HCCA setting

is not required. On the other hand, the strategic parameter selection algorithm reduces

the theoretical uplink latencies in Case I, II, III, VI, VIII, IX to desired values by decreas-
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Figure 3.16: Changes of HCCA settings for improved uplink latency by the proposed
algorithm.

ing the TSI during the first iteration, as shown in Fig. 3.16(c) and Fig. 3.16(a). For Case IV

and V, however, the proposed algorithm takes more steps to achieve latencies of less than

0.09 ms. This is because according to the theoretical calculation by (3.33), effective latency

reduction shall be achieved by both reducing TSI (iteration 1 in Fig. 3.16(a)) and increas-

ing Tmax
X (iteration 2 in Fig. 3.16(b)). To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

algorithm, we simulate and calculate the MAC level average uplink latency by using the

final HCCA settings, and the results are presented in Table. 3.6. It can be seen that the

proposed algorithm achieves successful latency reduction by tuning the HCCA timing

and network parameters, such that the shortened uplink latencies are below 0.1 ms.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated the feasibility of applying the HCCA MAC protocol

defined in IEEE 802.11 for latency-sensitive (LS) applications. Specifically, we considered

the uplink transmission model in MAC level where multiple Hubs transmit data packets

wirelessly to an access point. By leveraging the M/G/1 queueing model, we analysed

the uplink latency of HCCA and showed our proposed analytical model to be more ac-

curate than previous works in terms of evaluating average latency under high network

load conditions. We used this analytical model to motivate the pertinence of network and

HCCA parameter adjustment of the current protocol in order to meet stringent latency

requirements. Further, we presented the first global sensitivity analyses to study the im-

pact of eight timing and network parameters on the latency performance. Numerical

results demonstrate that under high physical transmission rate, the most effective ways

to achieve latency reduction are tuning TSI and Tmax
X values, and controlling data frame

arrival rate in application’s perspective. Additionally, when the physical transmission

rate is low, latency reduction can also be achieved by shortening the SIFS period and the

payload of LS data frames. Furthermore, with the insights obtained from our sensitivity

analyses, we developed an efficient iterative algorithm called strategic parameter selec-

tion that adjusts the values of TSI and Tmax
X according to the latency performance of HCCA.

Numerical results have shown that HCCA can meet the 0.1 ms latency requirement with

proper parameters selected by the proposed algorithm.

Indeed, there exists a trade-off between latency performance and overall achievable

throughput of HCCA. One possible solution is to utilise the unused CP in HCCA pro-

tocol to serve the most urgent applications such as monitoring of vital health signals.

This approach can improve both uplink latency and network throughput, while an in-

vestigation of the impact of CP length on HCCA performance could be pursued in future

work by extending the results of this chapter. Another approach to enhanced network

throughput is to apply network slicing technology to achieve QoS differentiation for dif-

ferent network traffics and applications. The integrated design of network slicing and

MAC protocol could therefore form another interesting research direction.

Another equally important wireless communication technology–mobile cellular net-
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work has attracted users’ attention due to unprecedented mobile applications, and this

suggests another solution to the wireless access network for the Tactile Internet and other

emerging services due to its vast availability and connectivity. However, the current 4G

network implementing Dynamic Scheduling (DS) induces unacceptable uplink latency,

which necessitates research efforts into a feasible MAC layer protocol for ultra-low la-

tency uplink transmissions. In the next chapter, we show that Semi-Persistent Scheduling

(SPS) scheme of LTE, which was originally developed for VoIP application, could be the

potential candidate of uplink transmission protocol for 4G and beyond, in order to meet

latency requirement of the Tactile Internet.



CHAPTER 4

Predictive Semi-Persistent
Scheduling Scheme of LTE for

Latency-Critical Services

4.1 Introduction

Cellular networks have successfully connected people around the globe by providing

quality services for data traffic such as video streaming and voice data. The next natural

leap of communications technologies is to enable human haptic data transmission, and

this forms the fundamental concept of the Tactile Internet [12]. A typical application

of the Tactile Internet is a TelePresence and TeleAction (TPTA) system comprising an

operator (OP) and a teleoperator (TOP), where the OP transmits haptic data to the TOP

and the TOP sends feedback by interacting with the remote environment. One of the

most challenging system requirements of the Tactile Internet and other latency-critical

services such as automation motion control and high voltage distribution, is to transmit

information with unnoticeable latencies ranging from 0.5 to 5 ms [14].

The content-oriented LTE (4G) cellular networks have been playing a vital role in

providing downlink wireless broadband services with high data rates and high capacity.

However, LTE may fail to provide services for emerging haptic-tactile applications due

to its non-negligible uplink latency. A typical LTE network consists of an evolved NodeB

(eNB) and user equipment (UE). Given sufficient channel capacity, the downlink latency

of an LTE network is unnoticeable because the eNB gains instantaneous knowledge about

the amount of downlink data to be delivered to individual UEs. While for the conven-

tional uplink transmission scheme–Dynamic Scheduling (DS) scheme, each UE needs to

send a scheduling request to the eNB and wait for a scheduling grant before transmitting

97
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its uplink data packets. Hence, the uplink latency is significantly larger than the down-

link latency and becomes a bottleneck for applying cellular communications networks

for latency-critical services. Succeeding LTE, the fifth generation of cellular mobile com-

munications (5G) has attracted significant attention. One of the use scenarios of 5G is

Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communications (URLLC), and this makes 5G a potential

technology enabler of latency-critical services, including the Tactile Internet [26]. How-

ever, the first deployment stage of 5G–Non-Standalone (NSA) from 3GPP states that the

first version of 5G system is constructed upon existing LTE infrastructure and this means

LTE will remain as an important complementary technology in the future 5G world for

a very long time. Therefore, an efficient uplink transmission scheme which alleviates the

uplink latency bottleneck of LTE also benefits 5G communications networks in providing

services for latency-critical applications. In other words, our work is not only applicable

to current LTE networks but also goes in the direction of current advances in 5G network

design.

The main contribution of this chapter is a novel predictive Semi-Persistent Schedul-

ing (SPS) scheme that reduces the uplink latency of LTE and 5G networks to satisfy the

latency requirements of the emerging haptic communications. The proposed SPS scheme

leverages its periodic transmission feature and schedules radio resources in a proactive

approach, without requiring a grant for every transmission. This transmission scheme

does not consume resources in Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) of an LTE

cell, and this effectively increases the maximum number of allowable UE connections.

Specifically, two prediction models have been proposed for the SPS scheme, which de-

termine the number of allocated radio resources based on past observations of newly

arrived data and estimation of current UE’s buffer occupancy. Moreover, we introduce

the first Feasible Resource Allocator (FRA) which allows the practical deployment of the

predictive SPS scheduler, such that UEs governed by the predictive SPS scheme can coex-

ist with UEs governed by other uplink transmission schemes. Our proposed SPS scheme

is verified by extensive system-level simulations with experimental haptic-tactile traffic

traces. Results show that with the help of prediction models, the proposed SPS scheme

yields significant improvement on uplink MAC layer latencies, as compared with the DS
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scheme and existing SPS schemes. In particular, the proposed predictive SPS scheme re-

duces the uplink latency of an LTE network to sub-3 ms for all considered traffic loads,

when 1 ms is selected as the SPS periodicity. It is worth mentioning that our proposed

predictive SPS scheme does not introduce any new frames or signalling process in the

PUCCH or PUSCH. This means our proposed scheme is 3GPP-compliant and modifica-

tion purely resides in the scheduling process in the MAC layer.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we discuss existing lit-

erature that is closely relevant to our work in detail. We also point out the key differences

between our proposed SPS scheme and existing ones. Section 4.3 elaborates the detailed

process of FRA and the proposed predictive schedulers. Simulation results are presented

in Section 4.4. Finally, we conclude this chapter with a summary of our findings in Sec-

tion 4.5.

4.2 Related Work

As discussed in section 2.2.2, SPS scheme was firstly designed for quality services of VoIP

[100], which exhibits constant bitrate (CBR) feature. While for variable bitrate (VBR) data

traffic, the fixed amount of scheduled radio resources in traditional SPS scheme could re-

sult in over/under scheduling issue. Therefore, various attempts have been proposed to

introduce flexibility into the SPS scheme, such that it can adapt to data traffic fluctuations

and made efficient scheduling decisions.

Jin et al. have proposed a PHY layer method that improves SPS performance by se-

lecting the optimal Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) for uplink transmission in

a time-correlated Nakagami-m fading channel [138]. According to specifications of the

SPS scheme, selection of deployed MCS is fixed during an SPS session. A proper MCS

selection is hence essential for long term resource scheduling efficiency, especially when

packets are corrupted and HARQ is deployed to restore corrupted packets. The optimal

MCS transmission rate is defined as:

Roptimal = min
R∈MCSset

{B(R) · Nmean(R) + Bhead
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·[Nmean(R)− 1]|Poutage(R) ≤ Qloss, λ, m, ρ, Nmax}, (4.1)

where R, B, Nmean and Bhead denote transmission rate, allocated resource size for packet

transmission, average number of transmission attempts and allocated resource size for

signalling overhead, respectively. While for SPS configuration settings, Poutage, Qloss, λ,

m, ρ and Nmax denote actual and required packet loss probability, inverse of SNR, diver-

sity and time-correlation factor of Nakagami-m channel, respectively. In essence, the op-

timal MCS transmission rate is selected such that minimum resource is consumed while

packet loss requirement is met. The difficulty of this method lies in calculating the exact

value of Nmean(R) and Poutage(R). Authors of [138] approximated these two parameters

and then applied the proposed MCS selection method for a practical VoIP service in an

IEEE 802.16e network. Numerical results show that this method effectively reduces radio

resources used for HARQ retransmissions while theoretical packet loss rate requirement

is met.

Avocanh et al. improve the SPS scheme with a MAC Layer method–an SPS scheme

with Provisioning (SPS-P) that proactively allocates resources to a number of next frames

by prediction [139]. The prediction model used by the SPS-P is based on GBAR (Gamma-

Beta Auto Regressive) process, which is specialised for estimating short-term fluctuation

of Videotelephony data traffic. Simulation results show that the percentages of pack-

ets experiencing a delay of less than 50 ms for SPS-P and DS schemes are 90% and

50%, respectively. Meanwhile, the achievable packet loss rate of the SPS-P is almost 7

times smaller than that of the DS scheme. Although the SPS-P scheme outperforms the

conventional DS scheme in serving Videotelephony traffic. it might not be applicable

for new emerging applications. This is because Videotelephony traffic consists of large,

variable-sized packets with constant inter-arrival time, while emerging services such as

M2M communications and the Tactile Internet mainly contain short and constant sized

packets with variable inter-arrival time. Another drawback of the SPS-P is that the num-

ber of future resource requirement predictions is limited–N f making it unsuitable for

long-term traffic prediction. This, in turn, would require the SPS-P to initiate an entirely

new SPS-P session after N f times of uplink transmissions, which will inevitably lead to
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increased latency for the overall Videotelephony session.

For Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications, authors in [140, 141] designed an

adaptive SPS scheme which utilises the latest buffer occupancy information contained

in the BSR filed to adjust the resource allocations for the next uplink SPS transmissions.

Moreover, the proposed adaptive SPS scheme incorporates a channel condition measur-

ing window, such that MCS selections that match current channel measurement can be

updated, which provides certain diversity gains similar to the DS scheme. Simulation

results of the proposed adaptive SPS scheme demonstrate that 85% packets have met de-

lay budget when 50 gateways are deployed, roughly 3 times higher than the DS scheme.

Moreover, the adaptive SPS scheme is shown to effectively reduce the uplink packet drop

rate by almost 50% compared with the DS scheme. The proposed adaptive SPS scheme,

however, does not elaborate how positions of scheduled resources are determined, mak-

ing it infeasible for practical implementation. Moreover, the calculation of resource allo-

cation does not consider new incoming uplink data after the BSR transmission. Lastly,

the periodicity of adaptive SPS is over 10 ms, and hence it cannot meet the ultra-low

latency requirement.

Li et al. [142] have improved the latency performance of the SPS scheme for industrial

wireless networks in an interesting approach. It is known that in an industrial automa-

tion process, the triggering of a Machine-Type Communications (MTC) device is likely

to increase its adjacent devices, which in turn generate data in quick succession. A DPre

(predictive pre-allocation) framework is therefore developed such that resources would

be allocated to candidate devices correctly. A highlight of the DPre framework is that

scheduling entity in the base station is trained using supervised and sequential learning

and a successful prediction ratio of 70% is achieved. However, the design principle of

the DPre framework does not apply to other emerging services, as there is no correla-

tion of data generation among massive neighbouring devices in applications like VR and

telerehabilitation.

In [143], a soft resource reservation SPS scheme was proposed for teleoperation over

mobile networks. The reservation strategy allows a UE to selectively send an SR to an

eNB about whether new incoming data packets have been received at the UE buffer. Via
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this procedure, if the UE did not have any uplink data to send, the eNB will resched-

ule the reserved resources for other communications within the cell. Although this soft

resource reservation SPS scheme does not introduce any drawback as compared to the

conventional DS scheme, it may cause worse latency performance compared to the tra-

ditional SPS scheme. First, unlike the traditional SPS scheme, where no Physical Uplink

Control Channel (PUCCH) resource is consumed after SPS establishment, the soft re-

source reservation SPS scheme must send uplink SR messages each time when transmis-

sion opportunity is needed. This may have a significant impact on accessible mobile con-

nections of other communications within the cell. Second, as explained in Section 2.2.2,

an eNB needs to schedule resources for uplink transmissions 4 ms in advance and the

processing time of PUCCH message is 3 ms, hence there will be at least 7 ms gap after the

opportunity of an SR transmission, which introduces the possibility of a UE being un-

able to transmit even though it has new incoming uplink data. Results have shown that

the resource reservation SPS scheme achieves an average uplink latency of 10 ms, out-

performing the conventional DS scheme by 5 ms. However, no comparison was made

between the soft resource reservation SPS scheme and its preceding counterpart–the tra-

ditional SPS.

4.3 Predictive SPS Scheme

In our proposed predictive SPS scheme, identical predictive schedulers that take in in-

put information and generate resource allocation decisions are deployed in both MAC

layers of eNB and corresponding UEs. As such, the proposed SPS scheme preserves the

advantage of zero control-signalling overhead because of identical resource allocation

decisions. More importantly, as the number of assigned RBPs is expected to vary during

each SPS transmission, a Feasible RBP Allocator (FRA) that is more complex than the al-

locator of ordinary SPS scheme needs to be designed for supporting the predictive SPS

functionality.

The key contribution of our work can be summarised as follows:

• A novel predictive SPS scheme is proposed to reduce the uplink latency of LTE and
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5G networks. Specifically, the proposed SPS scheduler determines the number of

assigned radio resources by extrapolating past observations of newly arrived data

and estimating current UEs buffer occupancy.

• We introduce the first Feasible Resource Allocator (FRA) which allows practical de-

ployment of the predictive SPS scheduler, such that UEs governed by the predictive

SPS scheme can coexist with UEs governed by other transmission schemes.

• Different to [139], our work focuses on emerging services that are in control-centric

networks, where the data packets are expected to be short, constant sized with vari-

able inter-arrival time.

• Different to [143], the proposed scheme leverages the periodic transmission fea-

ture and schedules radio resources in a proactive approach, without requiring a

grant for every transmission. Therefore, this scheme does not consume resources

in PDCCH of an LTE cell, and this effectively increases the maximum accessible

connection within the mobile network cell.

• Different to [143] where the soft reservation scheme schedules resources in an all-

or-none approach, our predictive SPS scheme allows variable resource allocation,

which further enhances the flexibility of uplink SPS scheme.

• We verify the performance of the predictive SPS scheme in a more realistic ultra-low

latency environment by applying the Deadband Principle (described in Section 2.4)

to raw haptic data traffic. Extensive simulation results show that the proposed SPS

scheme achieves significant improvement in terms of uplink latency and resource

allocation efficiency.

To better understand the procedure of the predictive SPS scheme, we illustrate the

scheduling process of the proposed predictive SPS scheme in Fig. 4.1, assuming there is

a UE requiring uplink transmission to an eNB via predictive SPS scheme with a 3 ms

periodicity. The major operations of each denoted steps in Fig. 4.1 is further explained as

follows:
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Figure 4.1: Timing diagram of the proposed predictive SPS scheme (3 ms SPS periodicity).

Step 1: The UE sends an SPS-SR to the eNB, asking for an SPS connection for uplink

transmission.

Step 2: The eNB attempts to determine the initial number of scheduled RBPs (N1) for

current SPS session, the maximum number of RBPs (Nmax) that could be used

by this UE, maximum number of SPS transmission (TSPS) and selected modu-

lation and coding scheme (MCS) for the UE. The FRA at the eNB side decides

whether the connection request is granted and determines actual allocations of

assigned RBPs. An SPS-SG containing all necessary information will be trans-

mitted to the UE if an SPS connection is established.

Step 3: By deploying the predictive SPS scheduler, the eNB reserves a certain number

of RBPs (Ni) for ith SPS transmission.

Step 4: The UE receives the SPS-SG and extracts the encapsulated SPS connection in-

formation. The UE then transmits an initial uplink data frame using the sched-

uled N1 RBPs.

Step 5: By deploying the predictive SPS scheduler, the UE determines the number of

RBPs (Ni) for ith SPS transmission. The transmitted LTE frame always contains

haptic data packets and a BSR.

Step 6: For each uplink transmission, the SPS scheduler keeps a history record of Ni,

size of the transmitted data (Di) and UE’s buffer length (Bi).

When the number of SPS transmission reaches TSPS, the UE deletes the configured SPS

grant, and the eNB frees the reserved RBPs. It is worth noticing that similar to traditional
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Figure 4.2: RBP allocation diagram of predictive SPS scheme.

SPS, the predictive SPS scheme allows a reset of SPS configuration in case there is a need

to adjust the MCS selection when channel quality changes. It is important to note that

depending on selected SPS periodicity, Step 3 can happen either before or after Step 4.

4.3.1 Feasible RBP Allocator

The FRA is designed such that dynamic RBP allocations do not cause resource collision

among connected UEs. Let Nmax,j and Nn,j denote the maximum number of scheduled

RBPs and the number of scheduled RBPs of UEj at subframe n, respectively. The function-

ality of FRA within eNB’s MAC layer is shown in the algorithm described in Algorithm 2.

For a configured SPS connection between an eNB and UEj, let BRj, pj and cj represent the
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Algorithm 2 Scheduling process at eNB for subframe n
1: for all UEs that are connected through SPS do

2: if UEj’s periodic counter reaches 0 then

3: determine Nn,j using predictive SPS scheduler

4: determine the position of scheduled RBPs using FRA

5: end if

6: end for

7: while detection of new SR do

8: for all new SPS-SR do

9: determine Nmax,j based on traffic characteristics

10: if Nmax,j ≤maximum available contiguous RBPs then

11: determine the position of Nmax,j RBPs using FRA, allocate them to UEj and

mark these RBPs unavailable to new SPS-SR

12: determine Nn,j using predictive SPS scheduler

13: determine the position of scheduled RBPs using FRA and mark these RBPs

unavailable to other UEs

14: set a periodic counter that corresponds to pj and record configuration of this

successful SPS connection

15: else

16: SPS request is unsuccessful

17: end if

18: delete current SPS-SR

19: end for

20: for all new DS-SR do

21: go through conventional DS procedure

22: end for

23: end while

24: for all UEs that are connected through DS do

25: go through conventional DS procedure using available RBPs

26: end for
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bitrate, SPS periodicity and bytes per RBP, respectively. Consider a scenario where UE1

requests an SPS connection with a p1 periodicity and the operation of FRA is explained

with Algorithm 2 and RBP allocation diagram in Fig. 4.2. At subframe n, the eNB has

determined Nmax,1 based on:

Nmax,j = daj
BRj × pj

cj
e (4.2)

where aj is a scaling factor that is greater than 1 (line 9). In the case that the amount of

remaining contiguous RBPs is less than Nmax,1, the SPS request is denied by the eNB (line

16). This situation is denoted as “Limitation of UE Accessibility”. Otherwise, the eNB

selects and assigns Nmax,1 contiguous RBPs to UE1 and marks these RBPs unavailable

to other SPS-connected UEs, as described in line 11. Meanwhile, the FRA determines

the position of Nn,1 RBPs for the initial uplink transmission of UE1 and the remaining

(Nmax,1 − Nn,1) RPBs become available to DS-connected UEs at subframe n (line 13). At

subframe n + 3 in Fig. 4.2, UE2 has successfully requested an SPS connection with a p2

periodicity, and it goes through a similar SPS-establishment process. At subframe n + 5

and n + 9, the FRA determines the positions of Nn+5,1 and Nn+9,2 RBPs within the range

of assigned Nmax,1 and Nmax,2 RBPs for the second uplink SPS transmission of UE1 and

UE2, receptively (line 2–5). Let us pay attention to subframe n + 15, it can be seen that

with FRA, the varying RBP allocations of our proposed predictive SPS scheme do not

cause resource collision, even when multiple SPS transmissions occur at the same time.

Furthermore, the unused (Nmax,j − Nn,j) RBPs are safe to be scheduled for DS-connected

UEs. Therefore, the proposed SPS scheme can flexibly allocate radio resources to SPS-

connected UEs and DS-connected UEs and achieve improved RBP utilisation efficiency,

as compared with the ordinary SPS scheme.

4.3.2 Predictive SPS Schedulers

The predictive SPS scheduler is designed such that it predicts the UE’s MAC buffer

length and determines an appropriate number of RBPs for the next SPS transmission.

In essence, an allocation decision Ĝn for nth SPS transmission is determined based on

available history observations, including transmitted data size {Dn−k−M, . . . , Dn−k}, re-
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Table 4.1: Prediction target and available observations to SPS scheduler for nth SPS trans-
mission

Sequence New Transmitted Data BSR Granted Data Size

n− k−M Dn−k−M

n− k−M + 1 Tn−k−M+1 Dn−k−M+1 Bn−k−M+1

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
n− k− 2 Tn−k−2 Dn−k−2 Bn−k−2

n− k− 1 Tn−k−1 Dn−k−1 Bn−k−1 · · ·
n− k Tn−k Dn−k Bn−k Gn−k

· · · -- -- -- · · ·
n− 1 -- -- B̂n−1 Gn−1

n T̂n -- -- Ĝn

maining buffer length {Bn−k−M+1, . . . , Bn−k} reported in BSRs and previously scheduled

RBPs size {Gn−k, . . . , Gn−1}. The prediction target and available history observations for

nth SPS transmission are shown in Table 4.1, where M represents the maximum observa-

tion window. It is important to note that there exists a 4 ms leading time between RBP

scheduling and uplink data transmission and another 4 ms processing time for decoding

an uplink data packet. This results in an “Information Lagging” issue such that for nth

SPS transmission, an eNB only have observed transmitted data and BSR up to (n− k)th

order. The value of k can be determined by:

k = b7 ms
pj
c+ 1 (4.3)

For instance, consider an eNB that has reached subframe n + 26 in Fig. 4.1. It can be

observed that the eNB has to schedule for the uplink transmission at subframe n+ 30 (the

9th transmission), but it just finished processing the uplink data transmitted at subframe

n + 21 (the 6th transmission). Therefore, the eNB only has observed up to D6, B6 and G8

and the order of “Information Lagging” is 3.

In essence, the proposed predictive scheduler determines the number of assigned

RBPs based on the estimated length of the previous data buffer (B̂n−1) and predicted size
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of new data that arrived between previous and next SPS transmission (T̂n) based on:

Ni =


Nmax, ifd Ĝn

c e > Nmax

d Ĝn
c e, otherwise.

(4.4)

where Ĝn = B̂n−1 + T̂n. The process of determining B̂n−1 and T̂n is elaborated in the

following sections.

4.3.2.1 Predicting the Newly Arrived Data T̂n

The previous values of newly arrived data bytes can be derived by:

Ti = Di + Bi − Bi−1 (4.5)

where n− k−M + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− k. We then propose two prediction models to extrapolate

and derive the value of T̂n–Logical AutoRegressive model (LAR) and Order-5 AutoRe-

gressive model (AR-5). It is important that due to “Information Lagging”, it is necessary

to use the prediction models recursively to conduct a k-step ahead prediction, in order to

determine T̂n.

Logical AutoRegressive Model

In [144], an autoregressive (AR) model is proposed to predict the content of next haptic

data, and it was proved viable with a prediction accuracy of > 96%. This motivates our

derivation of a data traffic prediction model that is specifically developed for haptic data

when Deadband Principle is deployed. Following a similar procedure as in [144], we

assume that acceleration of the current haptic data can be derived from previous ones

with a first-order AR model:

v′(n) = βv′(n− 1) + ε(n), (4.6)

where v′(n) denotes the acceleration of current haptic data content and ε(n) represents a
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noise term with zero mean. It is noted that the acceleration can also be expressed as:

v′(n) =
v(n)− v(n− 1)

∆T
, (4.7)

where v(n) is the change in haptic data and ∆T is the sampling interval of a haptic trans-

mitter. As explained in Section 2.4, the number of transmitted haptic data increases with

the change in haptic data. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a linear relationship be-

tween the number of transmitted data and v(n):

T(n) = αv(n), (4.8)

where T(n) is the number of transmitted haptic data during an SPS interval and α is a

constant that is greater than 0. From (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), we form a second-order AR

model for T(n):

T(n) = (1 + β)T(n− 1)− βT(n− 2) + α∆Tε(n). (4.9)

The coefficient β can be solved by differentiating the logarithmic likelihood function of

(4.9)[145], and it can be estimated by using previously observed values:

β̂ =

N
∑

j=3
[T(j)− T(j− 1)][T(j− 1)− T(j− 2)]

N
∑

j=3
[T(j)T(j− 1)]2

, (4.10)

where N is the number of previous observations. For the actual implementation of the

proposed predictive scheduler, an observation window of size 70 is used. As in the afore-

mentioned example illustrated in Table 4.1, the second-order AR model can be used re-

cursively for the calculation of {T̂i|i = n− k + 1, n− k + 2, · · · , n}.

Order-5 AutoRegressive Model

Here we use an AR-5 model to determine T̂n. The algorithm of k-step ahead prediction

using Yule-Walker equations is shown in Algorithm 3, where k is determined by (4.3).
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Algorithm 3 k-step ahead prediction of AR-5 using Yule-Walker equations
Input: {Tn−k−M+1, . . . , Tn−k}
Output: T̂n

1: µ← 1
M ∑n−k

i=n−k−M+1 Ti
2: T0 ← {Tn−k−M+1 − µ, . . . , Tn−k − µ}
3: compute 5× 5 correlation matrix R from T0
4: compute 5× 1 correlation vector φ from T0
5: AR-5 coefficients: ρ← R−1φ′

6: for i = 1 to k do
7: ith-step prediction:

Tnew,i ← ρ′ · [T0(end), . . . , T0(end-4)]′

8: append Tnew,i to T0
9: end for

10: T̂n ← max{T0(end) + µ, 0}

4.3.2.2 Estimating the UE’s Previous Buffer Occupancy B̂n−1

From Table 4.1, it can be seen that the predictive scheduler may not have access to the lat-

est BSR observations. Therefore, the approximation B̂n−1 can be determined by recursive

calculation of the following equation:

B̂j =


max{Bj−1 + T̂j − Gj, 0}, j = n− k + 1

max{B̂j−1 + T̂j − Gj, 0}, n− k + 1 < j ≤ n− 1.
(4.11)

4.4 Simulation Results and Discussion

The proposed predictive SPS schemes are implemented on an LTE simulation program

based on SimuLTE [54]. SimuLTE is a system-level simulator developed on the well-

known discrete event simulation platform OMNeT++ and it is widely used to simulate

LTE, and LTE-Advanced systems. To validate the predictive SPS design and evaluate its

performance against actual haptic communications systems, we utilise raw haptic data

that were captured during a 25-second haptic interaction experiment [146]. We process

the raw uplink data using the Deadband Principle with 5% JND and obtain a vector of

inter-arrival time, which forms the original uplink data traffic. We choose 5% JND be-

cause it corresponds to the least level of haptic data compression, which is essential to
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preserving motion/force accuracy in a haptic-tactile application such as remote surgery.

Data traffic with different loads is then generated by multiplying the inter-arrival time

vector with varying common weights, such that each derived traffic corresponds to a cer-

tain traffic load. Simulations of uplink transmission using an LTE system are conducted

by feeding the resulting traffic to UEs’ application layer and implementing the proposed

SPS scheme and FRA in the LTE MAC layer. Since the Tactile Internet is expected to sup-

port and deliver short-length data packets [32], we assume that each haptic data stream

carries two 3-Dof data types (master velocity and force) each with a 16-bit resolution,

which results in one haptic packet having a 12-byte payload [126].

For the conducted simulations, the number of RBPs for a UE that is configured with

the normal SPS is determined by N f ix = d1.05× CLt
8M ×

1
c e, where CLt

8M represents the ex-

pected number of arriving bytes at a UE during one SPS period. While for the adaptive

SPS and the proposed predictive SPS, the maximum number of RBPs for a UE is deter-

mined by Nmax = d1.75× 1.05× CLt
8M ×

1
c e.

4.4.1 Performance of LAR Algorithm for Latency-Critical Services

In order to compare the performance of different LTE scheduling schemes, we repeated

the simulations using the conventional DS scheme, the normal SPS scheme, the adaptive

SPS scheme [140, 141] and the proposed predictive SPS scheme with different SPS peri-

odicities. It is assumed that all UEs attempt to send uplink haptic data to an eNB and the

LTE parameters used in the simulations are summarised in Table 4.2.

4.4.1.1 Latency Performance

Fig. 4.3 compares the latency performance of different uplink transmission schemes. On

the one hand, the normal SPS scheme does not provide improved latency performance

for the haptic traffic under low-to-moderate traffic loads, in comparison with the conven-

tional DS scheme. This verifies that the normal SPS scheme is not suitable for the VBR

haptic traffic. When the traffic load reaches above 80%, however, the performance of the

DS scheme degrades as the UEs cannot receive enough RBPs for data transmission. On
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Table 4.2: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Notation

Simulation time 100 s

Number of Cell 1

Number of UEs 10 M

Bandwidth 20 MHz

Uplink RBPs 50

Theoretical uplink capacity 35.6 Mbps C

Haptic traffic start time Uniform(0 s, 1 s)

Haptic packet payload 12 B

Total haptic traffic load 10%–100% L

Scheduler algorithm for DS Proportional fair [96]

SR periodicity 1 ms

Tested SPS period 3, 8 ms t

UE MAC buffer size 0.75 MB

Bytes per RBP 89 c

LTE multiplexing mode FDD

Tx mode Single antenna

Maximum UE Tx power 398 mW

Pathloss model ITU-R, Rural Macro

the other hand, the predictive SPS scheme produces the best latency performance among

all tested uplink transmission schemes. In particular, when the SPS periodicity is 3 ms

and 8 ms, the predictive SPS scheme outperforms the adaptive SPS scheme by roughly

2.5 ms and 3.5 ms respectively, under all traffic loads.

4.4.1.2 Uplink Data Plane Utilisation and Number of Connected UEs

Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 show the total data plane utilisation and the number of successfully con-

nected UEs for different uplink schemes with various traffic loads, respectively. From

these figures, the DS scheme is able to support all UEs under all traffic loads, and the

corresponding data plane utilisation increases linearly with the traffic load. The only

exception is when the traffic load is at 100%, a proportion of the uplink data packets
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Figure 4.3: Average uplink MAC layer latency under varying traffic loads.
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Figure 4.4: Measured data plane utilisation under varying traffic loads.

are dropped at UEs’ buffers due to the limited buffer size, and hence leads to a data

plane utilisation lower than 100%. The comparatively low data plane utilisation of all

SPS schemes results from a decreased number of connected UEs, as demonstrated in

Fig. 4.5. Such limitation imposes a restricted number of UEs for the deployment of SPS.

It also implies that the SPS scheme allows coexistence of other traffic that uses non-SPS

scheme (such as the DS and CBS schemes) to consume the unoccupied radio resources.
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Figure 4.5: Number of connected UEs under varying traffic loads.

4.4.1.3 NMSE of Scheduled RBPs and Residual Buffer Lengths

Let Ncorrect
i denotes the minimum number of RBPs which can successfully clear a UE’s

uplink data buffer, and it can be calculated by Ncorrect
i = d li

c e, where li is the buffer length

before ith SPS transmission. The normalised mean square error (NMSE) of scheduled

RBPs is an effective measure of the RBP allocation accuracy, and it can be determined by

NMSERBP = 1
σ2n

n
∑

j=1
(Ncorrect

j − Nj)
2, where σ is the sample standard deviation of Ncorrect

j

and n is the number of observed Nj [147]. Fig. 4.6 compares the calculated NMSERBP, and

it shows that among all SPS schemes, the proposed SPS scheme is capable of allocating

RBPs with the highest accuracy.

Fig. 4.7 plots the average length of UEs’ buffers after each uplink transmission. It can

be observed that when the SPS periodicity is 8 ms, the mean residual buffer length of the

adaptive SPS scheme is similar to that of the DS scheme. This is because both schemes

schedule RBPs based on the latest BSR only, in which case the newly arrived data are

not considered. Together with Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7 shows that the proposed predictive SPS

scheme is able to reduce the buffer to a minimal level, by both predicting the newly

arrived data and estimating the latest buffer length with maximal accuracy.
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Figure 4.6: Average NMSE of RBP allocation under varying traffic loads.
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Figure 4.7: Average residual length of UEs’ buffer under varying traffic loads.

4.4.2 Performance of LAR and AR-5 Algorithms for Latency-Critical Services
over Heterogeneous Networks

To demonstrate the effectiveness of latency reduction for supporting Tactile Internet ap-

plications and the compatibility with the conventional DS scheme, simulations are con-

ducted in a heterogeneous network traffic environment. In this situation, 10 UEs with

Tactile Internet traffic and 20 non-Tactile UEs with heterogeneous traffic are sharing the
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Table 4.3: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Notation

Simulation time 100 s

Number of Cell 1

Number of tactile UEs 10 M

Number of non-Tactile UEs 20

Bandwidth 20 MHz

Uplink RBPs 50

Theoretical uplink capacity 35.6 Mbps C

Total traffic load 10%–100% L

Non-Tactile traffic load ratio 60% α

Non-Tactile traffic Burst model

Non-Tactile packet payload Uniform(20,1500) B

Tactile traffic load ratio 40% β

Haptic packet payload 12 B

Scheduling algorithm for DS scheme Proportional fair

SR periodicity 1 ms

Tested SPS period 1, 2 ms t

UE MAC buffer size 1 MB

Bytes per RBP 89 c

LTE multiplexing mode FDD

Tx mode Single antenna

Maximum UE Tx power 398 mW

Pathloss model ITU-R, Rural Macro

PUSCH of an LTE cellular network. We compare results arising from using different up-

link transmission schemes, including the DS scheme, normal SPS scheme, adaptive SPS

scheme [141] and the proposed AR-5 SPS scheme with different SPS periodicities (1 and

2 ms).

The LTE parameters and selected traffic characteristics are summarised in Table 4.3.

Moreover, we repeat the simulation for 10 times, where each UE attempts to start uplink

transmission at a different time. Simulation results are presented with 95% confidence

interval.
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Figure 4.8: Average uplink MAC layer latency of Tactile UEs.

4.4.2.1 Latency Performance

Fig. 4.8 shows the latency performance of Tactile UEs with different uplink schedul-

ing schemes. It can be seen that all advanced SPS schemes (Adaptive, LAR and AR-5)

produce steady latency performance against varying traffic loads and outperform the

conventional DS scheme. Fig. 4.9 compares the average radio resource consumption by

each Tactile UE. It is observed that the normal SPS scheme generates consumption curves

that do not follow closely to the traffic loads, indicating that its fixed scheduling policy

(scheduling Nfixed RBPs for every uplink transmission) cannot adapt to traffic variation

and hence explains its unsteady latency performance presented in Fig. 4.8. Moreover, the

conventional DS scheme has the lowest resource consumption. This is expected because

the DS scheme allocates resources reactively and does not over-schedule radio resources.

A detailed comparison of the Adaptive SPS and proposed predictive SPS schemes

(LAR and AR-5) is presented in Fig. 4.10. It can be observed that the predictive SPS

schemes produce lower latencies than the Adaptive SPS scheme when SPS periodicity

is 2 ms for all considered conditions and 1 ms for most conditions. Furthermore, the

proposed AR-5 SPS scheme outperforms the LAR SPS scheme because it produces lower

latency values under all conditions except for 0.2–0.5 traffic loads. Simulation results
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Figure 4.9: Average used RBPs per Tactile UE per 10 ms.
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Figure 4.10: Detailed comparison of latency performance between different SPS algo-
rithms.

show that the proposed AR-5 SPS scheme achieves a sub-3 ms uplink latency under any

given traffic load when SPS periodicity is chosen to be 1 ms.

Fig. 4.11 shows the latency performance of non-Tactile UEs affected by different SPS

schemes. Results clearly show that by implementing the FRA, all SPS schemes have

a negligible adverse impact on the latency performance of non-Tactile UEs up to a 0.8

traffic load, such that average uplink latencies of these UEs remain at a sub-30 ms level.
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Figure 4.11: Average uplink MAC layer latency of non-Tactile UEs.

When the traffic load is above 0.9, however, the Adaptive SPS (1 ms), LAR SPS (1 ms) and

AR-5 (1 ms) schemes affect the latency performance of non-Tactile UEs significantly. This

highlights the clear trade-off of latency performance between Tactile and non-Tactile UEs

when the traffic load approaches 100%. Improvements can be achieved by implement-

ing latency-aware scheduling algorithms described in [106, 148, 149] for non-Tactile UEs.

On the other hand, the Normal SPS (1 and 2 ms) scheme has much less impact on the

latency of non-Tactile UEs because it under-schedules radio resources for the Tactile UEs

(as shown in Fig. 4.9) and therefore allows more resources to be allocated to non-Tactile

UEs.

4.4.2.2 Data Plane Utilisation and Number of Admitted Tactile UEs

Fig. 4.12 and 4.13 compare the data plane utilisation and the corresponding number

of connected (admitted) Tactile UEs for different uplink schemes. It can be seen from

Fig. 4.12 that the utilisation curves of all schemes increase linearly with the traffic load up

to 0.6. The Adaptive SPS (2 ms), LAR SPS (2 ms) and AR-5 SPS (2 ms) schemes produce

less utilisation when the traffic load is above 0.7. This conforms to the decreased number

of connected Tactile UEs, as shown in Fig. 4.13. On the other hand, the Normal SPS (1

and 2 ms), Adaptive SPS (1 ms), LAR SPS (1 ms) and AR-5 SPS (1 ms) schemes present
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Figure 4.12: Overall data plane utilisation of the LTE cell.
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Figure 4.13: Number of connected (admitted) Tactile UEs as a function of total offered
traffic load.

similar levels of utilisation to that of the DS scheme up to 0.9 and then deviate with dif-

ferent extents at 100% traffic load, which will be further explained in Section 4.4.2.4. In

general, the major cause of the reduced utilisation of our proposed SPS scheme is the de-

creased number of connected Tactile UEs due to the “Limitation of UE Admission” issue,

as explained in Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.14: Average NMSE of RBP allocation as a function of total offered traffic load.
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Figure 4.15: Average NMSE of predicted buffer occupancy as a function of total offered
traffic load.

4.4.2.3 Scheduling and Prediction Performance

In Fig. 4.14 and 4.15, the efficiency of different SPS scheduling schemes are measured us-

ing a unitless quantity termed Normalised Mean Square Error (NMSE). Let yn and ŷn rep-

resent the nth correct value and the nth actually assigned/predicted value, respectively.

The NMSE is defined as NMSEy = 1
σ2t

t
∑

n=1
(yn − ŷn)2, where σ is the sample standard de-

viation of yn and t is the total number of recorded values [147]. The NMSE provides an
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overall idea of how assigned/predicted values differ from correct ones. For the NMSE

of RBP allocations, yn is the minimum required number of RBPs to transmit all buffered

data at nth SPS transmission, and ŷn is the number of actually assigned RBPs. As shown

in Fig. 4.14, the predictive SPS schemes have relatively steady and low NMSE curves, as

compared with the normal SPS and Adaptive SPS schemes. This indicates that resource

allocations performed by the predictive schedulers are closer to true resource demands

and hence less over/under-scheduling. It is observed that higher NMSE values occur

when the traffic load is at 0.1 for the predictive SPS schemes, this is because the data

buffer when under very low traffic load conditions is most likely to be empty and thus yn

equals 0. However, due to the scheduling policy described in (4.4), at least 1 RBP is sched-

uled for every SPS transmission, in which case the probability of allocation mismatch is

increased, and this leads to higher NMSEs.

Fig. 4.15 compares scheduling efficiency between the LAR and AR-5 scheduling algo-

rithms. The efficiency is determined as the NMSE of buffer occupancy, where yn is true

buffer occupancy measured in bytes at nth SPS transmission and ŷn is predicted buffer

occupancy. It is observed that the proposed AR-5 scheduler outperforms the LAR sched-

uler for all considered conditions. In particular, the AR-5 scheduler achieves significant

enhancement of buffer occupancy prediction when SPS periodicity is 1 ms, except for 0.1

traffic load where data arrival is sparse, and prediction of buffer occupancy is generally

less accurate.

4.4.2.4 Algorithm Complexity and Packet Drop Rate

Fig. 4.16 shows the complexity of the LAR and AR-5 scheduling algorithms in terms of

average processing time. It should be noted that the simulations are conducted using an

AMD Opteron 62xx class CPU. We can see that the processing time of both algorithms is

steady under varying traffic loads. In particular, the LAR scheduling algorithm takes an

average time of 0.025 ms, while the AR-5 scheduling algorithm needs less than 0.15 ms

to complete. Although the AR-5 algorithm requires more processing time to achieve a

better prediction accuracy than the LAR algorithm, such time expense can be tolerated as

it is much less than one TTI of an LTE system. It can be observed that 1 ms and 2 ms SPS
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of complexity of AR-5 and LAR algorithms.
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Figure 4.17: Average packet drop rate for non-Tactile UEs.

periodicities require an 8-step ahead and a 4-step ahead prediction, respectively, which

leads to the longer average processing time for the former case.

Fig. 4.17 shows the average packet drop rate of non-Tactile UEs under varying traffic

loads. It is observed that packet drop only occurs when the Normal SPS (1 and 2), Adap-

tive SPS (1 ms), LAR SPS (1 ms) and AR-5 (1 ms) SPS schemes are implemented at 100%

traffic load. The latency and packet drop rate of non-Tactile UEs at 100% traffic shown
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in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.17 explain the utilisation deviation presented in Fig. 4.12. This is

caused by the excessive waiting time of packets in non-Tactile UEs’ buffer, which in turn

results in a higher packet drop rate and decreased transmitted packets and hence less

data plane utilisation. This system deterioration can be alleviated by prioritising non-

Tactile UEs according to their QoS requirements using QoS-aware scheduling algorithms

and increased buffer capacity.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a novel predictive SPS scheme for alleviating the uplink la-

tency bottleneck of mobile networks, such that latency-critical services could be realised

by the current 4G and future 5G networks. To unlock the full potential of the SPS scheme

and to solve the associated over/under-scheduling problem, we introduced the first FRA,

which allows variable resource allocations under SPS configuration. Next, we proposed

two predictive SPS schedulers that not only predict the amount of newly arrived data

between adjacent SPS transmissions but also estimate UE’s previous buffer occupancy in

a recursive approach. Incorporating the proposed FRA and predictive schedulers, our

SPS scheme determines the sizes and positions of scheduled radio resources such that

extremely low uplink latency can be achieved. Additionally, the proposed SPS scheme

does not require a new signalling process to be introduced to the traditional SPS scheme.

Therefore, no PDCCH resource will be consumed after an SPS session is established,

which significantly increases the number of accessible mobile connections of a mobile

cellular network. This is especially beneficial for future 5G cellular networks supporting

massive connectivity. We verified the proposed SPS scheme by evaluating latency per-

formance, resource allocation efficiency, prediction accuracy and remaining buffer length

with other existing uplink schemes when Tactile UEs coexist with other UEs transmitting

heterogeneous network traffic. From the numerical results, we showed that the proposed

SPS scheme achieved significant uplink latency improvement. Results have also demon-

strated that more accurate prediction results are achieved by the AR-5 SPS scheduler

compared with the LAR scheduler. Finally, the FRA supports variable resource alloca-
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tions with only marginal impact on non-Tactile traffic for most tested conditions.

It can be seen from Fig. 4.10 that the latency of Tactile UEs increases with traffic load,

this could be caused by increasing prediction error of the applied LAR and AR-5 algo-

rithms, as is reflected in Fig. 4.15. This motivates our research into applying more ad-

vanced techniques for higher prediction accuracy and thus further improve the latency

performance and resource efficiency of the proposed predictive SPS scheme. Our study

of such an approach is presented in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 5

Predictive Semi-Persistent
Scheduling Scheme Powered by

Supervised Machine Learning

5.1 Introduction

With the goal of ultra-low end-to-end latency, the Tactile Internet cannot be realised

without shortening delay components of haptic data transmission, including applica-

tion domain (data generation/collection and processing delay etc. ), transmission do-

main (queueing delay and signalling delay etc. ) and network domain (data genera-

tion/responding delay etc. ). Therefore, powerful techniques that improve latency per-

formance during data transmission need to be studied and exploited. Our work pre-

sented in Chapter 4 provides a solution to ultra-low latency uplink transmission protocol

of the wireless access network for the Tactile Internet by exploiting an existing uplink

MAC protocol called SPS defined by LTE and 5G standards. However, the prediction

accuracy deteriorates with the increase of traffic load, which suggests that the prediction

algorithm based on a simple autoregressive model might be insufficient for fast-changing

VBR data traffic generated by future emerging applications.

In this chapter, we focus on using machine learning to overcome the weakness of our

previous work. With the advancement of the processing power of contemporary com-

puter and the availability of large dataset, tools from the machine learning paradigm

have been proved effective for many applications such as regression, classification and

decision making process [50]. Contrary to traditional computational algorithms which

need to be explicitly programmed, machine learning algorithms can learn and improve

themselves from the input data and are expected to understand the structure/feature

127
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of a given dataset. Three basic machine learning paradigms exist, namely supervised

and unsupervised machine learning and reinforcement learning. The supervised ma-

chine learning takes labelled data as its input and applies statistical analysis, Bayesian

models etc. to perform regression or classification on unlabelled data. When learning

from the data, machine learning algorithms improve themselves by evaluating the devi-

ation between predicted and given labels. Examples of regression-type machine leaning

are weather forecasting, future stock prediction and natural language processing (NLP),

while classification-type machine learning involves facial recognition, optical character

recognition and future event prediction. On the other hand, unsupervised machine learn-

ing algorithms are provided with unlabelled or partially labelled data, and they need to

learn the hidden feature, pattern and commonalities among the data so that categorisa-

tion and labelling can be performed [150]. Finally, reinforcement learning works by inter-

acting with the known/unknown environment. It deploys an agent to take action on every

encountered situation within the environment, and this agent receives rewards/penalties

for performing correctly/incorrectly. By deploying reinforcement learning techniques,

the agent is expected to learn the dynamics of the environment and causality between an

action and its resulting reward/penalty, in which case the performance of the agent can

be improved by choosing the correct action. Different to supervised learning, where the

ground-true label of input is provided, the agent of a reinforcement learning algorithm

only receives an immediate reward for its action, which does not necessarily represent

the overall worthiness of that action. In other words, an action resulting in the best im-

mediate reward might not be the correct choice to achieve the highest long-term gain.

In this chapter, we exploit supervised machine learning to make accurate predictions

on the unobserved network traffic, and we present an Attention-based recurrent neural

network for a Sequence-to-Sequence (seq2seq) model. The rest of this chapter is struc-

tured as follows. In Section 5.2, we cover related machine learning techniques for our

predictive SPS scheme. Section 5.3 discusses the detailed structure and working princi-

ple of our seq2seq model for predicting future arrivals of a traffic flow in haptic-tactile

applications. Then, the prediction performance during off-line training and latency per-

formance during the simulation of the proposed model are evaluated in Section 5.4. Fi-
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nally, Section 5.5 concludes this chapter with a summary of our findings.

5.2 Related Work

We introduce research on time series prediction using attention mechanism in this sec-

tion. As pointed out in Chapter 4, precise prediction on the future network traffic is vital

for allocating radio resources to uplink devices accurately and efficiently. By equation

(4.3), we can see that for SPS periodicity equals p ms, and there are in total b 7
pc+ 1 future

predictions need to be performed in order to determine the current buffer occupancy.

Such a requirement fits the concept of Sequence-to-Sequence model, whose input and

output are in a sequential format. Among seq2seq tasks, natural language translation in

the NLP topic has become a popular research topic. It attempts to read a sentence in one

language and outputs translation in another.

To this end, encoder-decoder models are frequently used in natural language trans-

lation as it targets at extracting a fixed-length feature vector from the input language by

an encoder and then interpreting the vector-form feature into variable-length outputs by

a decoder. Both encoder and decoder consist of a recurrent neural network (RNN) unit

such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [49]. As for

the encoder, each element in the source sentences is fed into the RNN one by one to gen-

erate a context vector. The decoder behaves differently at training and translation stages.

At the training stage, the RNN is fed with the target sentence while it is initialised with

the context vector from the encoder. While at the translation stage, the decoder is firstly

fed with a start-of-sentence (sos) token and then generates the first translated output.

The following outputs are then produced by feeding the sos token as well as the already

translated output(s). Results show that this encoder-decoder structure outperforms other

machine learning model such as statistical machine translation system in terms of accu-

racy [49, 151], yet machine translation is still facing unsolved problems such as rapid

accuracy deterioration for long input sentences [152, 153].

In 2015, Bahdanau et al. proposed the first Attention-based encoder-decoder model

for machine translation [51]. For an output at a given position in the output sequence,
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the proposed model can selectively put more weights (attention) on more relevant in-

put elements instead of the entire input sequence. Furthermore, contrary to traditional

encoder-decoder models where the encoded feature needs to capture all the necessary

information of source sentences, the proposed Attention-based model relaxed this issue

by allowing the decoder to look at the entire source sentence. By visualising the weights

of trained attention matrices, one can see that when translating an output word Outi, the

decoder indeed pays more attention to relevant input words (e.g. Ini−1, Ini and Ini+1).

Tested results show that the proposed model significantly outperforms the conventional

encoder-decoder model (RNNencdec) for both short and long sentences in an English-

French translation task.

To this end, the Attention-based encoder-decoder model was proposed as a promis-

ing machine learning method for seq2seq tasks because it is able to capture the long-term

temporal correlation of time series data. This also fits the demand of k-step ahead predic-

tion for the proposed predictive SPS scheme as described in Section 4.3.2.1, as both the

input and output are in a sequential format. Currently, only a little work has focused on

time series prediction using Attention-based encoder-decoder model. Qin et al. proposed

a dual-stage Attention-based neural network (DA-RNN) for predicting the target time se-

ries based on history observation of multiple driving series [52]. Apart from the attention

operation introduced in [51], their proposed model performs an additional attention op-

eration among different driving series. In other words, the proposed model performs

spatial attention at the encoder to select relevant driving series, then applies temporal

attention at the decoder to select the relevant element of the output of the encoder. This

design was verified by using room temperature as target series and 16 other monitoring

data for about 40 days as driving series. Results show that DA-RNN outperforms not

only traditional statistical time series prediction method such as ARIMA and NARX, but

also the conventional machine learning model such as RNNencdec and Attention-based

RNN network.

Similarly, a multi-level attention network for geo-sensory data (GeoMAN) was pro-

posed in [53]. This network also employs spatial and temporal attention mechanism

to select relevant time series data from relevant sensors. Furthermore, external factors
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Figure 5.1: Overall architecture of implemented encoder-decoder model.

arising from the change of the surrounding environment are used together with the re-

sults from the spatial-temporal attention at the last layer, to predict future readings of a

geo-sensor. This network was tested against water quality data with 14 types of sensor

readings and air quality data with 35 types of sensor readings. Results show that the

proposed GeoMAN achieved the best performance among considered alternatives such

as ARIMA, LSTM, RNNencdec and DA-RNN, in terms of root mean square error (RMSE)

and mean absolute error (MAE).

5.3 A Sequence-to-Sequence Model for Buffer Occupancy Pre-
diction

The proposed Attention-based recurrent neural network for time series prediction in

this work employs an RNN encoder-decoder architecture which is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

Specifically, an LSTM unit is selected as the RNN unit. The notation used for explaining

the procedure of our proposed Attention-based prediction model is listed in Table 5.1.

Encoder using LSTM

The encoder is used to extract compressed information from the source sequences to help

the decoder to generate accurate predictions, and it is achieved by feeding elements of

source sequences into an LSTM unit at the encoder and extracting generated hidden state

(ht) and cell state (ct). LSTM unit was first introduced by Hochreiter et al. [154], and it

has a recurrent structure such that the generated information can be fed back as an input

for the next computation, in which case long-term temporal dependencies in the input
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Table 5.1: Notations for Attention-based prediction model

Notation Description Notation Description

X Source sequence T Length of source sequence

n Dimension of source se-
quence

m Dimension of hidden state of
LSTM en

ht tth hidden state of LSTM en ct tth cell state of LSTM en

Y Target sequence I Length of target sequence

p Dimension of target sequence q Dimension of hidden state of
LSTM de

gi ith hidden state of LSTM de di ith cell state of LSTM de

Ỹ Predicted target sequence aci ith weighted compressed in-
formation from output of
LSTM en

sequence could be captured. Moreover, the LSTM unit offers a non-linear transformation

for the input signal without suffering from vanishing gradient problem. Conventional

non-linear activation unit such as sigmoid, tanh or rectified linear unit (ReLu) functions

may encounter vanishing gradient in the backward propagation process, which in turn

leads to non-optimised results or slow convergence speed. This issue has less effect on

LSTM because it accumulates information flows over time, and this allows gradients to

be unchanged. A modern version of LSTM contains a forget gate ( f ), an input gate (i), a

cell gate and an output gate (o), by which hidden and cell states can be computed.

For a given source sequence X = (x1, x2, · · · , xt, · · · , xT) ∈ Rn×T and target sequence

Y = (y1, y2, · · · , yi, · · · yI) ∈ Rp×I , the flow chart describing the computation process of

a LSTM at encoder is presented in Fig. 5.2 and its calculation is shown as follows:

it = σ(Wi[ht−1; xt] + bi) , (5.1)

ft = σ(W f [ht−1; xt] + b f ) , (5.2)

gt = tanh(Wg[ht−1; xt] + bg) , (5.3)

ot = σ(Wo[ht−1; xt] + bo) , (5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Detailed structure of the LSTM unit at encoder.

ct = ft ⊗ ct−1 + it ⊗ gt , (5.5)

ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ct) . (5.6)

where xt ∈ Rn is the tth element in the input sequence, ht−1 ∈ Rm is the hidden state

from the previous LSTM calculation and [ht−1; xt] represents the concatenation of these

two vectors. Wi, W f , Wg, Wo ∈ Rm×(n+m) and bi, b f , bg, bo ∈ Rm are multiplication ma-

trices and bias terms of input, forget, cell and output gates. The symbol σ and ⊗ denote

sigmoid function and element-wise multiplication, respectively. Specifically, ft deter-

mines the extent of forgetting the previous cell information and ot determines how much

information of new cell state shall contribute to the calculation of new hidden state ht. It

should be noted that when feeding the first element of source sequence into the LSTM en,

the hidden and cell states denoted as h0 and c0 need to be initialised and provided.

Additive Attention Mechanism

A collection of hidden and cell states are available when encoding finishes and they are
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Figure 5.3: Additive attention mechanism implemented by the proposed model.

then processed by the attention mechanism. In our work, we employ an additive at-

tention mechanism [51] between the accumulated hidden and cell states from LSTM en

and the generated hidden and cell states from LSTM de. The detailed operation is illus-

trated in Fig. 5.3, where H = (h1, h2, · · · hT)
> ∈ RT×m and C = (c1, c2, · · · cT)

> ∈ RT×m

denote the accumulated hidden and cell state, respectively. The detailed mathematical

derivation of the additive attention can be expressed as follows:

ei
t = tanh(Wa[ht; ct; gi−1; di−1] + ba) , (5.7)

ai
t =

exp(ν>ei
t)

∑T
t=1 exp(ν>ei

t)
, (5.8)

aci =
T

∑
t=1

ai
t[ht; ct] , (5.9)

where gi ∈ Rq and di ∈ Rq are the hidden and cell states calculated by LSTM de. In

particular, the energy score ei
t measures the importance of tth hidden and cell states from

the encoder to the ith element of decoder, in order to make accurate target sequence pre-

diction ŷi. The energy scores are then normalised by a softmax function to ensure that the

sum of learnt attention weights ai
t equals 1. Then, the weighted sum of the accumulated

compressed information from LSTM en can be calculated using a simple matrix multipli-

cation operation. Such a procedure is expected to select the most relevant outputs from

LSTM en for a more accurate target prediction. Wa ∈ Rq×(2q+2m), ba ∈ Rq and ν ∈ Rq

are trained parameters of the attention mechanism. It should be noted that at i = 1,

the hidden and cell states of LSTM de are initialised with the last hidden and cell state
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of LSTM en processed with feed-forward networks, which means g0 = ANN1(hT) and

d0 = ANN2(cT).

Decoder using LSTM

Finally, the target sequence prediction is calculated by the LSTM de followed by a simple

feed-forward network. In particular, the LSTM de generates hidden and cell states by

taking the previous states, weighted compressed information from LSTM en and previ-

ous target prediction as inputs. The detailed calculation can be expressed as follows:

i
′
i = σ(W

′
i [gi−1; zi] + b

′
i) , (5.10)

f
′
i = σ(W

′
f [gi−1; zi] + b

′
f ) , (5.11)

g
′
i = tanh(W

′
g[gi−1; zi] + b

′
g) , (5.12)

o
′
i = σ(W

′
o[gi−1; zi] + b

′
o) , (5.13)

di = f
′
i ⊗ di−1 + i

′
i ⊗ g

′
i , (5.14)

gi = oi ⊗ tanh(di) . (5.15)

where zi ∈ Rm+p is the concatenation of the ith element in the target sequence and

weighted compressed information. In particular, zi = [aci; yi] in training stage and

zi = [aci; ỹi] in evaluation stage, respectively. W
′
i , W

′
f , W

′
g, W

′
o ∈ Rq×(m+p) and b

′
i, b

′
f , b

′
g,

b
′
o ∈ Rq are multiplication matrices and bias terms of input, forget, cell and output gates

of LSTM de. The ith predicted target sequence is then derived by feeding the concatena-

tion of yi−1, aci and gi into a simple feed-forward artificial neural network denoted as

ANN in Fig. 5.1.

Data Pre-Processing and Learnable Initial Decoder Input

Different to [52, 53] where multi-variant data were fed directly into a prediction model,

our proposed model pre-processes raw input and target data to form proper source and
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Figure 5.4: Data pre-processing procedure.

target sequences. First, the logarithm values of raw data are computed, followed by nor-

malisation. This can remove potential skewness in the data samples. Dimension expan-

sion, often quoted as “embedding” in neural language translation, is critical because it

converts one-hot encoded words into manageable vectors, which helps remove sparsity

of the raw input data. Similarly, both normalised input and target data in our proposed

model undergo a dimension expansion process implemented by matrix multiplication,

such that potential high-dimension pattern of the input data could be captured. The pre-

processing procedure of our proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 5.4.

An Attention-based recurrent neural network designed for natural language transla-

tion requires feeding a fixed start-of-sentence (sos) signal into the decoder to generate

the first target prediction. Such action is inapplicable for our time series task, hence our

proposed model utilises an input vector for the decoder with learnable parameters to

initiate generation of the target sequence, which introduces extra flexibility into target

prediction.
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Figure 5.5: Data arrivals of haptic interaction experiment.

Table 5.2: Statistics of data inter-arrival time (ms).

Experiment indices
Statistics

Min Mean Max Std

1 0.0 1.151 2.530× 101 3.337

2 0.0 1.450 1.957× 102 5.533

3 0.0 1.117 7.639× 101 3.215

4 0.0 1.146 3.318× 101 3.273

5 6.000× 10−3 4.882 1.979× 102 6.606

5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Traced Data Traffic from H2M Experiment

To verify the proposed prediction model and to evaluate its performance with predic-

tive SPS scheme, we utilise a traced data traffic of H2M experiment 1 to form the data

traffic generated by the application layer in our simulations. Specifically, a 22-sensor

glove with position tracker and hand exoskeleton was used as Master domain haptic

control device, and a virtual environment containing virtual object was implemented at

Slave domain. Different actions were performed during H2M experiments, including

free space movement, touching the surface of a virtual object and grasping/moving mul-

tiple virtual objects. An example of generated data flow with a time window of 1 second

1I would like to thank Lihua Ruan for sharing her traced data traffic in haptic-tactile experiments.
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is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 2. In addition, the statistics of inter-arrival time of generated data

flows from 5 separate H2M experiments are shown in Table 5.2 3. These results reveal

that the data flow generated by the haptic interaction application exhibits randomness

and bursty characteristics. In particular, the inter-arrival time between two adjacent hap-

tic data could range from 0 ms (multiple data packets were generated simultaneously) to

200 ms. Therefore, regular SPS with fixed resource allocation might fail to deliver high

QoS for such an H2M interaction application. We apply the same procedure as explained

in Section 4.4, such that data traffic with different loads are generated by multiplying the

inter-arrival time vector from an H2M experiment with varying common weights.

5.4.2 Data for Training and Testing Proposed Attention-Based Recurrent Neu-
ral Network Model

To obtain the training and testing data for our supervised prediction model, we firstly

apply traced H2M data to regular SPS scheme with a periodicity of 2 and 3 ms then

extract relevant samples including the amount of transmitted data, BSR and scheduled

data for each uplink transmission. Hence, the newly arrived data N during an SPS period

can be calculated by eq. (4.5).

5.4.3 Prediction Accuracy of Proposed Attention-Based Recurrent Neural Net-
work Model during Off-Line Training

In this section, the extracted time series of newly arrived data N during an SPS period

is used for off-line supervised training for our proposed prediction model. In this work,

we use an observation window of 30, which means 30 history observations of N form a

raw input and k immediate future N form a raw output. In particular, we verify our pro-

posed prediction model by comparing the accuracy of the k-step ahead prediction task.

In addition, we compare the accuracy of the proposed model with other alternative mod-

els include AR-5, simple feed-forward Artificial Neural Network (ANN), DA-RNN [52],

Dot-Product Attention-based network (DP-Attn) [155] and Self-Attention-based network

2Fig. 5.5 is generated from Lihua Ruan’s traced data traffic.
3The numbers in Table 5.2 are calculated from Lihua Ruan’s traced data traffic.
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Table 5.3: NMSE of prediction for 2 ms periodicity.
NMSE

Traffic load 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

AR-5 0.9158 0.9144 1.0060 1.0245 0.9461 0.9503 0.9882 0.9243 0.9084 0.9230

ANN 0.6467 0.9262 0.9876 1.0522 0.9450 0.8776 0.9809 0.9538 0.8592 0.9565

DA-RNN 1.1370 1.2423 1.1205 1.0258 1.3155 1.1065 1.1765 1.0096 1.1469 0.9615

DP-Attn 1.5144 1.7567 1.1584 0.9976 1.2948 0.9188 1.0215 1.2374 1.1531 1.1522

S-Attn 0.9433 0.9983 0.9986 0.9949 1.0015 0.9910 1.0015 0.9968 0.9894 1.0037

Proposed model 0.5794 0.5508 0.7352 0.7638 0.5982 0.6110 0.8508 0.6645 0.5626 0.7391

Table 5.4: NMSE of prediction for 3 ms periodicity.
NMSE

Traffic load 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

AR-5 0.8900 0.9996 0.9410 0.9161 0.9558 0.8400 0.9081 0.8555 0.8947 0.8241

ANN 0.5611 1.0134 0.9875 0.8909 0.9701 0.8443 0.9638 0.8243 0.9382 0.8914

DA-RNN 0.7247 1.1291 1.0516 1.0363 1.0134 0.9581 1.0701 0.9681 0.9682 0.9954

DP-Attn 1.2310 1.4359 0.8925 1.0854 1.0526 1.0456 2.5316 1.6783 1.0717 0.9483

S-Attn 0.9506 1.0029 0.9904 0.9870 0.9928 0.9814 0.9849 0.9848 0.9844 0.9789

Proposed model 0.5211 0.7468 0.5992 0.6023 0.7516 0.5949 0.7201 0.5528 0.6547 0.6792

Table 5.5: MAE of prediction for 2 ms periodicity.
MAE

Traffic load 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

AR-5 0.7824 0.8250 0.7087 0.7488 0.8277 0.7683 0.6485 0.7704 0.7922 0.6842

ANN 0.6027 0.8770 0.7188 0.6474 0.8363 0.7599 0.5945 0.8168 0.7445 0.6664

DA-RNN 0.8125 0.9466 0.8342 0.6872 0.9349 0.8210 0.7139 0.8382 0.8932 0.6578

DP-Attn 0.9890 1.0472 0.8223 0.7426 0.9518 0.7372 0.6198 0.9041 0.8952 0.7649

S-Attn 0.8447 0.9260 0.7106 0.7561 0.9118 0.8238 0.5977 0.8483 0.8585 0.6737

Proposed model 0.5428 0.5518 0.5416 0.5790 0.5869 0.5630 0.5548 0.6043 0.5623 0.5786

(S-Attn) [156]. It should be noted that our specific prediction task contains only one driv-

ing sequence, and therefore the spatial attention mechanism of DA-RNN is removed for

actual implementation. The prediction accuracy measured by Normalised Mean Square

Error (NMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for different periodicities and varying

loading conditions are listed in Table 5.3 to 5.6, respectively. From the testing results, we

can clearly see that our proposed model generates the least prediction error among all

considered existing methods, which indicates that our proposed model shall enhance the

latency performance and allocation efficiency of predictive SPS scheme.
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Table 5.6: MAE of prediction for 3 ms periodicity.
MAE

Traffic load 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

AR-5 0.8108 0.7083 0.7910 0.7447 0.7253 0.7479 0.6266 0.7341 0.6824 0.6896

ANN 0.5845 0.7904 0.8154 0.7802 0.7133 0.7695 0.5762 0.7547 0.6353 0.7502

DA-RNN 0.6619 0.8042 0.8332 0.7746 0.7041 0.8423 0.6910 0.8304 0.6649 0.7710

DP-Attn 0.8629 0.9728 0.7563 0.7299 0.6704 0.8349 1.1894 0.9992 0.7341 0.7940

S-Attn 0.9063 0.7198 0.8541 0.8178 0.7671 0.8467 0.6348 0.8555 0.6535 0.8215

Proposed model 0.5302 0.5463 0.5588 0.5503 0.5766 0.6044 0.5039 0.5496 0.5639 0.6055

Table 5.7: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Notation

Simulation time 100 s

Number of Cell 1

Number of tactile UEs 10 M

Number of non-Tactile UEs 20

Bandwidth 200 MHz

Uplink RBPs 500

Theoretical uplink capacity 36.0 Mbps C

Total traffic load 10%–100% L

Non-Tactile traffic load ratio 60% α

Non-Tactile traffic Burst model

Non-Tactile packet payload Uniform(20,1500) B

Tactile traffic load ratio 40% β

Haptic packet payload 12 B

Scheduling algorithm for DS scheme Proportional fair

SR periodicity 1 ms

Tested SPS period 2, 3 ms t

UE MAC buffer size 1 MB

Bytes per RBP 9 c

LTE multiplexing mode FDD

Tx mode Single antenna

Maximum UE Tx power 398 mW

Pathloss model ITU-R, Rural Macro

5.4.4 Simulation Performance of Attention-Based Predictive SPS Scheme
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Figure 5.6: Average uplink MAC layer latency of Tactile UEs.
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Figure 5.7: Detailed comparison of latency performance between AR-5 model and
Attention-based model.

To verify the performance enhancement of predictive SPS scheme, we apply the trained

Attention-based model and simulate for 100 seconds under varying traffic loads. The

LTE parameters and applied traffic characteristics are summarised in Table 5.7.
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5.4.4.1 Latency Performance

The average MAC layer latency performance of Tactile UEs by various uplink transmis-

sion protocols is presented in Fig. 5.6. It shows that the achievable uplink latency of

conventional DS protocol is around 10 ms latency when traffic loads are under 90%, and

it rises drastically when the network is near saturation, leading to almost 3 seconds la-

tency when traffic load is 100%. On the other hand, SPS schemes provide relatively stable

latency performance, which is always under 7 ms. It is worth noting that the resulting av-

erage uplink latency of Adaptive SPS [140, 141] is higher than that of other SPS schemes.

This could result from the “Information Lagging” issue (Section 4.3.2), in which case the

latest captured information from BSR does not represent the actual buffer status of con-

nected UEs.

A detailed comparison of uplink latencies between AR-5 model and our proposed

Attention-based model is presented in Fig. 5.7. It is observed that the Attention-based

mode outperforms AR-5 model in almost all considered traffic loads, except for 0.3 and

0.2 loadings under 2 ms and 3 ms periodicity, respectively. Therefore, our proposed

Attention-based model is able to enhance the latency performance of predictive SPS

scheme. The average MAC layer uplink latency of both AR-5 and Attention-based model

increases for lower traffic loads, this is due to higher prediction error, and a more detailed

explanation is presented in the next section.

5.4.4.2 Scheduling and Prediction Performance

The ability of different SPS schemes to allocate sufficient RBPs for uplink transmission is

measured by the Normalised Means Square Error (NMSE) of RBP allocation, where lower

NMSE indicates less deviation between actual and ideal allocations and hence higher

allocation accuracy and efficiency. The simulation results presented in Fig. 5.8 reveal

that our proposed Attention-based predictive SPS scheme provides the best allocation

accuracy, which explains the improvement of latency performance presented in Fig. 5.6.

The prediction accuracy of buffer occupancy during simulation is shown in Fig. 5.9.

In general, the prediction performed by the proposed Attention-based predictive SPS
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Figure 5.8: NMSE of RBP allocation as a function of total offered traffic load.
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Figure 5.9: NMSE of predicted buffer occupancy as a function of total offered traffic load.

scheme is more accurate than the one by AR-5 model. However, when the operation

condition denoted as (load, periodicity (ms)) is (0.2, 3), (0.3, 2), (1.0, 2) and (1.0, 3), the

prediction accuracies of these two model are close, and this conforms with the similar

latency performance as depicted in Fig. 5.7. Furthermore, the results from Fig. 5.9 and

5.7 indicate an increasing trend of prediction error as traffic load decreases. A possible

reason for this trend could be the growing sparsity of data arrivals when traffic is lightly
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Table 5.8: Time complexity (3 ms) of executed AR-5 scheduler and proposed Attention-
based scheduler.

Time complexity (ms)

Traffic load 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

2 ms
AR-5 model 0.0592 0.0595 0.0595 0.0588 0.0592 0.0595 0.0598 0.0608 0.0619 0.0611

Proposed model 4.8761 5.0803 4.9832 5.1005 4.9589 4.9405 4.9416 5.1503 5.1293 5.0812

3 ms
AR-5 model 0.0552 0.0562 0.0551 0.0560 0.0578 0.0584 0.0584 0.0604 0.0603 0.0579

Proposed model 4.6766 4.6703 4.7480 4.7607 4.8347 4.8203 4.7131 4.8061 4.9066 4.9403

loaded, in which case temporal dependencies is harder to obtain due to the limited size

of input sequences.

5.4.4.3 Time Complexity and Power Consumption

The time complexity measured by calculation time of prediction is listed in Table 5.8,

where an AMD Opteron 62xx class CPU is used. It is observed that the computation time

of the proposed Attention-based prediction model is about 100 times longer than the AR-

5 model. This is expected as the number of parameters and the amount of required com-

putation of Attention-based model is much larger than that of the AR-5 model. Specif-

ically, the largest average time complexity of the proposed Attention-based prediction

model is 5.1503 ms. Although such a computation time is unsuitable for SPS periodicity

of less than 5 ms, we would expect a reduced time complexity when the proposed model

is implemented by devices of 5G and beyond, because these devices offer advanced com-

putation power such that edge intelligence implementing AI can be successfully enabled

[26].

Another essential requirement to conduct machine learning for network devices is

high power consumption at the user side. One feasible solution to this issue is establish-

ing a default, pre-trained model on individual UEs, while eNodeB is obliged to conduct

the full computation of our proposed Attention-based model and provide an updated

model for UEs. Since eNodeB already has the full set of required training data by the na-

ture of our predictive SPS scheme, no additional data need to be communicated between

eNodeB and UEs. As such, the power consumption and computation requirement at UEs

are drastically reduced.
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5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we present a novel scheduler for predictive SPS scheme using Attention-

based recurrent neural network, in order to achieve enhanced latency performance for

LTE and 5G networks. Specifically, we interpret the “Information Lagging” issue aris-

ing from predictive SPS scheme into a sequence-to-sequence task and design a machine

learning model for this task. Different to existing research, our Attention-based model

implements dimension expansion at the pre-processing stage and introduces an initial

input containing learnable parameters to the decoder. In addition, we study the charac-

teristics of traced data traffic from real-time haptic interaction experiments, and results

from the off-line training reveal that our proposed model outperforms other alternative

ones. Finally, compared with the AR-5 model described in Section 4.3.2, simulation re-

sults prove that our proposed Attention-based predictive SPS scheme is able to further

enhance the MAC layer uplink latency for almost all considered traffic loads. Mean-

while, we point out that the prediction accuracy degrades if data is sparse and temporal

dependencies are weak.





CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1 Introduction

With the capability to deliver haptic information through the network, the Tactile Inter-

net is envisioned as the future Internet. This is because by wirelessly transmitting haptic,

video and audio data in real time, not only will users be provided a true immersive ex-

perience, but also emerging services can be realised and successfully supported. These

include intelligent transportation system, smart grid and process automation [12]. Nowa-

days, wireless local area network (WLAN) and mobile cellular network have been widely

deployed as solutions to wireless access technology. In particular, they have achieved

unprecedented success in serving users with a broadband connection for short and long

range scenarios, respectively. Although current WLAN and mobile cellular technologies

are sufficient to meet service requirements of today’s applications, they may not be viable

for the Tactile Internet due to ultra-low end-to-end latency requirement–from 0.5 to 10 ms

for various use cases.

The focus of this thesis has therefore been to improve the latency performance of these

two wireless access networks by advanced MAC layer designs. This is because among

different delay sources contributing to the overall latency in the wireless domain, sig-

nal processing and queueing delay are significantly affected by the MAC layer protocol,

which has been viewed as the latency bottleneck of a wireless communications network

[29]. To this end, we have compared different uplink transmission protocols in the MAC

layer of WLAN and mobile cellular network, and we argue that the HCCA protocol of

WLAN and SPS scheme of LTE/5G network are viable solutions to both reliability and

latency requirements for the Tactile Internet. On the one hand, HCCA does not only per-

form a polling operation that promises a certain amount of channel time called TXOP

147
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for uplink transmission during CFP, but also allows all stations to contend for channel

access during CP. On the other hand, the SPS scheme was proposed to periodically allo-

cate a fixed number of radio resource blocks to uplink UEs, which functions well for CBR

traffic but suffers from resource mismatch issue for VBR traffic.

For enhancing latency performance of the HCCA protocol, we proposed a strategic

parameter selection algorithm that exploits the derived average uplink latency formula

and provides a guideline for the network operator to fine-tune system parameters–Tmax

and TSI, such that resulting average uplink latency can meet the requirement and this

was proved by our numerical evaluations.

In order to alleviate the over/under scheduling issue of the SPS scheme, we pro-

posed a predictive SPS scheme to proactively determine the scheduled radio resources

based on the prediction of future network traffic. Meanwhile, we designed a feasible re-

source allocator (FRA), such that non-SPS UEs and SPS UEs could coexist and preserved-

but-unscheduled resources can be reused efficiently. Simulation results reveal that the

average uplink latencies under 3.5 ms can be achieved for all considered traffic loads.

In addition, we argued that sub-millisecond latency could be achieved if predictive SPS

scheme and sTTI were implemented in a 5G network.

Furthermore, we deployed an Attention-based recurrent neural network model as

the scheduling entity for the predictive SPS scheme. As a result, we showed that the

proposed model achieved the best prediction accuracy and hence further improved the

latency performance and scheduling efficiency of the SPS scheme. The following sections

summarise the key contributions of this thesis and discuss the future directions of our

research.

6.2 Key Contributions

In Chapter 1, we briefly introduced WLAN and mobile cellular networks. We then ex-

plained the concept of the Tactile Internet, highlighting the stringent requirements of re-

liability and latency for different use cases. The chapter then summarised our objectives

in reducing uplink latency produced by the MAC layer protocols of WLAN and mobile
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cellular networks, due to the technical bottleneck imposed by uplink transmission. Fi-

nally, the chapter outlined how objectives were achieved via our technical contribution,s

followed by our published research work.

The motivation behind our technical contributions lies in improving the latency of

existing MAC layer protocols of WLAN and mobile cellular networks. Therefore, in

Chapter 2, we critically analysed and compared existing work proposed for latency en-

hancement. In particular, the chapter first provided a detailed description of the MAC

protocols proposed for uplink transmission in a WLAN supported by IEEE 802.11 tech-

nologies, and these include DCF, EDCA and HCCA protocols. Then, a comprehensive

literature review on the improvement of throughput, fairness and latency of WLAN

was presented. The existing solutions to latency reduction for a WLAN can be classi-

fied into three categories–medium access, admission control and bandwidth allocation

mechanism. By advanced medium access mechanism, information of exact uplink band-

width demand is acquired by additional handshake procedure or modified control frame

field. As for admission control methods, service differentiation could be achieved by de-

termining the amount of permitted traffic flows such that QoS of high priority flows are

protected. The rest of the existing solutions designed advanced allocation mechanisms

to dynamically predict or estimate the bandwidth demand of a specific user, such that

pending data can be transmitted immediately. It is important to note that most of the ex-

isting work has targeted on throughput, while whether WLAN is suitable for ultra-low

latency was not addressed thoroughly. Furthermore, we argued that existing research

had studied the HCCA simulatively, lacking an understanding of the implications of var-

ious network parameters on the latency performance.

Further in Chapter 2, general technical aspects of LTE networks were introduced, with

a focus of describing the MAC layer uplink transmission protocols–DS, CBS and SPS. Ex-

isting work for enhanced MAC layer schedulers designed for the DS was then presented,

and it can be classified into two categories–prioritisation-based and optimisation-based.

The prioritisation-based schedulers attempt to sort connected users according to mea-

sured/estimated requirement/urgency metrics in order to provide a best-effort service

for latency-critical applications. On the other hand, optimisation-based schedulers de-
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termine the position and number of allocated radio resources by maximising a utility

function with energy, latency, fairness being constraints. It should be mentioned that due

to the characteristics of SC-FDMA for uplink transmissions, the optimisation problem is

usually NP-Hard [112]. Therefore, these formulated problems were often addressed by

heuristic algorithms. Chapter 2 further discussed the innovation brought by 5G technolo-

gies regarding latency performance. Specifically, we highlighted that K-rep HARQ and

NOMA are feasible techniques to enhance reliability and latency performance of CBS,

whereas sTTI is a feasible solution to bring latency of SPS to a sub-millisecond level.

In Chapter 3, we presented our initial technical contributions, the first closed-form

expression for the average uplink latency of HCCA and a parameter selection algorithm

for controlling the uplink latency of HCCA. The HCCA protocol is equivalent to a polling

system with resource reservation dedicated for admitted latency-critical traffic flows. In

Chapter 2, we identified that existing research lacked analytical studies of the impact

of network parameters on the uplink latency of HCCA. The expression was derived by

modelling the operation of a reference design of HCCA [56] with a multi-user M/G/1

queueing system. Moreover, we deployed an estimation framework and a Markov Chain

method such that numerical values of average latency obtained by the expression matched

closely with the results of discrete-event simulations. Then, global sensitivity analyses

were conducted to acknowledge the importance of various network parameters on the

uplink latency, which filled the gap of existing literature. Specifically, we analysed eight

parameters and argued that Tmax and TSI have the most significant impact on latency,

whereas the payload size of transmitted packets and SIFS period exhibited increasing

importance for low-speed WLAN networks. Results also revealed that data compression

techniques could serve as an alternative solution to latency reduction by controlling the

generated data arrival rate at the application layer.

Further in Chapter 3, we proposed a strategic parameter selection algorithm that

utilises the gained knowledge from the global sensitivity analyses, and it can iteratively

fine-tune Tmax and TSI such that a predefined latency budget could be met. We numer-

ically verified the algorithm on an HCCA network against nine different starting con-

ditions. Results showed that our proposed algorithm could successfully help HCCA to
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meet the 0.1 ms latency requirement. To this point, we argue that a WLAN implementing

IEEE 802.11 HCCA MAC protocol is able to support the Tactile Internet using reference

design, provided that network parameters were chosen properly.

Starting from Chapter 4, we turned our attention into another widely deployed wire-

less communications technology–mobile cellular network, for supporting the Tactile In-

ternet. As analysed in Chapter 2, the original SPS scheme was introduced in LTE net-

works to provide quality service for VoIP by periodically allocating a fixed amount of

radio resources to connected users. However, it could suffer from over/under schedul-

ing issue, which impairs either scheduling efficiency or latency performance of an LTE

network. Therefore, we proposed a predictive SPS scheme for latency-critical services of

the Tactile Internet. First, we proposed a feasible resource allocator (FRA) that does not

only support variable allocation for users connected using SPS scheme but also allows re-

allocating unused resource for non-SPS users, by which improved scheduling efficiency

can be achieved. Second, we deployed a simple prediction model that utilises recorded

history observations to estimate the buffer occupancy of a particular uplink device. Such

a predictive approach raised the probability of transmitting pending data immediately.

We verified our predictive SPS scheme by system-level simulations, and results showed

that a sub-3.5 ms uplink latency could be achieved for considered traffic loads when 1 ms

periodicity was implemented.

Another equally important finding of the evaluation for predictive SPS scheme in

Chapter 4 was that latency performance and prediction accuracy deteriorated with expe-

rienced traffic load, which indicated that the simple auto-regressive model might fail to

capture the fast-changing characteristics of data traffic when the network was heavily-

loaded. This has become the motivation behind our novel Attention-based recurrent

neural network proposed for enhancing the performance of predictive SPS scheme. First,

we interpreted the prediction task into a sequence-to-sequence problem and deployed a

recurrent neural network architecture to record and represent the long-term dependen-

cies within the input sequences. Then, inspired by the recent success in natural language

translation [51], we proposed to use an additive attention mechanism to perform accurate

prediction for our specific sequence-to-sequence problem. Most importantly, we imple-
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mented dimension expansion at data pre-processing stage and introduced an initial input

containing learnable parameters to the decoder, in order to improve prediction accuracy

with extra flexibility. Results from off-line training showed that our proposed Attention-

based model achieved the highest prediction accuracy among all considered models and

simulation results reveal that both scheduling efficiency and latency performance were

enhanced when the Attention-based model was utilised.

It is important to note that simulations conducted in Chapter 4 and 5 were based on a

well-known discrete-event simulation platform OMNeT++ and SimuLTE [54]. The data

traffic from the application layer was generated by processing traced data of haptic-tactile

experiments and matching it to various traffic loads of an LTE network. This represented

our best effort to model the data traffic of actual haptic-tactile applications and therefore,

to increase the accountability of evaluation of our proposed SPS scheme.

6.3 Future Directions

As highlighted in previous sections, technical contributions of this thesis consist of a com-

prehensive study of IEEE 802.11 HCCA protocol and LTE/5G SPS protocol, as solutions

to achieving ultra-low latency for the Tactile Internet and emerging latency-critical ser-

vices. During this study, the characteristics of actual network traffic generated by haptic-

tactile applications have been discussed but could not be pursued due to the limitation

of our research scope. This section presents related areas that need further investigation.

6.3.1 Key Assumptions

For the technical contributions presented in Chapter 3, we have assumed that the packet

arrival of a haptic-tactile application of the Tactile Internet follows a Poisson process. The

Poisson process is one of the most dominant and oldest models used for analysing traffic

in traditional telephony networks, and it is an appropriate model for packets generated

from many independent sources [157]. Further, the Poisson process is characterised as

a memoryless renewal process and the inter-arrival time of a Poisson process has an ex-

ponential distribution, which means the arrival of an event in a Poisson process is inde-
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pendent of the others. This has made the Poisson process a reasonable traffic model for

the network illustrated in Fig. 3.1, where a Hub receives data from independent actua-

tors/sensors and forwards the received data to an access point in the uplink direction.

However, the traffic model from an actual haptic-tactile application may be different

(e.g. Normal distribution or Pareto distribution), which will complicate the mathemat-

ical analysis of latency derivation. In such cases, phase-type distribution combined with

a Markov chain model shall be used, and latency distribution could be obtained instead

of a closed-form expression of average latency [158, 159]. Nevertheless, it will be worth

investigating HCCA against different traffic models with respect to various performance

metrics, such as packet drop rate, throughput, average latency, probability of latency vi-

olation.

With the availability of generated haptic data from haptic-tactile experiments [146],

we have enhanced the validity of the numerical evaluation of our proposed predictive

SPS scheme in Chapter 4. To closely simulate the actual data traffic of haptic-tactile ap-

plications, we have assumed that the deadband principal with a 5% JND was employed

as the default haptic codecs. The reason for such an assumption was two-fold. First,

the deadband principal was introduced as a promising data compression technique for

haptic data [125, 127]. Second, we selected a 5% JND because it ensures a maximum sen-

sitivity for force/position difference and can provide the highest accuracy for actuators

in a haptic-tactile application such as TelePresence and TeleAction (TPTA). However, al-

ternative haptic codecs or different JND values could be implemented during an actual

haptic-tactile application, which could affect the latency performance of the predictive

SPS. To this end, a collaboration between haptic codecs developers and haptic-tactile ap-

plication providers will be needed in order to determine the final version of haptic codecs

and hence the resulting form of generated traffic model.

6.3.2 Reinforcement Learning for Intelligent Resource Scheduling

In recent years, reinforcement learning has attracted network designers’ attention as an

approach to make intelligent decisions based on measurement/observation of the exter-

nal environment. For example, reinforcement learning has been used to solve the combi-
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natorial optimisation problem in order to obtain a scheduling policy for the best perfor-

mance [160, 161]. In particular, by observing the immediate reward produced by taking

a certain action, a reinforcement learning-based scheduler is able to learn the long-term

effect of such an action progressively. Therefore, by using the gained knowledge from

previous interactions, the scheduler can achieve the best gain when it encounters a simi-

lar environment. The concept of reinforcement learning was also applied in [162], where

a reinforcement learning-based scheduler was trained to reach the minimum sum cost of

offloading resources onto mobile edge computing (MEC) units. Authors have expressed

the immediate reward as a weighted sum of computation time and energy consumption,

such that these two metrics could be catered simultaneously.

To this end, a reinforcement learning-based scheduler could be designed for predic-

tive SPS, such that the widely known trade-off between throughput and latency in wire-

less communications [107] could be properly addressed. Specifically, for our proposed

SPS scheme, the number of allocated radio resources was determined as the minimum

number that is able to transmit all pending data. Such an approach assures the best

achievable latency with possible resource and energy waste. However, by allowing the

scheduler to consider the weighted sum of latency, scheduling efficiency and energy con-

sumption in a reinforcement learning algorithm, better allocation decisions could be per-

formed.

6.3.3 Predictive SPS Scheme Implemented on 5G Networks

In Chapters 4 and 5, we have proposed and evaluated the performance of predictive

SPS scheme under traced traffic from real-time haptic-tactile experiments. We have high-

lighted that the uplink latency of LTE networks could be brought down to sub-3.5 ms

level due to the restriction of 1 ms TTI, while further latency reduction could be achieved

by deploying 5G networks, where sTTI could be as short as 0.14 ms. Therefore, develop-

ing a universally-recognised and open-source framework for simulating the 5G network

at a system level [163] will be vital for verifying innovative concepts and techniques pro-

posed for enhanced performance. Such an effort will have significant contributions to

both academics and industries, considering that 5G technologies cover numerous techni-
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cal contributions and are undergoing further research and development.

6.4 Conclusions

The vision of the Tactile Internet and emerging services such as tele-rehabilitation and

smart grid requires the communications network to transmit data with stringent require-

ments. Currently deployed wireless communication networks, however, are not able

to support services with ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability. This chapter sum-

marises our motivation and technical contributions to the MAC layer protocols of WLAN

and mobile cellular networks. In this thesis, uplink latency reduction solutions were pro-

posed and evaluated. As for WLAN, motivated by the QoS capability provided by the

polling mechanism of HCCA, we have derived the first closed-form expression for the

uplink latency of HCCA. A strategic parameter selection algorithm was then proposed

to fine-tune network parameters of HCCA in order to control the uplink latency within a

predefined limit. Instead of studying the performance of existing MAC protocol, our pro-

posed solution to the mobile cellular network incorporates variable resource allocation

and prediction method for the SPS scheme. Such a predictive scheme alleviates the short-

comings induced by original SPS protocol, such that radio resources could be proactively

allocated to SPS users, and the unused sources can be shared between non-SPS users. We

have further enhanced the proposed SPS scheme by implementing an Attention-based re-

current neural network as the prediction mechanism, such that resource allocation could

be performed with improved accuracy. Finally, in this chapter, we discussed the future

directions of our research work and they include extending the investigation of data traf-

fic generated by haptic-tactile applications, implementation of reinforcement learning for

intelligent decision-making and evaluating the performance of the predictive SPS scheme

for 5G networks.
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